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CASH IN ON THE BOOM
IN COLOR TELEVISION

The NRI TV -Radio Servicing course
includes your choice of black and
white or color TV training equipment.
Color TV needs thousands of trained
men to keep pace with millions of sets
being sold every year. NRI prepares
you quickly. Cash in on the boom.

IF

CARD IS
MISSING

MAIL
THIS

COUPON

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Washington, D.C. 20016

13-030

Name

Address Age

StateCity Zip

 Check for facts on GI Bill

You get more for your money from NRI
NRI pioneered the idea of supplying home -study
students with custom designed training kits to
give practical on-the-job experience as you learn.
Today, NRI's "3 -Dimensional" training can't be
equalled. You get more value - from the exclu-
sive Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll, to
"bite -size" texts and custom training equipment.
Learning TV -Radio, Electronics or Communica-
tions at home is easy, exciting, the NRI simpli-
fied, dramatized way.

BE A SKILLED TECHNICIAN IN AMERICA'S
FASTEST GROWING INDUSTRY

Regardless of your educational background, you
can learn the Electronics field of your choice the
practical NRI way. The NRI color catalog, sent
to you free and without obligation, tells you how
you can qualify quickly to be a part of the fast
growing Electronic Age; about engineering jobs
in business, industry, broadcasting, government,
now offered to men without college degrees. It
will open your eyes to the great number of suc-
cess opportunities available right now in the
high -pay world of TV -Radio Servicing, Broad-
casting -Communications and Industrial -Military
Electronics. With NRI technical training, you
can take your choice of a wide variety of career

openings or have a business of your own. And if
you choose one of five NRI courses that include
FCC License preparation, you must earn your
FCC License or NRI refunds your tuition!

MAKE $4 TO $6 AN HOUR EXTRA
IN SPARE TIME STARTING SOON
Tens of thousands of NRI graduates are proof it
is practical to train at home in your spare time.
Keep your present job while preparing for a bet-
ter one, and earn $4 to $6 an hour extra in spare
time while you train, fixing sets for friends and
neighbors. NRI shows you how. Equipment you
build and keep becomes useful in your work.

STEP UP TO BETTER PAY, A BRIGHTER FUTURE
NRI can help you, but the decision to act must
come from you. Decide now to move ahead . . .

mail the postage -free card. If missing, use coupon
above for FREE NRI color catalog. No salesman
will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

APPROVED UNDER GI BILL
If you served since January 31, 1955, or
are in service, check GI line on postage -
free card or in coupon.

NRI Programmed Equipment Gives You Priceless Confidence,

Makes Learning TV -Radio, Electronics Fast and Fascinating

BUILD TEST EXPLORE All this is yours - from Achievement Kit,
to solid state Radio, to training -engineered Color TV set -when you
enroll for NRI's TV -Radio Servicing course. Other courses equally
complete. Unique training methods, "bite -size" texts, many personal
services have made NRI the leader in its field for over 50 years.

THE ONLY

COLOR TV
TOTALLY ENGINEERED

FOR TRAINING
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SOMETHING
FOR

EVERYONE

As you go through the "Contents" of
this issue of the ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK, I think you will be impressed
by the variety of do-it-yourself construction
projects. They range from the ultra -com-
plex to some of surprising simplicity. I

also think that the selection includes at least
3 or 4 projects of interest to every experi-
menter-regardless of his "specialty."

As in previous issues, each construction
project has been thoroughly tested and
carefully reviewed by the author and edito-
rial staff. Parts lists have been brought up
to date and where necessary circuit correc-
tions (and additions) made to any projects
that have previously appeared in POPULAR
ELECTRONICS. In the rare instances where
disagreements exist between the POPULAR
ELECTRONICS version and the EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK version, the latter is always
correct.
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1970 WINTER ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

148 pages of the most fascinating and challenging
construction projects for the electronics hobbyists.
All with complete schematics, illustrations, parts
list, and easy -to -follow instructions that guarantee
you perfect finished products.

$1.35

.ELECTqUNIL
EXPERIMENTER S

1970 SPRING ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

Another big package containing the most challenging,
fun -to -build electronics projects ever! Be sure to
order this one today!

$1.50

or
For profit.,.For

S eea
tronics Enjoy

1970
STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY

Giant 180 page buyer's guide listing more than
1,600 individual Stereo/Hi-Fi components by 176
manufacturers. Nine individual sections complete
with specs, photos, prices-the works!

1970
TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

Over 130 pages covering every aspect of tape re
cording. Complete buyers guide to the brands and
models on the market. Expert tips on equipment-
making better tapes-editing-copying-everything
you want and need to know about tape recording.

$1.35

$1.35

ELECTRONICS
HANDBOOK

1970 1970 ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION &
COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK

148 fact packed pages for the CB. SWL or HAM.
Equipment buyer's guide-photos-tables--charts
-getting a license-everything to make this the
world's most complete guide to communications.

$1.35

SERVICING HANDBOOK
For the serviceman who is also a businessman-the
hobbyist who is also a perfectionist! Covers all 8
areas of consumer electronics servicing-all the
tricks of the trade-in one complete, uptodate
guide. This is the industry's "how-to" hook for
installing and servicing consumer electronics
equipment.

$1.35

GET THE DELUXE
LEATHERFLEX-BOUND
EDITIONS FOR JUST
$3.50-POATPAID1
These roluable an.
nuals are sip ,avail-
able in handspme DE-
LUXE EDITIONS. Each
volume is bound in
superb leatherilex-a
softly textured,sgold
embossed Aver which
also provides rugged,
lasting Protection
They are truly collec-
tor's items .. . prized
additions to your elec
tronics bookshelf. And
they're yours, for just
$3.501 each postpaid.
(Please allow three
additional weeks for
delivery.), -

USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY!
ZIFF.DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION  Dept. W  595 Broadway, New York. N.Y. 10012

Please send me the annuals I've checked below:

D Winter 1970 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook, 51.35 0 1970 Stereo/HI-F! Directory, $1.35
0 Deluxe Edition, $3.50 0 Deluxe Edition, $3.50

0 Spring 1970 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook, 51.50 0 1970 Tape Recorder Annual, $1.35
17] Deluxe Edition, $3.50  Deluxe Edition, $3.50

0 1970 Electronics Installation S. Servicing Handbook, $1.35 0 1970 Communications Handbook, $1.35
0 Deluxe Edition, $3.50 D Deluxe Edition. $3.50

In U.S.A., add 250 for shipping and handling for each Regular Edition; Deluxe Editions are postpaid. Outside
U.S.A., Regular Editions are $2.00 each. Deluxe Editions are $4.50 each, postpaid.

print name ENCLOSED

address

city state zip

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER LE1-1-S-70
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PARTS METHODS IDEAS /GADGETS/ DEVICES

tips
techniques

HOMEBREW BATTERY TERMINALS

Where space isn't at a premium, AA battery
terminals such as those shown in the photo
can be fabricated with the aid of a spring,
some stranded wire, and a couple of rubber
splice caps. The small compression spring
(taken from an old
record player orfrom motor
brushes) should be
clean and free of
rust. Solder a length
of the hookup wire
to one end of each
1/4"-%" long spring,
and crimp down the
other end of each spring to make sure of good
electrical contact with the battery's terminals.
The splice caps are made by Ideal (#415).
To save space, cut off the thumb tabs. Then
punch a small hole through the splice caps,
and feed the hookup wires through, pulling
on them so that the springs fit snugly into the
narrow portions of the caps. (To identify the
cap polarities, use a red wire for the positive
and a black or blue wire for the negative
terminals.) Now, fix the AA cell in place.

-Wendell H. Arthur

HOMEBREW TEST PRODS
FROM OLD BALL-POINT PENS

Have you ever wondered what you can do
with those old, dried -out ball-point pens you
have been throwing away? If you think hard,
you will see one possibility: they make handy
test prods. Single -piece body pens with brass
ink cartridges are
ideal for the job
(see photo). Using
a pointed tool,
lift off the top
plug and push out
the ink cartridge.
Then cut off and
discard the part
of the cartridge just above the dimples in the
cartridge tube. Thoroughly clean the remain-
ing piece, and tin the interior of the tube.
Now, string the test cable through the pen
body, insert the bared end of the cable in the
cartridge, and solder in place. Press fit the
point back into the pen body, leaving about
1/4" protruding. Finally, gently squeeze out
the steel ball in the pen tip with side cutters,
and round off the tip. A bead of epoxy cement
at the other end of the pen body serves as a
strain relief for the test table.

--A. A. Mangieri

AUTOMOBILE AIR FILTER IS

SOURCE OF CHASSIS VENTING MATERIAL

There are still some circuits and equipment
in electronics that must be housed inside an
enclosed chassis to prevent electrical shock
hazard but require conventional ventilation to
guard against heat damage. Unfortunately,
perforated metal sheets-ideal for fulfilling
both needs-are sometimes not readily avail-
able in electronic parts stores. However, if
you have an old dry -type automobile air filter
handy, you have a ready source of this diffi-

cult -to -find perfo-
rated aluminum
stock. This mate-
rial, which forms
the outer wall of
the filter, can be
cut to size with
tin snips or heavy-
duty scissors.
Then all you have

to do is place the cut piece over the chassis
cutout, bolt it in place with machine hard-
ware, and you have a functional cooling grille
that will provide ventilation while keeping
the hands of the user out of danger.

-James D. Brenner, Jr.

FLUORESCENT LAMP STARTERS
MAKE THERMAL SWITCHES

Need an inexpensive thermal switch in a
hurry? Well, if you have a spare fluorescent
lamp starter handy, you're in business. These
lamp starters contain ideal miniature ther-
mal switches that can be used as they are
or modified to suit your needs. First, remove
and discard the metal shell of the starter.
Then, carefully clip
the leads of the
glass -enclosed ther-
mal switch (see
photo). The switch
is normally set for
closure at about
150°F. If you want
it to close at a high-
er or lower temperature, you'll have to break
the glass envelope carefully leaving the base
intact. Then, for higher temperature action,
bend the bimetallic elements farther apart;
for lower temperature actuation, bend them
closer together. To find the correct distance
between the two elements for a given appli-
cation, you'll have to use a trial -and -error
procedure.

-John Rowe

BEWARE OF SNAP CONCLUSIONS

Most people-even some professional electri-
cians-assume that the small holes at the
ends of the prongs on the common electric
plug are for temporary cable splicing. Not
so! They were put there for a purpose in the
days when we didn't have springy metals for
the prongs to hold them in position. The holes
engaged dimples in the contacts in the re-
ceptacle. The holes are obsolete, but tradi-
tional.

-Henry R. Rosenblatt
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CONTENTS
COMMUNICATIONS

BUILD A HAPPY HYBRID 72 Dee Logan. WB2FBF
10 watts from tubes and transistors

SIMPLEST ANTENNA BRIDGE 92 Jim Ashe
Just the thing for SWL antenna tests

A VARICAP FRONT END AM TUNER 138 A. A. Mangieri
Uses varicap diode tuning

UJT FREQUENCY STANDARD 149 Frank H. Tooker
100 -kHz with harmonics all over the place

AUDIO /STEREO
SOUND -WITH -SOUND MIXER 19 Doug DeMaw, W10ER

Four -transistor circuit with pre -record monitoring

BUILD THE THRIFTY 3 -WAY 59 David B. Weems
Full -range speaker system for $35

A "BIGGER -THAN -LIFE" SPEAKER SYSTEM 95 David B. Weems
Big sound from a big system

IC STEREO PREAMPLIFIER 108 Paul B. Jarrett, M.D.
Single IC features high gain

FOR YOUR GUITAR ...
A COMPRESSION SUSTAINER 128 Craig Anderton

Another gimmick for the rock group

USEFUL PROJECTS
DIGITAL DARKROOM TIMER 11 A. A. Mangieri

Accuracy and resettability in foolproof package

BUILD THE TOUCH CONTROL 16 L. r: . Striggow
On/off with fingertip controls up to 200 watts

BUILD 200 -WATT DUAL FLASHER 23 John S. Simonton, Jr.
Alternately flashes incandescent bulbs

BUILD A "DIFFERENT" METAL LOCATOR 29 Leslie Huggard
New idea uses audio frequency coupling

BUILD AN ELECTRONIC SHUTTER CONTROL 65 Walter B. Ford
Great for camera buffs

YOUR OWN PRIVATE OWL 99 James A. Archer
"Outside Welcome Light" greets your friends

BUILD WWRC 111 John S. Simonton, Jr.
Wired wireless remote control

BUILD A PSYCH -ANALYZER 117 Robert E. Devine
Once called a simple "lie detector"

BUILD SLOT -CAR WIN DETECTOR 123 W. T. Lemen
Finish line judge with 1/32 inch accuracy

BUILD A POWER INVERTER 131 Jon Colt
Getting 117 -volts a.c. from car batteries
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TEST EQUIPMENT & EXPERIMENTATION

LOW-COST A. C. AMMETER 26 Neil Johnson, W2OLU
Measure up to 5 amps for less than $3

BUILD THE POPULAR ELECTRONICS
UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY COUNTER 37 Don Lancaster

High -accuracy counting to 2 MHz

BUILD VHV SUPPLY 52 Paul H. Fuge
10,000 -volt output from available parts

IC TELLTALE 53 C. P. Troemel
Two-way system double checks digital circuits

BUILD "OP-TACH" 77 John S. Simonton, Jr.
Revolution counter in a hand-held package

TRANSISTOR SORTER 83 Raymond F. Arthur
Telling the r.f. from the audio types

THIRD -GENERATION DCU 85 C. P. Troemel
Using the Dialco 7 -segment readout

NO MORE FUSES 106 Neil Johnson
Make use of circuit breakers

BUILD YOUR OWN POWER SUPPLY 130
Thoughts on simplified low -voltage supplies

VARICAPS 134 A. A. Mangieri
Getting to know the voltage -variable diode

CONSTANT -CURRENT OHMMETER 140 Alvin B. Kaufman
Unusual no -zero setting test instrument

A HOME FOR OHMS 143 A. J. Lowe
Where to put your 1/2 -watt resistors

BUILD A POS-NEG PULSE GENERATOR 147 Frank H. Tooker
For digital circuit tests
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MXX-1 Transistor
RF Mixer $3.50

A single tuned circuit
intended for signal
conversion in the 3 to
170 MHz range. Har-
monics of the OX
oscillator are used for
injection in the 60 to
170 MHz range.

Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering)

SAX -1 Transistor
RF Amplifier $3.50

A small signal ampli-
fier to drive MXX-1
mixer. Single tuned
input and link output.

Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz
Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering)

PAX -1 Transistor RF
Power Amplifier $3.75
A single tuned output
amplifier designed to
follow the OX oscilla-
tor. Outputs up to 200
mw, depending on the
frequency and volt-
age. Amplifier can be
amplitude modulated.
Frequency 3,000 to
30,000 KHz.

BAX-1 Broadband
Amplifier $3.75

General purpose unit
which may be used as
a tuned or untuned
amplifier in RF and
audio applications 20
Hz to 150 MHz. Pro-
vides 6 to 30 db gain.
Ideal for SWL, Experi-
menter or Amateur.

For The Experimenter!
International EX Crystal & EX Kits
OSCILLATOR / RF MIXER / RF AMPLIFIER / POWER AMPLIFIER

Type EX Crystal
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Sup-
plied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is
±.02°/e when operated in
International OX circuit or its $395
equivalent.(Specify frequency)

Write for complete catalog.

OX Oscillator
Crystal controlled transistor type.
3,000 to 19,999 KHz
Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz
(Specify when ordering)

Lo Kit

$295

INTERNATIONAL*rte
MFG. CO., INC.

10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NOW YOU CAN EASILY

ADD SOUND
TO YOUR SLIDE AND FILM SHOWS
WITH POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY'S
EXCLUSIVE AND EXCITING

"SOUND FOR A PICTURE EVENING"

RECORD ALBUMS, Vols. I through IV

Expressly created for film and slide shows

No matter how good your film and slide shows are,
sound will make them better ... more entertaining
and certainly more professional. But, it has to be
the right kind of sound. Although any musical
record can be used as a background, few, if any,
can match the variety of action, situations and
scenes inherent in most shows. That's why Popular
Photography created these albums. They're ideal
for almost every mood captured by your camera.
Whether your show is simple, elaborate or some-
where in-between-"Sound For A Picture Evening"
provides a final, professional touch to make it a
complete success.

This complete set, Volumes I through IV, offers
you the most extensive selection of background
music and sound effects available anywhere. Pro-
duced by the Editors of Popular Photography ex-
clusively for our readers, these records cannot be
purchased in any store and are available by mail
only to the readers of Popular Photography and
atter Ziff -Davis Magazines.

-,4,eagumaikt
A compreheolve Inetruction booklet comes with
EACH record; showlnor you how td make a success-
ful sound-apolmusiO, tape track fdr. yOu elide Of
movie short; Of to Wei the prord *rano as back-
ground, even If you're a rank ginner, An ingenious
band- pointer which, tits On' Oak or Sack redord in-
stentfY locates any. band pall want, NO gueesing, no
wasted metier', no falarl starts...

FOUR 12" VINYL 331/2 RPM HIGH-FIDELITY ALBUMS offering
you more than 21h hours of playing time consisting of 66 spe-
cific mood music backgrounds, 40 tracks for special sound
effects and 16 tracks featuring "National Portraits"-a total of
122 tracks of sparkling, mood -setting off -beat music and hard -
to -find sound effects-for use "as is" by playing the appropri-
ate tracks as your slide or movie show proceeds or for editing
your selections and recording them on tape. "Sound For A
Picture Evening" adds another dimension to your photography
-high-fidelity sound.

ALBUM CONTENTS
VOLUME I
17 music backgrounds . . 8 sound effects tracks: themes to
match your subjects ... perfectly! 3 film openings: grandiose,
sweet and gentle and dramatic  3 film closings: epic finale,
Hollywood style and gentle happy-go-lucky  gay party
vacation tempo  traveling  happy birthday party  pomp of
a parade  sound of a carousel  circus time  sentimental
moments children's playtime Christmas time ocean
waves train  jet planes  baby crying  crowd in stadium
 traffic  dog barking  thunder and rain.

VOLUME II
19 music backgrounds ... 11 music effects tracks: majestic 
backyard nature  experimental  mysterious  music of the
spheres vive la France  German village band soul of
Spain  American west  English countryside  buon giomo,
Italia  bass drum  bassoonery  cathedral bells  galloping
horses zoo noises children at play cocktail party
birds on a spring morning  outboard motor  oars in water 
skis on snow trumpet fanfare solo violin  music from
silent movies music for slow-motion movies music for
speeded -up motion music for stop -motion movies under-
water music  music for old-time footage.

VOLUME III
25 music backgrounds ... 10 sound effects tracks: music for
time-lapse photography liquidity  music to fly by  music
to take a trip by fiddle (addle  jungle themes  music for
the bull ring  way out farm machinery  chicken clucking
and rooster crow cows horse whinny pigs grunting
wind in the trees sleigh bells  cat meowing and purring 
hammering and sawing Japan Scandinavia South
America  Jamaica Middle East bowling jogging
little league rally and drag racing horseback riding
tennis ice skating Russian balalaika Indian sitar
Viennese zither steel band music square dance music
with caller  drum and bugle corps music.
VOLUME IV
23 music backgrounds . . . 9 sound effects tracks: music to
make portraits by  music for historic places  music to zoom
by  monochromatic moods in color music to orbit by
music to graduate by  music to scale cliffs by  gypsy violin
 Japanese koto  mariachi band  bagpipes  rock 'n' roll
German band Russia Holland Africa  Switzerland
Greece  boating  gardening golfing  musicians at work

dancing carnival "outside talker"  plane captain on the
intercom jetting down the field for take -off cruise ship
departure corks popping, liquid gurgling  shotgun blasts
 wood chopping crickets chirping fireplace sounds.

This complete set of 4 individually jacketed records, a $19.92
value, is available to you at the special discount price of only
$14.98, postpaid-a savings of $4.94.

For those of our readers who may have purchased Volumes I
and II when they were originally produced, Volumes III and IV
are available at the special discount price of $7.96 for both,
postpaid-a savings of $2.00.

Volumes I, II, Ill and IV may be purchased Individually @ $4.98
each, postpaid.

They're a must for every slide and film show impresario and
albums you will enjoy for many years to come.

RECORDS Ziff -Davis Service Division
595 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012

My check (or money order) for $ is enclosed. Please sand:

Complete sets, Volumes I through IV @ 514.98 each, postpaid.

Sets Volumes III and IV only @ $7.96 each set, postpaid.

Volume III. Volume IVVolume
postpaid.

II;

(Outside U.S.A. please send $20 for complete set; $12 for each set of 2;
$7 for 1 record ordered.)

print name S 70

address

city state zip_
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER
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COVER
STORY

BY A. A. MANGIER!

Digital

Darkroom
ACCURATE AND

REPEATABLE BETWEEN imer
0.1 AND 130 SECONDS

I S YOUR DARKROOM really complete ?
You might have the best in developing

and enlarging equipment; but if you
don't have an accurate, versatile timer,
your photographic efforts will be difficult
and probably unrewarding. The digital
electronic timer described here is the ul-
timate in timing equipment and will
simplify much of your darkroom work-
as well as improve your printing.

This timer provides various combina-
tions of timing ranges: 0.1 to 1.3 sec in
0.01 -sec steps; 1 to 13 sec in 0.1 -sec
steps; and 10 to 130 sec in 1 -sec steps. It
has excellent repeatability, long-term
stability, and high accuracy; and it is
not affected by noise or voltage changes
(between 105 and 135 volts) in the pow-
er line.

Six output modes include instant off,
instant on, delayed off, delayed on, en-
larger control and safelight operation.

The use of a new semiconductor device,
the programmable unijunction transistor
(PUT), permits a design employing eco-
nomically sized capacitors and affords a
simple means of calibrating each timing
range individually.

Optionally, the timer can be built as a
single -range timer with a range of 2 to
60 seconds; or any of the ranges can be
omitted without affecting the timing
parameters.

Construction. The schematic of the
timer is shown in Fig. 1. If you want to
build a single -range 2 -to -60 -sec timer,
replace the dashed rectangle marked X
with the one marked Y. In this case, you
can omit S4 and use the C3 -C4 and R9,
R12, R16 combinations for timing. (The
other components connected to S4 can be
eliminated.)

As shown in Fig. 2, a metal chassis
1970 Spring Edition 11
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divided into two compartments is used to
avoid stray a.c. pickup in the timer cir-
cuit. In the prototype, a 6" X 8" X 31/2"
metal chassis with a U-shaped rear cover
was used.

Make up an L-shaped metal panel to
support the power supply and relay. The

PARTS LIST
C1,C2-Dual 100-µF, 100 -volt electrolytic ca-

pacitor (Sprague TVL-2326 or similar)
C3,C4-2-µF, 100 -volt Mylar capacitor (CDE

WMF-1W2 or similar)*
C5-0.47-p,F, 100 -volt Mylar capacitor (CDE

WMF-1P47)*
C6,C7-0.047-µF, 100 -volt Mylar capacitor

(CDE WMF-1S47)*
C8-C15-0.01-pF, 1000 -volt disc capacitor
C16-0.002-p,F, 100 -volt disc capacitor
D1,D2-1-ampere, 600 -Ply silicon rectifier

(Motorola HEP-158 or similar)
D3 -15 -volt, 1 -watt zener diode (Motorola

HEP-607 or similar)
F1 -5 -ampere fuse
11, 12 -117 -volt neon indicators with resistors,

one amber, one red (Leecraft "Timeon")
K1-3p.d.t., 24 -volt d.c. relay, 600 -ohm coil

(Knight KN105-3C-24D, Allied 41F4662 or
similar)

L1,L2-Inductor, 21 turns #16, /2" diam, close -
wound, self-supporting.

Q1-Programmable UIT (General Electric
D13T2, do not substitute)

R1 -150 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R2 -1200 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R3 -470 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R4,R7-47-ohm
R5 -220 -ohm
R6 -120 -ohm
R8-1-megohm All resistors
R9 -R11 -4700 -ohm -watt
R12 -1000 -ohm
R13,R14-2200-ohm
R15 -1500 -ohm
R 16 -R18 -5000 -ohm trimmer potentiometer

(Clarostat U39)
R19-R30-2.2-megohm, %-watt 5% resistor
R31 -R40 -220,000 -ohm, %-watt 5% resistor
R41 -10,000 -ohm, -watt resistor (optional)
R42-10-megohm potentiometer, linear taper

(optional)
S1,S3-S.p.s.t. 6 -ampere toggle switch (Cutler -

Hammer 8381K21C or similar)
S2-D.p.d.t. 6 -ampere toggle switch (Cutler -

Hammer 8373K21C or similar)
S4 -2 -pole, 3 -position, rotary switch (Mallory

32261 or similar)
S5, S6 -1 -pole, 12 -position rotary switch (Mal-

lory 321121 or similar)
SCR1-0.8-ampere, 30 -volt silicon controlled

rectifier (Motorola HEP-320 or similar)
S01 -S06 -117 -volt a.c. chassis socket
T1 -25 -volt, 1 -ampere, filament transformer

(Knight, Allied 54A1421 or similar)
Misc.-Metal chassis 6" x 8" x 3 " ; perforated

board; push -in terminal (Vector T9.4); sheet
aluminum; fuse clip; terminal strip; line cord;
knobs; #16 bare enameled wire: hardware;
etc.

*The following parts are available from Allied
Radio Corporation, 100 N. Western Ave., Chi-
cago, Ill. 60680: C3,C4-43F6996 ($1.50);
C5 -43F6991 ($0.47); C6,C7-43F6985
($0.27). Q1 is available from Newark Elec-
tronics Corp.. 500 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago,
Ill. 60624

lip of this panel will be clamped to the
front panel by switch S2 and its mount-
ing hardware. Assemble the components
on the metal panel using the layout
shown in Fig. 3. Insulate the case of dual
capacitor C1 -C2 from its mounting clip
using electrical tape or a small piece of
plastic sheet. Install a small grommet be-
tween the dual capacitor and S2 so that a
pair of leads can be passed through the
chassis. Make another small grommetted
hole close to K1 and near D3 for two
other leads.

The timer module, shown in Fig. 4, is
constructed on a piece of high -quality
perforated board. Transistor sockets are
used for both Q1 and SCR1. Mount com-
ponents as shown in the photograph,
taking care to get the correct polarities.
Timing capacitors must have very low
leakage, therefore low -dielectric -absorp-
tion Mylar capacitors are recommended.
Electrolytics and most paper types are
not suitable. Also, be sure to use
the screwdriver -adjusted potentiometers
called for.

The power input circuit with the two
filter coils and fuse is assembled on a
piece of perforated board as shown in
Fig. 5.

Once the three subassemblies have
been built, they are installed within the
chassis as shown in Fig. 2. Prior to
mounting them, however, hold them in
place and mark the front (top) panel
for the switches and pilot lights as shown
in the overall view. Drill the required
holes in the top panel. Then ( at the end
remote from the timing module) mea-
sure for and drill mounting holes for the
six power outlets and for the line cord.

Note the locations of the three screw-
driver -adjusted timing potentiometers on
the timer module and drill holes in the
adjacent metal panel for making the ad-
justments.

Mount the resistors on switches S5
and S6 and mount them in their respec-
tive holes. Mount the other front ( top)
panel controls as required. Then perma-
nently mount the timing module, mak-
ing sure that the potentiometer adjust-
ments are aligned with their respective
holes in the chassis. Wire the circuit as
shown in Fig. 1.

Label all controls, switches, etc., as
shown in the photograph. Almost any
type of dry transfer lettering may be

1970 Spring Edition 13



SI
S2 (POWER)

(RESET TIME)

FILTER &
FUSE
MODULE

TIMER S6 POWER SUPPLY
MODULE (ONES) AND RELAY (FOCUS -ENLARGE)

PANEL

used. Coat it with a protective plastic
spray to prevent damage during use.

Calibration. Plug an electric clock, hav-
ing a sweep second hand, into ENLARGER
outlet S03. Place S2 in the RESET posi-
tion, S3 to ENLARGE, MULTIPLIER switch
$. to 1, tens -of -seconds switch S5 to 60,
and single -seconds switch S6 to 0. Note
the second-hand indication of the clock,
and then place S2 to TIME and turn on
power switch S1. The red timing lamp
should come on and the clock should
start to operate. About one minute later,
the TIME lamp will go off and the clock
will stop. Run this test again and adjust
R16 until the interval is exactly 60 sec-
onds. Recheck the timing with S5 set to
120 sec.

To calibrate the 0.1 -second multiplier
range, set S5 to 120 and the MULTIPLIER
switch to 0.1. Note the second-hand indi-

RI DI R2 R3

Fig. 2. A metal chassis is suggested for
the timer to avoid picking up stray elec-
trical noise which may cause erratic tim-
ing. The power supply and relay panel is
secured to the main chassis by mounting
hardware for switch S2. Other two boards
are mounted on four stand-off terminals.

cation on the clock. Place S2 on TIME and
turn S1 to ON. Adjust potentiometer R17
until the clock indicates 12 seconds. To
adjust the 0.01 MULTIPLIER range, set S5
to 100 and check that the clock goes for
one second. Adjust R18 until it does.

If you want to improve the accuracy
and repeatability of the timer, select and
match 5% resistors for the timing cir-
cuits associated with S5 and S6.

POWER AT OUTLETS

OUTLET WHEN POWERED

SO1 (DELAYED OFF)
SO2 (DELAYED ON)
S03 (ENLARGER)
SO4 (SAFE LIGHT)
S05 (INSTANT OFF)
SO6 (INSTANT ON)

During reset and timing
After timing is complete
During timing; S3 on FOCUS
During reset and after timing
During reset
During focus, during and

after timing

Fig. 3. Component mounting of the power
supply and relay panel. Insulate metal
case of dual capacitor C1 -C2 by wrapping
it in plastic tape before inserting the
capacitor in its mounting clip. A termi-
nal strip supports small components.

14 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK



HOW IT WORKS

In the simplified diagram shown here, transis-
tor QI is a special SCR type of device called a
programmable unijunction transistor (PUT) and
differs from a conventional SCR in that it has an
anode gate. Potentiometer RI is adjusted to set
the d.c. voltage at the anode gate of Ql. In the
actual circuit, RI is selected by a switch from
three independent timing potentiometers. When
S/ is set to TIME, charging current flows through

switch -selected charging resistors (in this case
R2), into switch -selected charging capacitor Cl.
The upper end of CI is connected to the anode
of QI. When the anode voltage of Q1 builds up
slightly higher than the voltage present on the
anode gate, QI turns on producing a voltage
spike across R3 and R4, and simultaneously dis-
charging CI.

The voltage spike at the junction of R3 and
R4 is applied to the gate of SCR1 and causes it
to turn on. As the SCR fires, it energizes relay
KI. The contacts on the relay are used for the
various external functions.

When S/ is placed in the RESET position, ca-
pacitor Cl discharges through R6 and the relay
circuit is de -energized.

Programmability is provided by the potenti-
ometer selected by S2B to set the stand-off ratio
of Q1. Resistor R7 sets the current needed to
fire QI to a very low value, thus permitting the
use of large timing resistors and small timing
capacitors. This is not possible if a conventional
UJT is used for QI.

Capacitor C2 prevents premature turn -on of
QI by a.c. line noise. The a.c. line is also filtered.
Resistor R8 slows down the anode voltage build-
up of Q2 to prevent premature turn -on when S/
is placed in the TIME position. Diode DI sup-
presses voltage spikes at the coil of KI when it
is de -energized.

Fig. 4. Timing module may be fabri- R15 --f
cated on perforated board. The use of
sockets for semiconductors removes the
chance of heat damage when installing.

L2 Fl LI

RI I

RIO

RI8
R14

RI 7 R16
R13 R12

CliVY 0
VAL 1W AA
°o01 +w

If you have built the single -range 2 -to -
60 -second timer, a special scale for R42
must be prepared. Using a pointer knob,
set R. at about 85 to 90% of full resis-
tance and adjust R16 for 60 seconds.
Mark the position for R42. Then by trial
and error, locate and mark the settings
of R42 for 50, 40, 30, 20 and 10 seconds.
These major divisions can then be sub-
divided into discrete second steps and
marked on the front panel.

Although it should not be required for
(Continued on page 64)

Fig. 5. The filter and fuse module (power input)
is also fabricated on piece of perforated board.
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CONTROL UP TO 200 WATTS WITH A FINGERTIP

ELECTRONICS experimenters areI-al-ways looking for new ways to con-
trol the light fixtures in their homes.
Here's the latest wrinkle-a light switch
that turns on and off with just a touch.
You may have seen this type of switch
in the call buttons on some new elevator
controls. It doesn't provide any dimming
control, but the convenience of being
able to turn the lights on or off with the
touch of a finger, or elbow if your hands
are full, is a real plus.

Construction. The circuit for the touch
control is shown in Fig. 1. Although any
type of construction can be used, the
author built his on a small PC board
whose foil pattern is shown actual -size in
Fig. 2. Note that, instead of etching away
copper to produce a network of intercon-
necting leads, in this case you only etch

away relatively thin isolation lines be-
tween the copper segments. Once the
board is made, assemble the components
as shown in Fig. 3.

In this assembly, the SCR's and ca-
pacitors are inserted conventionally while
the resistors and diodes are mounted
vertically. To install the two transistors
and the silicon unilateral switch, bend
the leads over and mount the units up-
side down on the board. Use fine solder
and a low -wattage soldering iron. Make
sure that there are no solder bridges
across the isolation lines on the board.

Caution. Because full line voltage is
present at various points in the circuit,
once the PC board has been built and
checked and connections have been made
to it, it is suggested that the entire as-
sembly be encapsulated using any com-

16 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK



117
VAC

UP TO
200W
LOAD

LINE

R3 R6
27K IK

RI R4
IK 27K

LOAD

C2
.2211F

D2
R5 1N5059

2.7K

SCR2
C10681

mjm D3
IN 5059

2N4990

A /N5059

Fig. 1. The heart of this circuit is a relatively new semi-
conductor, the silicon unilateral switch (D5). Controlled by
the transistor circuits, the SUS in turn controls the SCR's.

PARTS LIST
Cl, C2, C4-0.22-uF, low -voltage capacitor
C3, C5, C6 -0.05-µF, low -voltage capacitor
DI -D4 -1N5059 diode
D5-Silicon unilateral switch (GE 2N4990)
R1, R6 -1000 -ohm, 3A -watt resistor
R2, R5 -2700 -ohm, 34 -watt resistor
R3, R4 -27,000 -ohm, 3/4 -watt resistor

01
2N3394

C3
.050F

C4
.22pF

02
2N2925

C

R7
IM

C5
.05 OFF
YF TOUCH

CONTACTS

ON

C6
.051Y

R8
IM

R7, RS-1-megolint resistor
SCR1, SCR2-Silicon controlled rectifier (GE

C106 -B1)
Q1 -2N3394 transistor
Q2 -2N2925 transistor
Alisc.--One-megoirm resistor (optional, see test).

line cord, metal for touch contacts, insulated
wire.

mercial potting compound. An alternate
is to give the complete board several
coats of nail polish, preferably transpar-
ent, allowing each coat to dry thoroughly
before applying the next. To avoid shock,
take care not to damage this insulation
when handling the board.

Operation. Connect a lamp of 200 watts
or less to the load terminal of the board,
then connect the other side of the lamp
and the line terminal of the board to a

w
Fig. 2. Actual -size PC board is very small so use
care when making it. Unlike conventional boards,
this board uses area contact rather than a pattern.

A

TOUCH +
ON

TOUCHOFF

source of commercial 117 -volt a.c. power.
Placing a finger tip on the "touch on"
area should make the lamp go on; con-
tacting the "touch off" area should make
it go out. A pair of small metal plates
can be connected to these terminals, us-
ing insulated wire as the connectors, to
act as the actual touch plates. If the
lamp should only flicker when the "touch
on" terminal is contacted, reverse the
power -line plug.

If you want to extend the touch plates
for some distance, connect a one-megohm
resistor to the line terminal and locate
the other end of the resistor (by way of
an insulated connecting lead) between
the two touch plates. Simultaneously
touching both the end of the one-megohm
resistor and either of the touch plates

Fig. 3. The components will be tightly packed (see
photo on p. 18), so mounting is rather unorthodox.
Note that transistors and D5 are "upside down."

1
A 86 02

R4
4+- 11o-R5-

CI RI
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GATE

ANODE ANODE

GATE

CATHODE CATHODE

HOW IT WORKS
Operation of the touch control circuit depends

on D5, a silicon unilateral switch (SUS). This
semiconductor is essentially a miniature SCR
with an anode gate (instead of the usual cathode
gate) and a built-in low -voltage avalanche diode
between the gate and the cathode. The SUS
,N itches on when its gate is raised to a voltage
level in excess of that required to cause the ava-
lanche diode to saturate. When the avalanche
diode is forced out of conduction, the SUS cuts

When power is applied, transistor Ql, across

the gate and cathode of D5, automatically brings
D5 into conduction. This applies a negative volt-
age to the gates of the SCR's cutting them off
and removing power from the load. When contact
is made to the "turn on" terminal, Q2 conducts
to turn D5 off. This automatically allows both
SCR's to turn on, on the next positive -going a.c.
alternation, thus providing power to the load.
Contacting the "turn off" terminal causes the
circuit to revert to its original condition, thus
removing power from the load the next time
that the a.c. line alternation goes to zero. The
gating voltage for both transistors comes from
the a.c. field present in the human body when
the person is in the presence of commercial a.c.
power lines.

The gates of the SCR's are connected to the
power supply (at the junction of D3 and D4)
through D5. Since the SUS can only turn off at
the zero point of the a.c. waveform, the SCR's
are turned on only at that point. This character-
istic provides minimum distortion to the line cur-
rent (such as that caused by the opening and
closing of mechanical contacts).

Resistors R7 and R8 prevent shock when
either of the touch terminals is contacted.

will operate the circuits. One way of do-
ing this is to make two isolated metal
contact areas for the on -off operation,
with a narrow metal strip for the resis-
tor contact between them. In this way,
contact can be made to turn the light
either on or off.

Remember at all times that many por-
tions of the circuit board are "hot" to
ground and avoid getting a shock.

Besides a lamp, the touch control can
be used to turn on any 117 -volt a.c. re -

R?
IN ON

R9
LI IPA

RB
IM OFF

Prepare an etched board similar to above for use
as a moisture detector or touch panel wall plate.
For moisture detection, LI gives a positive source.

sistive or inductive load whose power
requirements are less than 200 watts.

Once the board has been completed and tested, it should be encapsulated with an insulating material to
prevent possibility of electrical shock. Only the two screws at left are exposed for external contacts.
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SOU1111-1111111-S011110 MINN
With Pre -Record Monitoring

BY DOUG DeMAW, W10ER

HY NOT produce "at home" record-
ings comparable to those of a pro-

fessional studio? You can with this sim-
ple "Sound -With -Sound Mixer." The se-
cret is in monitoring the output of the
mixer and listening to what the record-
ing is going to record-rather than us-
ing the ordinary monitoring system of
guessing or listening after the tape is
made.

You will find many other advantages
to the Mixer besides improving the quali-
ty and versatility of your recordings.
Short-wave listeners, for instance, can
use it to make station reports or prepare
a permanent log. (Many SWL's are pre-
paring tape archives by recording off the
air and adding personal comments-in-
cluding dates, times, etc.-over the de-
sired signal.) Or, why not spark up your
blasé voice letters by mixing from two
microphones or adding some novel sounds
or music to the tape?

Adding a background to taped letters

is far from new. But until now, the most
common method of adding it to the voice
track was through acoustical pickup from
a speaker system. The problems encoun-
tered with this method are numerous:
room acoustics may not be ideal, noise
may interfere, and the frequency range
is limited to that of the microphone. As
a result, the background sounds "dead"
because of sound degradation.

To obtain high -quality recording, a
direct electrical hookup is best, and the
Sound -With -Sound Mixer was designed
to do just that. In addition to providing
amplification and mixing, it also has a
monitor output that lets you hear what
you're recording before it gets into the
tape recorder.

The background source can be an FM
or AM tuner or short-wave receiver. No
preamplification of the signal is required.
You simply plug the source into one
channel of the Mixer and set the level ;
then plug in the microphone and set its
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2

CI
.0IpF

- R13
I MEG.

01 03
2N5459 2N5459

R2
2.2K

DI
22.5V

C3
047FF

After preamplification and mixing take
place in Q1 and Q2, signal is fed to out-
put through Q3; Q4 is monitor amp.

RII
10K

PARTS LIST
B1 -22.5 -volt battery
Cl, C2 -0.01 -AF disc capacitor
C3, C5 -0.047 -AF disc capacitor
C4 -100-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C6 -1 -AF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C7 -50-µF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C8 -50 -AF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C9 -0.05 -AF disc capacitor
.11-13-Phono jack
.14-Phone jack
Ql-Q3-Field effect transistor ( Motorola

2N5459)
Q4-Transistor (General Electric 2N2925
R.1, R2, R5 -2200 -ohm
R3, R7, R8, R11 -10,000 -ohm All resistorsR4-1-megohm V2 -wattR9 -100,000 -ohm
R10 -470 -ohm
R6 -10,000 -ohm linear -taper potentiometer
R12, R13-1-megohm audio -taper potentiometer
SI-S.p.s.t. switch (part of R6)
TI-Impedance-matching transformer, 1000 -ohm

primary, 8 -ohm secondary
Misc.-Printed circuit board; battery clip; V!"

metal spacers; 7"x3Wx3V2" aluminum utility
box; wire; solder; knobs; hardware; etc.

R7
10K

C5
.047pF

04
2N2925

C6
IpF

IRS R9
10K 100K 470.0

RIO

0 0
G S D
01-3

T

BOTTOM VIEW

B C E
04

J3

J4

level so that the voice signal can easily
fade in and out or override the back-
ground.

The Mixer can be used with virtually
any tape recorder, tape deck, or audio
amplifier that has a high -impedance in-
put (usually the microphone input).
It can also be used as a two -channel mi-

crophone or guitar -pickup mixer. It can
even be used as a private listening sys-
tem so that you don't disturb others
around you.

Construction. The use of a printed cir-
cuit board (etching guide shown full-
size in Fig. 1) greatly simplifies and
speeds construction of the Mixer. All
components, except for input and out-
put jacks, the controls, and the battery
mount directly on the circuit board as
shown in Fig. 2.

Except that the signal leads between
the circuit board and the jacks and con-
trols must be as short as possible, con-
struction is not critical. When you have
mounted all components on the board,
mount the circuit board, using four sets
of machine hardware and 1/2" metal
spacers as shown in Fig. 3. Then mount
J1, J2, and B1 on the rear apron of the
metal box and J3, J4, and the controls
on the front apron.

Assemble the metal box, and identify
the various controls and jacks with a
tape writer or a dry -transfer lettering
kit, and the Sound -With -Sound Mixer
is ready.

How To Use. Since high impedances are
involved, it is necessary that you use

20 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK



Fig. 1. In this actualsize printed
circuit board etching and drilling
guide, minimum amount of copper is
removed from the board. Extra copper
provides good heat sink during solder.
ing and helps economize on etchant.

+81

RI2
WIPER

RI3
WIPER

RI2

JI
J2

1970 Spring Edition

J3

TI
PRI

TI
PRI

Fig. 2. In wiring circuit board,
connect negative lead of B1 and
remaining terminal of control R6
to chassis ground or ground foil
on the board. Insert and solder
tabs of T1 in oblong holes that
are designated for T1 in drawing.

21



HOW IT WORKS
Each input stage of the mixer contains a field

effect transistor (Q/ and Q2 in the schematic)
that preserves the proper high -impedance match
required by the input transducers (microphone,
guitar pickup, etc.). With power applied to the
Mixer, separate audio signals fed in through //
and .12 are amplified by the respective FET
stages. The amount of gain for Q1 is controlled
by R12, while R13 controls Q2's gain. (Each
channel produces about 6 dB of gain, suggesting
that the mixer could be used as a straight pre-
amplifier should the need ever arise.)

Since the drain leads of Q/ and Q2 are parallel
connected. after amplification the two discrete
signals from these transistors mix, producing a
single composite signal. The new signal is then
coupled into phase-splitter Q3. then out to the
tape recorder through 13.

Additionally, a portion of the composite signal
is coupled to monitor amplifier stage Q4 to pro-
vide a convenient source -monitor output through
J4 to low -impedance headphones. Any amplifica-
tion provided by this sta:re is in addition to that
obtained from Q1 and or 02, and overall ampli-
fication is independently controlled by Rh.

shielded cables for interconnections be-
tween the Mixer and other equipment to
minimize hum pickup. Also, these cables
should be as short as practical.

When using the Mixer with a tape re-
corder or deck, always set the "Record

Fig. 3. Metal spacers should be used
to support the circuit board away
from the chassis. Mount the board as
shown; then wire the controls, bat-
tery, and jacks into the circuit.

Gain" control as suggested for normal
operation with a microphone. Then, while
feeding the desired signals into the mix-
er, adjust the gain control of the chan-
nel you want to predominate for full
recording level as indicated on the re-
cording monitor.

The level of the remaining Mixer chan-
nel can then be adjusted while you listen
through the monitor amplifier output.
Then any further adjustments of gain,
such as for fade-ins and fade-outs, should
be made with R12 and R13 on the Mixer.

If you should encounter any high-
level hum problems when using the mix-
er with a line -operated recorder or am-
plifier, reverse the a.c. plug. Should this
fail to clear up the problem, connect a
separate grounding lead from the chas-
sis of the mixer to the chassis of the
recorder or amplifier.

The Sound -With -Sound Mixer is ca-
pable of a fairly wide frequency range,
and its output signal is free of most
noise and distortion. Current drain un-
der normal operation is on the order of
8 mA, so battery life should be long-
provided the power is turned off when
the Mixer is not in use. -13A-
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BUILD

200 -WATT DUAL FLASHER
Off -On -Off Blink Incandescent Bulbs

THERE ARE few devices which the elec-
tronics experimenter can build that

have a wider variety of uses than light
flashers. Alternately blinking lights at-
tract attention to displays in store win-
dows, guide the seafarer home to a safe
harbor, and warn the unwary of all types
of obstacles and perils.

Whether your need for a lamp flasher
is serious or just for fun, the "SCR Dual
Flasher" can handle it easily and eco-
nomically. Using only a few components,
this simple circuit (Fig. 1) will alternate-
ly flash two 117 -volt light bulbs with
ratings up to 200 watts each. The bulbs
need not be the same wattage, and their
ratings do not noticeably affect the flash
rate. The component values shown pro -

BY JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.

duce a cycle of about one second on and
one second off for each lamp.

Construction. The circuit can be assem-
bled using any conventional wiring tech-
niques, but a circuit board simplifies the
job and lends a professional appearance
to the finished product. A board can be
etched using Fig. 2 as a guide or one
can be purchased (see Parts List). In-
stall the individual components as shown
in Fig. 3.

The author's prototype was built in a
15:" x 4" X 2V plastic enclosure. Met-
al housings can be used, but every pre-
caution must be taken to prevent any
part of the circuit from coming in contact
with the metal case. Because 117 -volt
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COM

TO SCR,

RECTI
MDA 942A-3

ANY
200 P v

DIODE

117 VAC
RELAY

PARTS
CI, C2 -40-µF, 150 -volt electrolytic capacitor
R1, R2 -15,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
SCR1, SCR2-Silicon controlled rectifier (Gen-

eral Electric C106B2)
S01, S02 -117 -volt socket
RECTI-Bridge rectifier (Motorola MDA942A,

see text)
S1-S.p.s.t. normally open pushbutton switch
Misc.-14" x 4" x 2143" plastic case, line cord,

117-V. a.c. relay (optional), 200-PIV diode

Fig. 1. The circuit is ba-
sically a high -power flip-
flop using SCR's instead
of transistors. Because
of the high current capa-
bility of the SCR, it will
load up to 200 watts.

LIST
( optional), pair of 117-V lamps (any wattage
up to 200 watts including line cord and plugs),
hardware, etc.

Note-An etched and drilled printed circuit board
is available from PAIA Electronics, Inc., Box
14359, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 for $1.50.
A complete kit of parts, including the PC
board, is available for $11.95. All orders are
postpaid continental USA. Oklahoma residents
please add 3% sales tax.

a.c. line power is used in this device, be
very careful of component polarities and
short circuits, as a wrong connection can
easily destroy components or vaporize
the conducting path on the circuit board.

The author used a Motorola MDA-
942A-3 bridge rectifier assembly because
it is compact and the price compares fa-
vorably with the cost of individual com-
ponents. However, if you have a supply
of four rectifier diodes with an inverse
voltage rating of 200 volts or better and
an average current rating of at least 1 A
(such as 1N4721), they will work just
as well.

Operation. All you have to do to operate
the Flasher is to plug a pair of incan-
descent lamps (up to 200 watts) into
SO/ and 202. If alternate bulb blinking
does not occur immediately, momentarily
depress 21 to start the operation.

To create an eye-catching effect, use
two lamps of different wattage (150 and
25, for example) and put them in the
same frosted -glass enclosure. When the

Fig. 2. You can make an actual -size PC
foil pattern by following this layout.
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HOW IT WORKS
The circuit of Fig. I is an astable multivibra-

tor using SCR's as the active elements. Plug
incandescent lamps into SO/ and S02. Their
wattages need not be equal. To visualize the
operation of the unit, assume that SCR/ is con-
ducting and SCR2 is not conducting (SO/ pow-
ered and SO2 unpowered). The voltage drop
across SCR2 causes a current flow through C2,
R2, and the gate -cathode junction of SCR1. As
long as this current is above the value required to
hold SCRI in its conducting state, lamp SO/ re-
mains powered; but, as C2 charges, the current
decreases until it is below the minimum needed
for triggering. At this point, SCR1 turns off, re-
moving the power to SO/, and the voltage drop
across SCRI jumps to line potential. This causes
a current to flow through Cl, R1, and the gate -
cathode junction of SCR2. This current turns on
SCR2. The operation is now the mirror image of
the sequence when SCR1 was on, C/ charges, and
SCR2 turns off placing the circuit back at the
starting point. As each SCR is triggered, it places
the positive end of the capacitor which was being
charged at ground potential. Because of the stored
charge, the gate of the non -conducting SCR is
held at a more negative voltage than its cathode,
assuring that it will remain off.

If the unit has been off several hours, both
lights may go on when it is first plugged in. This
is caused by the initial surge of current through
Cl and C2, turning on both SCR's simultaneous-
ly, and will only happen if both capacitors are
completely discharged. Depending on more or less
random conditions, this may or may not be a
stable state and the lamps may both remain on.
Pushbutton SI provides a means of initiating
oscillation if this situation arises. Closing SI
shorts the gate of SCRI to ground and causes it
to stop conducting. The resulting voltage drop
across SCRI causes Cl to begin charging and
starts the flashing sequence. Since it takes several
hours for the capacitors to discharge completely,
power failures of up to an hour or more will not
prevent the unit from flashing when power is
restored.
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Fig. 3.When installing the components,
make sure all polarities are observed.

flasher is operating, you will get the dis-
tinct impression of a rotating beacon as
a bright flash is followed by a dim flash.

If one or two 117 -volt a.c. power relays
are substituted for the lamps, external
devices can be operated alternately. To
prevent damage to the relay coils, don't
forget to include the diode as shown in
Fig. 1. -Oh

TO SOI

TO SOI,S02
COMMON

Physical arrangement of a fin-
ished PC board. Note that both
capacitors are vertical to the
board while other components
are conventionally installed.Two
connections to SI are hidden be-
hind the capacitors. When in-
stalling, remember that the cir-
cuit is "hot" to ground and you
can get shocked if not careful.
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YOU SEE all sorts of meters and indi-
cating instruments in ham shacks and

electronics experimenters' workshops,
but you very seldom see an a.c. ammeter.
Obviously, lots of people could put one
to good use-the trouble is, they are too
expensive.

A reasonably good a.c. ammeter sells
for about $12 and, in most cases, at least
two of them are required in order to
make a broad range of measurements.
This is because the commonly used a.c.
instrument works on the moving vane
principle and the low end of the scale is
severely compressed. On most 0 -5 -ampere
a.c. ammeters, indications below 1 am-
pere are next to useless. So, in addition
to a 5 -ampere meter, you have to have a
1 -ampere instrument to cover the full
range adequately.

You can build yourself a good, wide -
range ammeter very inexpensively, if
you take advantage of some government
surplus items that are widely available.
Part of every "command set" used in

Low -Cost

A.C.

Ammeter

Measures tip to
5 amperes
with $3 outlay

BY NEIL JOHNSON, W2OLU

airplanes at one time was an "Antenna
Current Indicator" (military nomencla-
ture: BC -442). The current meter used
in this device has a nonlinear scale and
is more sensitive at the low end of the
scale than at the high end. This pre-
vents crowding at the low end of the
scale-a feature not found in conven-
tional a.c. indicating instruments.

The BC -442 comes with a built-in
thermocouple about the size of a small
domino. When the thermocouple is heat-
ed (in any way), it generates a small
d.c. current at its output. An input to
the thermocouple of half a volt generates
enough current to deflect the companion
d.c. meter to full scale-about 5 milli-
amperes. When operating together, the
thermocouple and d.c. meter are reason-
ably accurate over a wide range of fre-
quencies and essentially linear over a
large part of the meter scale.

To extend the meter range to 4.5 am-
peres, a meter shunt of 0.1375 ohm is
required. This resistance can be fabri-
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SLIT SLIT

REMOVE INSULATION,
TWIST, AND SOLDER
INTO LUG
MATERIAL:
20 GAUGE COPPERWELD TWIN LEAD;
BELDEN 8230 (WELDOHM), OR SAXON"LIFE LINE"

REMOVE
INSULATION
TWIST AND

SOLDER

Fig. 1. Though primarily used as TV lead in, twin lead can be
used to make a high -quality, low -value resistor (0.1375 ohm).

The shunt can be rolled up and
mounted at one end of the case.
This makes for a non -inductive
resistor that can be used at
frequencies far above 60 Hz.

II7VAC

PARTS LIST
F1 -5 -ampere fuse not slow -blow)

1-5-m,4 meter from BC -442
1/1 -0.1375 -ohm precision resistor (sec text)
S1-S.p.s,t. switch 3 -ampere rating
501-Conventional a.c. outlet
TC1-Thermocouple from BC -442 (0.75,4 r.f.)
Misc.-Mounting cabinet, fuse holder, line cord

with attached plug.

Fig. 2. Circuit operation is simple.
Current passing through the thermo-
couple heats the dissimilar metal
junction producing a small current
which is indicated on the meter.
The low -value shunt resistor (R1)
bypasses most of the heavy current.
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cated at a meter shop at high cost or
you can use a series -parallel arrange-
ment of 10 one -ohm precision resistors
-also at a high cost. A cheaper way is
to use a length of ordinary TV twin lead
of Copperweld fabrication. The two con-
ductors are well insulated and the wat-
tage developed at maximum current is
easily handled. Best of all, a "precision"
resistor can be made using only a ruler.
Instructions for making the shunt are
given in Fig. 1. Follow the measurements
carefully. It is recommended that you
make up the shunt and solder it to its
connector lugs at some distance from
the thermocouple since the thermocou-
ple calibration can be affected by solder-
ing heat. When the shunt is finished, coil
it into a small circular form and secure
it with plastic insulating tape. The coiled -
up shunt can be mounted on the rear of
the meter case using a bolt and some
scrap plastic to support it. Since this
homebrew resistor is noninductive, the
completed instrument can be used at fre-
quencies much higher than 60 Hz.

Wire the shunt, the thermocouple and
the meter as shown in Fig. 2. Note that,
for safety's sake, a fuse and a shorting
switch have been added to the circuit.
Any 5 -ampere fuse can be used as long
as it is not a "slow -blow" type. The short-
ing switch shorts out the meter when
first trying an unknown load. Once the
device has been built, recalibrate the
meter face to the values shown in the
table.

Depending on where you buy the BC -
442, the total cost of the meter will run
about $3. At a nominal 117 volts, the

Other than the shunt and ther-
mocouple, the remainder of the
components are mounted on the
metal front panel as shown here.

METER CALIBRATION TABLE

METER SCALE AMPERES
0.5 0.6
1.0 0.75
1.5 0.90
2.0 1.00
3.0 1.25
4.0 1.50
5.0 1.80
6.0 2.20
7.0 2.50
8.0 3.00
9.0 3.70

10.0 4.50

meter will measure loads varying from
60 to 540 watts. If desired, and if you are
using only the normal 117 -volt power
line, you can calibrate the meter in watts
instead of amperes.
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BUILD A

"DIFFERENT"

METAL

LOCATOR

Use audio -frequency couplthg

for increased stability

EY LESLIE HUGGARD

TREASURE HUNTERS use all kinds
of schemes and gimmicks in trying

to find their fortune-divining rods,
extra -sensory perception, ancient pirate
maps, and so on. Experience has shown,
however, that the most successful trea-
sure hunters use some form of electronic
metal finder.

The operation of most buried -metal
locators is based on a type of heterodyn-
ing principle with the frequency of one
of a pair of interacting oscillators being
changed when foreign metal is near. One
of the oscillators operates at a fixed fre-

quency and the tuning coil of the other is
usually a loop of wire at the end of a
non-metallic carrying handle. When the
loop is brought near metal, the oscillator
frequency changes and an audio beat
note is created between the two oscilla-
tors. This audio signal can be picked up
on a speaker or headset. Metal detectors
operating on this principle require semi -
critical tuning of one of the oscillators
for best results. Their operation can
often be disturbed by nearby electrical
noise sources or powerful radio stations
in the vicinity.
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01
2N27I2

4'7i NB
CI
lyf

R2
Ion

HORIZONTAL
COIL

2.2K

02
2N2712

VERTICAL
CO L

1

S
3R30.11.

RS
3.3K

C3
4- 20pF

P2

C7
.082yr ni3

56K

2N2712

L_ J

J
HORIZONTAL

COIL

Fig. 1. Basically an unstable high -gain audio ampli-
fier, the circuit breaks into oscillation when metal is
detected between horizontal and vertical coils.

In spite of the considerable publicity
that metal locators have received in the
past few years, one type of locator has
received very little attention because it
has been used only in high-priced com-
mercial equipment. The locator described
here is of this type; it uses an "induc-
tance bridge" method of detection. Audio -
frequency coupling is used rather than
r.f. The inductance bridge consists of
two sets of coils, at right angles to each
other, forming the input and output cir-
cuits for a high -gain audio amplifier. If
the coils are constructed so that they are
very close to being at right angles to
each other, there is not enough inductive
coupling between them to produce the
feedback required to make the amplifier
oscillate. However, if the coil set is
brought near any metal, the metal forms
a coupling between them, the amplifier
oscillates, and an audio signal is pro-
duced.

Because the intensity of a magnetic
field falls rapidly with distance and the
influence on the magnetic field produced
30

2N2712

R14 515
22K 2.2K

P3

BIfIV-

cv
OpF

IJ4

Cr
SI

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt transistor radio battery
CI -1 -AF, low -voltage electrolytic capacitor
C2, C4 -30 -AF, low -voltage electrolytic capacitor
C3, C6, C8 -20 -AF, low -voltage electrolytic

capacitor
C5 -0.1 -AF capacitor
C7 -0.082 -AF capacitor
C9 -8 -AF, low -voltage electrolytic capacitor
11-13-RCA phono jack
14-Headphone jack
P1-P3-Phono plug
Ql-Q4-2N2712 or similar
R1, R12, R15 -2200 -ohm
R2 -10 -ohm
R3, R13 -56,000 -ohm
R4 -68,000 -ohm
R5 -3300 -ohm All resistors
R6 -2700 -ohm 1/2 -watt
R8 -330 -ohm
R10 -27,000 -ohm
R11 -15,000 -ohm
R14 -22,000 -ohm
R7 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer
R9 -50,000 -ohm potentiometer
Sl-S.p.s.t. switch
Misc.-Headphones greater than 2000 ohms im-

pedance, metal enclosure, pert board, spacers,
battery connector, ,A lb #32 wire, wood for
coil assembly and handle, six nylon screws,
knobs, paint or varnish, plastic electrical tape,
etc.

by a metallic conductor within it de-
creases rapidly as the conductor gets
smaller, it is very difficult to make a de-
vice that will detect small objects at a
distance. In the detector which uses a
loop to locate the metal, varying the size
of the loop can produce problems. For a
given number of turns and a given
amount of current in the loop, the field
at a distance along the axis of the loop
depends on the diameter of the loop. The
greater the diameter, the farther the
field extends. However, the greater the
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470 TURN COIL -
HORIZONTAL (2 REQ.())

NYLON WOOD SCREWS
(6 REQ'D.)

3"

3 3/4"

'HANDLE

9 1/4"

le /2"
WOOD CONSTRUCTION UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED

870 TURN COIL -VERTICAL

2-1/4°

I/4"DIA. X I"LG. FIBERGLASS
ROD STICK, SET IN 3/16"
DEEP NOTCH (2 REQ.0)

-r-

Fig. 2. Except for copper wire in the three coils, no metal is used in the search head construction.
Nylon screws secure the two horizontal coils. Use a strong glue or cement for overall assembly.

loop diameter, the larger the metal ob-
ject must be to have any effect on the
field. Thus, in this type of locator, it is
necessary to compromise between the
size of the object to be located and the
distance at which it can be located.

The locator described here will detect

The electronics may be as-
sembled on pert board. Any
arrangement can be used
as long as the input and
output circuits are as far
apart as possible to pre-
vent unwanted coupling.

an aluminum bottle cap or a three-inch
nail at a depth of 2 inches. Larger ob-
jects (such as a garbage -can lid) can be
detected at a depth of 21'2 feet. The loca-
tor is sensitive to ferrous materials. It is
not sufficiently sensitive to detect coins
smaller than a quarter near the surface.
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J4 JI

Construction. The locator consists of
two principal parts : a search head which
is a rigid assembly of three coils and a
control box containing the electronic cir-
cuits which energize the coils and pro-
duce the audible output signal.

The electronic circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
can be constructed on perf board. In lay-
ing out the components, be sure to keep
the input components as far as possible
from the output components to avoid un-
wanted feedback. The two potentiome-
ters, R7 and R9, switch S1, search -head
jacks J1, J2, and J3, along with the head-
phone jack, J4, can be mounted on the
front panel of a small metal box. The
author used a 5" x 4" X 3" aluminum
enclosure. Once the front -panel controls
are mounted, connect them to the perf
board and mount the perf board on the
front panel using insulating spacers. Use
shielded leads between the three jacks
and the two potentiometers. Ground the
shields to the perf board common and
make sure that the board common is well
grounded to the metal enclosure. When
wiring is complete, recheck the circuit
for possible polarity errors in electro-
lytic capacitors and transistors and be
sure that all resistor values are correct.
Also check the solder connections for
cold solder joints or accidental shorts.

In constructing the search head, there
are three important points to remember:
the assembly should be as rigid as pos-
sible, the two horizontal coils should be
identical, and no metal other than the
32

The perf board is mounted on
four long spacers to provide
room for the front -panel com-
ponents. The battery is secured
in a clip affixed to the panel.

J2 J3

coil wire and leads should be used. This
means no metal screws. All the parts
making up the assembly are wood, and
strong glue or wood cement should be
used in fabrication.

Construct the wood head assembly as
shown in Fig. 2. Note that nylon adjust-
ing screws are used to tilt the horizontal
coils slightly. This permits the setting of
both horizontal coils exactly at right
angles to the vertical coil. If you use
care during the construction and make
sure that the vertical and horizontal coils
are as close to perpendicular as possible,
the nylon screws will not have to be used.
The horizontal coils should be made sep-
arately from the rest of the frame and
not mounted until wound. All the wood
parts should be given two coats of paint
or varnish before winding the coils.

When starting to wind a coil, put a
layer of plastic electrical tape around
the core. Solder a length of fine multi -
strand plastic -covered wire to the end of
the coil wire and insulate the joint care-
fully with plastic electrical tape. The
piece of fine wire should be long enough
to make one complete turn with enough
left over to make a connection outside of
the coil ( two or three inches). Leaving
this length of the fine wire hanging free
(or anchored temporarily to some other
object to keep it out of the way) , wind
the coil with the proper number of turns.
Each horizontal coil requires 470 turns of
*32 wire, while the single vertical coil
takes 870 turns. Wind the coil wire as
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Details of the vertical
coil. After winding, wrap
plastic electrical tape
around the coil to pre-
vent accidental damage
and keep out any moisture.

evenly and firmly as possible and avoid
kinking the wire. When the winding is
finished, protect it with a couple of lay-
ers of plastic electrical tape. Be sure
that you can identify each end of the coil.

Winding the horizontal coil will be
easier if you drill a hole in the center of
the coil form and push a long machine
screw through it. Anchor the screw at
one end with a nut and clamp the screw
in the chuck of a hand drill. Let an assis-
tant operate the drill while you hold the
wire and count the number of turns. In
winding the vertical coil, drill a small
hole at each end of the form and push a
round nail (with the head removed) in
each hole. Use one nail as a pivot and
put the other in the hand drill. Be sure
to remove the nails and bolts after wind-
ing the coils.

Three nylon screws are
shown here because the
author trimmed the mount-
ing for a true 90 -degree
fit. Normally, only the
two outer screws are used
and the coil form rotates
about a thin plastic rod.
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Once all three coils are wound, assem-
ble them as shown in Fig. 2. The handle,
fastened to the frame with nylon screws,
can be any shape or length.

Use shielded twin -conductor cable
about 6' long to connect the coils to the
appropriate jacks on the electronic pack-
age. Connect the vertical coil as shown in
Fig. 1. For the horizontal coils, the two
wires in the cable are connected together
to form one lead with the shield used as
the other lead. At this time, connect only
one horizontal coil to the cable.

Testing. After the complete detector
has been assembled, hang the search coil
assembly so that it is well clear of any
metal objects (about six feet). With the
headphones plugged in and the power
turned on (Si), turn up gain control R9.

NYLON
SCREWS
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At some point, the circuit will oscillate
and a tone of about 2000 Hz will be
heard. Turn the gain down until the cir-
cuit just stops oscillating. At this point,
turn up the feedback control (R7) until
the oscillation is just audible. Bring a
ferrous metal object (pliers, large screw-
driver, etc.) near the coil assembly about
midway between the vertical coil and the
horizontal coil that is hooked up. At
some short distance from the coil assem-
bly, the circuit oscillation will increase
rapidly, creating a loud tone in the
phones. If it does not and the faint oscil-
lation tone disappears instead, exchange
the connections to the horizontal coil
and repeat the test. Identify both leads
of the horizontal coil, disconnect it, and
repeat the procedure with the other hori-
zontal coil connected. Identify these leads
also and then connect both coils to the
cable. After soldering the coil leads to
the cable, insulate the connections with
plastic tape. Then retest the entire loca-
tor head by bringing a metal object mid-
way between the vertical coil and either
of the horizontal coils. You can now ex-
periment with various metal objects of
various sizes to get the "feel" of the
detector's operation.

To test for a true right angle between
the vertical and horizontal coils, an ex-
ternal audio generator capable of deliv-
ering 2 kHz is required. Unplug both
vertical coil connectors and insert a

HOW IT WORKS
The electronic circuit is basically a high -gain

audio amplifier whose gain is controlled by R9.
Positive feedback is provided through R7 and
CS. A tuned circuit consisting of the vertical coil
and C7 is connected to the collector of Q3.

The two horizontal coils are connected to the
amplifier input. Because the coil sets are at right
angles to each other, coupling and feedback are
at a minimum. However, there is always some
slight electrical noise in an amplifier, and this is
sufficient to set up a weak magnetic field around
the vertical coil.

The lines of flux along the axis of the vertical
coil are parallel with the planes of the horizontal
coil. If a metal object comes within this field, the
lines of flux are distorted so that some of them
link with a horizontal coil. The coils are con-
nected so that the signal input to the amplifier is
in phase with the output of the amplifier when
there is a disturbance in the magnetic flux. When
this happens, the circuit breaks down with posi-
tive feedback and the output is similar to the feed-
back obtained between an audio amplifier speaker
and a microphone. The oscillation has a fre-
quency of about 2 kHz. Unlike most r.f. beating
systems used in metal locators, this circuit re-
quires no tuning.
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The complete assembly consists of the search coil,
a pair of headphones and the electronics package.

2200 -ohm, %-watt resistor between J2
and J3.

Connect the audio oscillator, set at 2
kHz, to the vertical coil connectors, P2
and P3. Rotate the feedback control, R7,
fully counterclockwise (maximum resis-
tance) and set the gain control, R9, at
about its midpoint. Adjust the output of
the audio generator until a tone is heard
in the headphones. Very carefully tip
one horizontal coil about the horizontal
until the tone is minimized. Fix the coil
in this position using the nylon screws.
Repeat the procedure with the other
horizontal coil. When the tone is at a
minimum, the coils are at right angles
and should be fixed that way. When this
test is complete, attach the wooden han-
dle with the two remaining nylon screws.

Operation. With the detector assem-
bled, earphones plugged in and on the
head, turn on the power. Hold the coil
assembly up in the air so that it is well
clear of the ground and any metal. Ro-
tate the feedback control to full counter-
clockwise and turn up the gain control
until oscillation is just heard. Then back
it off slightly until the oscillation just
stops. Adjust the feedback control until
the circuit just trembles on the edge of
oscillation. Now proceed with a search
pattern, bringing the coil assembly down
to ground level and making wide sweep-
ing motions in arcs over the top of the
ground. When a metal object is detected,
the barely audible tone will suddenly in-
crease in volume as the hidden metal
reaches an area just midway between
either horizontal coil and the vertical
coil.
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BUILD THE

Popular
Electronics

Universal
yrequency

Counter

HIGH -ACCURACY

COUNTING
TO 2 MHz

11111011M1011101111,

1970 Spring Edition

BY DON LANCASTER

W OW OFTEN do you come across a
" frequency counter like this: maxi-
mum range -2 MHz; cost-less than
$125.00? The answer is very rarely, and
that's why the EXPERIMENTER'S HAND-
BOOK Universal Frequency Counter will
be of prime interest to project builders

list of attributes doesn't
end, however, with frequency range and
price: it has seven counting ranges (200
Hz to 2 MHz), a choice of three auto-
matically sequencing time bases (0.1, 1
and 10 seconds), and a comparator with
built-in noise immunity and guarded in-
put. The latter provides excellent sensi-
tivity to sine waves, square waves or nar-
row pulses of either polarity, regardless
of duty cycles. A special electronic syn-
chronizer eliminates last digit bobble and
an overrange light indicates when the
counter's capacity is exceeded.

With the Universal Frequency Count-
er, you can count events, measure fre-
quencies from 0.1 Hz to over 2 MHz or
you can gate the instrument externally
so that it can be used as a stopwatch or
to measure the ratio of two frequencies.
The basic instrument has 0.1% accura-
cy with a 3% -digit display (3 digits plus
overrange indication) and a line -oper-
ated time base similar to most com-
mercial counters in the "under $600"
category.
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Fig. 1. The comparator module actually contains three separate circuits: input signal comparator
(IC1), signal -time base synchronizing circuit (IC2 and IC3), and automatic reset generator IC4.

PARTS LIST
COMPARATOR MODULE

Cl, C7, C8 -0.1-µF, 10 -volt disc ceramic capac-
itor

C2 -1000-µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C3-4700-pF polystyrene, Mylar, or disc ceramic

capacitor
C4, C6 -100-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C5-2-pF mica capacitor
D1 -D3 -1N914 silicon computer diode or equiva-

lent
ICI-Operational amplifier (Motorola

MC1710CG)
1C2-Quad two -input gate (Motorola MC724P)
1C3 -11C flip-flop (Motorola MC723P)
1C4-RTL buffer (Fairchild 4900)
Q1-Transistor ( National 2N5129)

R1, R9, R11-470-olim
R2 -330 -ohm
R3, R6 -1000 -ohm
R4 -100,000 -ohm
R5 -47,000 -ohm
R7-100-ohrn
R8 -220 -ohm
R10 -2200 -ohm
R12 -680,000 -ohm
R13 -27 -ohm
Misc.-PC terminal (USECO 1310B, optional,

not provided in kits, 13), #24 wire for jumper,
solder.

Notes-The following are available from South-
west Technical Products, Box 16297, San An-
tonio, Texas 78216: etched and drilled fiber-
glass circuit board, #2111b, $3.20; complete
kit of all parts required, #M-1, $14.65, plus
postage, 6 oz.

All resistors
4 -watt
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Fig. 2. Actual -size printed board for
the comparator module. Because of
the complexity of the circuit, printed
boards are a must for this project.

Modular construction permits easy ad-
dition of extra decades or use of a more
accurate, crystal time base. For instance,
the time base used in the Sports Timer
(ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HAND-
BOOK, Winter Edition, 1970, page 95) can
be easily adapted for use in the counter.
It is also possible to add divide -by -ten
scalers using premium IC's to extend the
counter's basic range to 20 or 200 MHz,
direct reading.

I/16" DRILL a SET
PC TERMINALS
(OPTIONAL)(13)

-W-24 WIRE JUMPER
COMPONENT

SIDE; POSITION
EXACTLY AS SHOWN

-W-67 DRILL
(REMAINING HOLES)

9/64" DRILL(2),,,,,.  0

Fig. 3. Drill the board as shown here, and install
the single jumper on the component side of board.

While the Universal Frequency Count-
er is probably the most complex con-
struction project ever presented in a
hobby electronics magazine, the exten-
sive use of integrated circuits and modu-
lar construction greatly simplifies the
project. It is not a project for beginners
but the procedure is relatively simple
and straightforward. Parts and a com-
plete kit are readily available as noted
in the parts lists.

*CONNECT TO FLOATING INPUT
COMMON TERMINAL ONLY

Fig. 4. Install the components taking care to ob-
serve polarities of semiconductors and capacitors.
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HOW IT WORKS
COMPARATOR MODULE

There are actually three circuits in the Compa-
rator module: a comparator, a synchronizing cir-
cuit, and a reset generator.

The comparator (/C/) is a high -gain opera-
tional amplifier that compares two input signals
and provides a digital output signal generated by
the difference between the signal input and a
reference signal. The reference is derived from
the output of the comparator by positive feed-
back and is either 10 or 30 millivolts positive.
When the instantaneous value of the input signal
is more than 30 millivolts, the output of the com-
parator goes to ground, helped along by a drop-
ping reference voltage through positive feedback.
If the input signal drops below 10 millivolts, the
comparator output goes positive, again aided by
feedback. This two -level action is called hyste-
resis, and it permits the comparator to operate
with inputs that are noisy or are very low -fre-
quency sine waves without producing a noisy out-
put.

The comparator is protected on the input side
by diodes D2 and D3, which also act to restore

the d.c. level for narrow pulse inputs. Feedback
is provided by R4, R5, and C5 and is both a.c.
and d.c. Other components in the comparator cir-
cuit provide power supply decoupling and output
load matching.

The synchronizing circuit consists of four gates
and a JK flip-flop. The circuit delays the input
measure command until the first input signal ar-
rives and holds the measure command until one
more input signal passes through the switch, after
the measure command ceases. In this way, the
measuring interval is locked to the signal to be
counted. This eliminates a one -count bobble that
might take place if the measurement command
were turned on at random either just before or
just after an input signal arrived. Transistor Q1
is used to drive the COUNTING indicator light.

The reset generator, IC4, is a buffer connected
as a half-monostable circuit. It generates a 2 -
microsecond reset pulse at the beginning of the
measure command to reset the counters to zero.
Operation of the RESET pushbutton, interrupts
the positive supply to pin 1 of IC4 and provides
a longer positive output voltage. Either the auto-
matic pulse or the manual reset causes the read-
outs to drop to zero.

Construction. The Universal Frequency
Counter consists of seven modules, plus
the case and some panel components.
Module 1 is the comparator, module 2
is the Scaler, module 6 is the Gate, and
module 7 is the Power Supply. The con-
struction of these modules is given in de-
tail here. Modules 3, 4, and 5 are decimal
counting units that are fully described
in the Winter 1969 ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK and
the details of their construction will not
be given here.

It is advisable to build each module
separately following the instructions
carefully. Each module has its own sche-
matic, parts list, and circuit board pat-
tern. Note that round IC's are identified
by a tab, fiat, or color dot beside pin 8,
while the rectangular (inline) units
have a notch or dot at one end. In the
schematic diagrams, they are shown
from the top and the pins are numbered
counterclockwise from the identifying
mark. Be sure that all IC's are properly
positioned before soldering connections.
Also be careful to observe the polarities
of diodes and electrolytic capacitors. Use
fine solder and a low -power ( 25-35 watts)
soldering iron.

Comparator (M1) The schematic for
this module is shown in Fig. 1. A printed
circuit board is a must. You can make
your own, using the foil pattern in Fig. 2
or purchase one etched and drilled (see
Parts List for Fig. 1). Install the single
jumper on the component side as shown
40

in Fig. 3. To mount the components on
the board, follow the layout in Fig. 4.

Scaler (M2) The schematic for the
Scaler is shown in Fig. 5. Construction
will be greatly simplified by use of the
circuit board whose pattern is shown in
Fig. 6. Install the 12 jumpers on the
component side of the board as shown in
Fig. 7. The four jumpers marked with an
asterisk should be insulated with small
pieces of sleeving. Install the nine IC's
and two capacitors as shown in Fig. 8.

Gate (M6) The Gate module schematic
is shown in Fig. 9. Once again, construc-
tion will be greatly simplified by the use
of a PC board. You can make your own
using the pattern in Fig. 10. Mount the
four jumpers on the component side as

A NOTE ON DCU'S

The Universal Frequency Counter can only
use the new, low -power decimal counting units
described fully in the Winter 1969 edition of
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK. Module
kits sold by Southwest Technical Products
since October 1968 are of the new type.

Here's how to tell what you have: (1) if your
DCU has only three IC's, you have the new
unit; (2) if it has four IC's but no 1 -watt resis-
tors, you have a medium -power unit, modifica-
tion of which is suggested but not essential;
(3) if it has four IC's and two 1 -watt resistors,
you have the original version which must be
modified if it is to be used in the counter.
Modification kits with complete instructions
are available from Southwest Technical Prod-
ucts, Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas 78216,
for $1 per module.
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PARTS LIST
SCALER MODULE

C1-1000-uF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.1-µF, 10 -volt disc ceramic capacitor
ICI-1C8-MRTL dual JK flip-flop (Motorola

AlC791P)
IC9--RTL dual two -input gate (Fairchild

nL914)
211isc.-#24 wire ( 12 jumpers), insulated sleet-

ing for jumpers ( 4), PC terminals (USECO
1310B, optional, 12, not provided in kit),
solder.

Note:-The following are available from South-
west Technical Products, Box 16297, San An-
tonio, Texas 78216: etched and drilled fiber-
glass circuit board. -t-'11-2b. $2.85; complete
kit of all parts required. #M-2, $21.90, plus
postage, 6 0:.

HOW IT WORKS
SCALER MODULE

There are four independent divide -by -ten or
decade counters in the Scaler module. Each coun-
ter, or scaler, consists of four JK flip-flops in a
"modulo -10 minimum -hardware" circuit, the sim-
plest possible decade divider.

Of the four scalers, units A and 13 are used
to divide the input frequency by a factor of 10 or
100 as necessary. Scalers C and D are used in the
timing circuit to generate measure commands.
Scaler C has a divide -by -two output, which pro-
vides the 1 -second measure command: scaler I/
has a 1 -of -10 decoder (IC9), which provides the
0.1 -second measure command.

Fig. 6. Actual -size foil
pattern for scaler module.
This board, like all others
is available etched and
drilled (see Parts List).

1/16 DRILL 8
SET EYELETS OR

.1 SEC GATE
OUT TO S2

PC TERMINALS +3.6 FROM GND FROM(12)(OPTIONAL) POWER SUPPM5 LY r
M5POWER SUPPLY

9/64" DRILL(2)--..

14:(ALLHOL

#24 WIRE JUMPER
POSITION EXACTLY

AS SHOWN(1 2)
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ON THOSE

MARKED * (4)

JUMPERS GO
ON COMPONENT
SIDE OF BOARD
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EXTERNAL
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(2

FROM .I SEC ON M6

TO 5 IN ON M6

I SEC GATE OUT
TO S2

IIIR1/10 0 TO S2

L.

lib/10 TO S2-=
W FROM MI

"Ce
Fig. 7. After drilling the PC board, install the 12 Fig. 8. When installing in -line IC's, observe the
jumpers on the component side in positions shown. notch and code dot. Round IC has a flat at pin 8.
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Fig. 9. The gate module performs three functions: accepts, shapes, and converts 60 Hz to 20 Hz;
produces .1- and 10 -second gates (IC3); and mounts 0-1 and overflow circuit (IC4, Q1, Q2, Q3).

PARTS LIST
GATE MODULE

C1 -2-µF, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2, C3 -0.1-µF, 10 -volt disc ceramic capacitor
C4 -100-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1 -1N914 silicon computer diode
11 -I3 -6.3 -volt, 50-mA indicator lamp assembly,

two orange, one red (Southwest Technical 0-6.3
and R-6.3, respectively, or similar)

ICI-MRTL hex inverter ( Motorola MC789P)
IC2-1C4-MRTL dual JK flip-flop (Motorola

MC791P)

Q1-Q3-Transistor ( National 2N5129)
R1 -2200 -ohm
R2, R3 -1000 -ohm All resistors
R4 -22 -ohm
R5 -R7 -470 -ohm
Misc.-#24 wire (4 jumpers), insulated sleeving

( 1 inch), bracket and mounting hardware for
lamps, PC terminals (USECO 1310B, option-
al, 9, not provided in kit), solder.

Note:-The following are available from South-
west Technical Products, Box 16297, San An-
tonio, Texas 78216: etched and drilled circuit
board, #M -6b, $2.35; complete kit of all parts
required, #M-6, $13.85, plus postage, 5 oz.
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shown in Fig. 11. Insulate the lower
jumper with suitable sleeving. Mount
the components as shown in Fig. 12.

A mounting bracket is required for
this module to hold the three indicator
lights. Details for this part appear in
"Low -Cost Counting Unit," ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK, Winter 1969
and "Digital Volt -Ohmmeter," EXPERI-
MENTER'S HANDBOOK, Winter 1970. The
bracket is mounted by match drilling to
the PC board, then pop -riveting using 1$4
hardware. An orange plastic lens can be
used for both the 0 and 1 indicators and
a red lens for the overrange indicator.

Power Supply (M7) Most of the power
supply, whose schematic is shown in Fig. Fig. 12. Mount the board components as shown here,
13, is assembled on the PC board shown once again taking care to observe all polarities.

01-03
EOC

B

Fig. 10. Actual -size foil pattern for
the gate module. As in the other foil
patterns, each input-output termina-
tion and semiconductors are marked.

Fig. 11. Mount four jumpers
on the component side of the
"bard, making sure the indi-
cated jumper is insulated to
prevent short circuiting IC2.
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Fig. 13. Note the eight connections to the ground buss. This is done to reduce stray cou-
pling between the various modules. Each module ground should be run on a short, heavy lead.

PARTS LIST
POWER SUPPLY MODULE

Cl, C2, C5 -1000-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic ca-
pacitor

C3, C6, C7 -4000-µF, 6 -volt electrolytic ca-
pacitor

C4-0.1-p.F, 10 -volt disc ceramic capacitor
D1 -D4 -1 -ampere, 50-P1V silicon diode, 1N4001

or equivalent
D5 -D11 -3 -ampere average, 24 -ampere peak, 50-

PIV silicon rectifier (Motorola MR1030B, do
not substitute)

F1 -1 -ampere fuse
R1 -27 -ohm, 34 -watt carbon resistor
T1 -12.6 -volt center -tapped, 2 -ampere filament

transformer
Misc.-PC mouting spacers and hardware, PC

terminals (USECO 1310B, optional, 19, not
provided in kit), line cord with strain relief,
fuse -holder and mounting hardware, solder.

Note:-The following are available from South-
west Technical Products, Box 16297, San An-
tonio, Texas 78216: etched and drilled fiber-
glass circuit board, #M -7b, $3.50; complete
kit of all parts required, #M-7. $19.10 plus
postage, 3 lb.

HOW IT WORKS
GATE MODULE

The Gate module contains three circuits: the
gate generator, the 10 -second measure command
generator, and the 0-1 counter and overflow latch
with indicators. The first two circuits, together
with scalers C and D in the Scaler module, pro-
vide the time base, while the last circuit extends
the range of the counter by half a digit and pro-
vides an indication to call attention to the fact
that the input signal has exceeded the full counter
capacity.

The gate generator accepts the 60 -Hz power -
line reference from the power supply module,
filters and clamps it, and then applies it to a hex -
inverter squaring circuit, /C/. Positive feedback,
via C2, provides additional edge steepening, to

provide the 100 -nanosecond rise and fall times
required by the next stage.

A divide -by -three counter (1C2) uses a pair of
flip-flops to reduce the 60 -Hz input to a 20 -Hz
square wave. This circuit is twisted slightly from
a "normal" divide -by -three circuit to save some
PC board jumpers. The first flip-flop in IC3 di-
vides the 20 -Hz time -base signal into 10 Hz (a 0.1 -
sec period) which is the reference required to run
scalers C and D on the Scaler module. The second
flip-flop converts the output of scaler C which
has a 10 -sec period into a 10 -sec on and 10 -sec
off measure command as required for the 0 -200 -
Hz range.

The 0-1 counter and overrange latch is made
up of 1C4 driving transistors Q/ through Q3,
which supply power to the appropriate front -
panel indicator lamps.
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in Fig. 14. The power transformer (Ti)
and the fuse (F1) are mounted on the
counter chassis. Use a G-10 fiberglass
base for this circuit board so that it can
withstand the heat generated by the
power diodes. Drill holes as shown in
Fig. 15.

To avoid stray coupling between mod-
ules through ground connections, it is
46

Fig. 14. Power supply foil pattern
is the largest one in the instrument.
It should be made on fiberglass to
avoid heat damage from power diodes.
To assist cooling, mount all diodes
slightly off the board to allow cool
air to circulate around them to dis-
sipate the heat. Also, do not allow
the diodes to touch the capacitors.

very important that all module grounds
be isolated from each other and at very
low impedance. For this reason, a wide
ground buss is provided on the power
supply circuit board, with a separate ter-
minal for connections to each of the
other modules. A separate #16 (or other
heavy -gauge) wire should be run from
each module to the ground buss. All

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK



HOW IT WORKS
POWER SUPPLY

The power supply must provide more than an
ampere of current at 3.6 volts d.c. and other
lower current supplies at +6, -6, and +12
volts. It also provides a.c. to the decimal point
lamp and the Gate module.

To obtain all these voltages from a single
power transformer requires a few more diodes
than would normally be needed with a multi -
winding transformer.

The +12 -volt supply is derived from a volt-
age doubler consisting of Dl, D2, C1, and C2.
The supply is actually about 17 volts at the out-

put terminal; it is reduced to 12 volts by the de -
coupling network in the Comparator module.
Similarly the full -wave rectifier made up of D3,
D4, and CS provides about -9 volts, which is
reduced to -6 volts in the Comparator.

A second full -wave rectifier (DS and D6) pro-
duces +6 volts with diodes D7 and D8 acting as
a dynamic regulator. This supply is reduced by
D9, D10, and Dll to provide +3.6 volts for the
integrated circuits. While the average current
through diodes DS through D11 is about one
ampere, the peak current is much larger-high
enough to damage ordinary silicon power diodes.
That is why three -ampere silicon rectifiers are
specified in the Parts List.

I/16"DRILL 8 SET
9/64"DRILL PC TERMINALS

(18)(OPTIONAL)

Fig. 16. Finish the power sup-
ply by mounting the compo-
nents. Note that each module
ground is made via an inde-
pendent #16 gauge wire and
one connection is made to
counter case (upper right).

#60 DRILL
(REMAINING HOLES)

*

0

0
0

0

1/16 DRILL (7)

 

Fig. 15. There are no jumpers on
the power supply board. After it
is drilled, mount the components.

COMMON LEADS
USE*16 WIRE/..N0411111mN

M6 MS DEC PTS M4 M3 MI M2

II IINC1 II
C7 C3

C4

DII

1010

D6 1

109

E) (N) I
M6 M5 M4 M3 MI M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 MI

+3.6V +6V

D7

I

05

ground leads should be kept as short as
possible.

Components are installed on the power
supply board as shown in Fig. 16. Note
that C5 is upside down with respect to
the polarity of the other capacitors. Note
also that all diodes point in the same
direction. Be sure that there is sufficient
cooling space between the diodes and the
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C5

-6V

30
1

D4

1

RI

DEC
PTS

DI

1°2

1

60Hz MI
M6 +12V

C2

CASE
eN0

electrolytic capacitors since the latter can
be damaged by diode heat generation.

Connect the power supply module to
the case through a single ground lead.
Do not run any other ground leads to the
chassis except the return for .11.

Assembly of Complete Unit. The circuit
for the overall counter is shown in Fig.
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+6
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RST
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10 SEC
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COUNT

MS
HUNDREDS

DCU

M6
GATE

MODULE

S2A

COUNTING

S4
RESET

I
S3

SZ
A -OFF
B -EVENTS
C -O- 200Hz
D-0 -2kHz

CI
ipF

INPUT2
INSULATE SI

FROM CASE

E-0-20kHr
F-0 -200kHz
G-0 -2MHz
H-EXT GATE

R2
10K

10 R3
100K

GATE

HOLD

RI
47011

CASE

FOLLOW

LEFT CENTER RIGHT
DECIMAL POINTS

Fig. 17. Interconnections for complete frequency counter. Signal
insulated from chassis to prevent internal noise interference with

17, while Fig. 18 shows the interior of
the chassis. The vinyl -clad case that
comes with the complete kit is punched
and machined, and includes assembly in-
structions. If you select another type of
enclosure, use Fig. 18 as a general layout
guide. An optional dialplate (see Parts
List for Fig. 17) adds a professional

G
OH

S2B

C B
A

input jack J2 is
the input signal.

touch and also serves as a front -panel
layout template.

Modules M1 through M6 are arranged
in a line along the front of the case,
supported by brackets similar to those
used on the "Digital Volt -Ohmmeter"
(EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK, Winter
1970). The three decimal -point indicator
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PARTS LIST
COMPLETE COUNTER

C1 -1-µF, 400 -volt Mylar capacitor
11 -14 -6.3 -volt, 50-mA pilot lamp and lens as-

sembly, three green, one white ( Southwest
Technical G-6.3 and IV -6.3, respectively or
similar)

11-Photo jack
12-Photo jack and nylon insulated mounting kit
M 1-C omparator module
M2-Scaler module
M3-M5-DCU module ( see text)
116-Gate module
.117-Power supply module
R1 -470 -ohm, V4 -watt resistor
R2 -10,000 -ohm, /4 -watt resistor
R3-100,000-ohni, ',a -watt resistor
S1-Three-position. single -pole slide switch
S2-Four-deck, four -pole, eight -position, non -

shorting miniature selector switch. Close space
first three decks, isolate fourth with j:t"
spacers. (Southwest Technical SIV 111S1 or
equivalent)

S3-S.p.s.t. slide switch
S4-S.p.s.t. normally closed pushbutton switch
Misc.-3" x 5,/," x 10" vinyl -clad, Preptinched

case and support assembly, dialplate*, PA -
inch knob, mounting brackets for modules, me-
chanical hardware, #16 wire for grounds, #22
hookup wire, solder.

*Anodized dialplate available from Refill's Photo
Finishing, 4627 N. 11th St., Phoenix, Arizona
85014; in black and silver $3.00; red, gold, or
copper $3.45, postpaid in USA.

.Note:-Complete kit of parts to build counter in-
cluding case but not dialplate is available from
Southwest Technical Products, Box 16297, San
Antonio, Texas 78216. Order # 165C, $120,
plus postage, 7 lb.

lamps are placed between the decade units
as shown in the photo, while the Power
Supply module (M7) mounts on the rear
wall of the chassis with spacers and #6
hardware. The fuse (Fl) and power
transformer (T1) are mounted on the
bottom of the chassis.

Note that the frame of input jack J2
is isolated ( insulated) from chassis
ground and has an independent ground
lead, called a "guard," running directly
to the M/ board. This lead is very im-
portant since it prevents any internally
generated ground noise from interfering
with the input. Use nylon washers to
insulate the jack from the chassis.

Don't forget the individual ground
leads from each module to the power
supply ground buss.

The main selector switch (S2) has
four decks, one of which is isolated from
the other three by spacers. The isolated
deck controls the 117 -volt, 60 -Hz power,
while the other three ( starting from the
front) select the frequency, the timing,
and the decimal point.
1970 Spring Edition

HOW IT WORKS
COMPLETE COUNTER

The frequency to be counted is applied to the
sensitivity control, which reduces the input level
by 1 or 10 to the approximately 100 millivolts
required for normal operation. The signal is then
sent to the Comparator module (An) where it is
converted from a sine wave to a square wave of
the same frequency with sharp rise and fall times.
Any noise that might be present in the input is
also rejected in the Comparator. The Compara-
tor output is fed directly to the range selector
switch S2 and also to a pair of decade scalers that
provides divide -by -ten and divide -by -one -hundred
outputs. The latter are also connected to the
range selector switch.

The output of the Comparator (f) is selected
for the EVENTS function, 0-200 Hz, 0-2 kHz,
0-20 kHz and for the external gate (EXT.
GATE) operation. The output from the first
decade scaler ( f/10) is used for the 0-200 Hz
position, and the output of the second scaler
( f/100) is used for the 0-2 MHz position.

The time base starts with a 60 -Hz reference
from the power supply. This signal is filtered,
squared, and divided by six (all in module M6)
to obtain the 0.1 -second gating reference. Two
divisions by ten produce the 1 -second and 10 -
second time references. These time intervals, along
with a positive voltage for EVENTS and no
input for EXT. GATE are routed to the range
selector switch.

From the selector switch, the time commands
go through the HOLD -FOLLOW switch which
permits a choice of automatically updating the
reading or holding the last reading.

Both the measure command and the selected
input frequency go through the synchronizing
circuit in the Comparator module. The measure
command turns the electronic switch on and off,
but it does it in such a way that only whole cy-
cles of the input frequency are counted. This
eliminates the one -digit bobble in the counting.
The time -base gated frequency then goes to the
counting and display circuits.

The counter can be reset to zero at any time
by operation of the manual RESET pushbutton,
but in normal modes of operation, the counters
are automatically reset just before a new count
begins.

The operation of the counter is fully automatic.
The available measure commands are 10-s
measure and 10-s display for 0 -200 -Hz opera-
tion; 1-s measure and 1-s display for 0 -2 -kHz
operation; and 0.1-s measure and 0.9-s display
for the other ranges. To keep the display on
longer, flip switch S3 to HOLD.

Preliminary Checkout and Operation.
The frequency counter requires no cal-
ibration and has no internal adjustments.
It is only as accurate as the 117 -volt a.c.
power -line stability and display resolu-
tion permit it to be. The following tests
can be performed to check the general
assembly for proper operation.

Plug the counter into a source of 117 -
volt 60 -Hz power and place selector
switch S2 on EVENTS and switch S3 on
FOLLOW. One, or possibly two, numerals
in each decade should be illuminated.
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TIMS

M 6

M7
MI

S2 S3 1 J2
S4 JI

Momentarily depressing the RESET but-
ton should immediately produce a 0000
reading.

Check all supply voltages, particularly
the +6 and +3.6 volts, to be sure that
they are within 0.1 volt of their correct
values. The -6 and +12 -volt supplies
should be checked at their respective
terminals on /C/ of the Comparator
module Ml.

Place the range selector switch on the
0-200 Hz position and observe the
COUNTING light on the front panel. It
should cycle on for 10 seconds and off for
10 seconds. Place the selector switch on
0-2 kHz. The COUNTING light should
now cycle on for 1 second and off for 1
second. With the selector switch on any
higher range, the light should flash on
for 0.1 second, once each second.

To check the operation of the decimal -
point indicators, place the range selector
switch on the 0-2 MHz position and note
that the left decimal point indicator is
illuminated. For other switch positions,
lights should be on as follows: 0-200
kHz, right; 0-20 kHz, center; 0-2 kHz,
left; 0-200 Hz, right.

With the counter still energized, set
the FOLLOW -HOLD switch to FOLLOW,
the range switch to 0-2 kHz, and the
SENS. (sensitivity) switch to .1. Insert a
test lead in the INPUT jack and touch the
other end of the test lead. Note that the
counter starts operating erratically only
when the COUNTING light is lit. The
display should last only as long as the
COUNTING light is dark. The counting
units should start to count at the same

/
FI

-M2

R2
CI

SI

Fig. 18. Author's prototype
may be duplicated or used as
a guide. Because of the length
of M7, the Power Supply mod-
ule, it is mounted along the
rear apron of the chassis. When
using a different physical lay-
out, remember that the Power
Supply generates some heat
and mount it out of the way
where it will not affect the heat -
sensitive components that are
mounted on the other modules.

instant that the COUNTING light comes
back on. Placing the SENS. switch on
either the 1 or 10 position should stop
the counting operation.

If the counter passes all of these tests,
it is probably working properly and is
ready for use. As a final check, and to
gain some experience in using the coun-
ter, use a bounceless pushbutton circuit
( described in "Low -Cost Counting Unit,"
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, February 1968, or
ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK,
Winter 1969) and a low -frequency audio
oscillator. When using the counter, al-
ways start with the SENS. switch down
to the 1 or .1 position as required to get
a stable reading. Also, do not forget that
an input lead (whether it is coaxial
cable or phono lead) that is too long will
attenuate (and load) a high -frequency
signal.

Key Waveforms. The following infor-
mation can be used if trouble is experi-
enced in getting the counter to operate
properly. The waveforms at various
points in the circuit vary depending on
switch settings and the nature of the in-
put. However, there are some critical
points at which the waveforms can be
checked to determine whether the count-
er is working properly.

Comparator (Ml) When sufficient in-
put signal is applied, the output at the
square -wave terminal of this module
(connected to D.1 and R7) should be
either a square or a rectangular wave
from 0 to 2.4 volts positive. The output
goes positive when the instantaneous
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input signal drops below +10 mV and
drops to zero when the input exceeds +30
mV. The rise and fall times of this wave-
form should be about 60 nanoseconds.

The feedback to pin 2 of ICJ should

COUNTER SPECIFICATIONS
Function: Measuring frequency, events, events -

per -unit -time, or the ratio of two frequen-
cies. It is also a source of precision 0.1-,
1-, and 10 -second timing signals.

Ranges: 0.200 Hz, 0.2 kHz, 0.20 kHz, 0.200
kHz, 0.2 MHz, events, and externally gated
events or ratio.

Accuracy: Power -line stability plus or minus
one-half count. Typical accuracy is 0.1%.

Resolution: One part in 2000 to full scale.
0.1 Hz on 0 -200 -Hz scale.

Sensitivity: Switch adjustable from nominal
0.1, 1, or 10 volts. For sine waves -30 mV
r.m.s. from 50 Hz to 3 MHz; 300 mV r.m.s.
from 5 to 50 Hz. For pulses-symmetric
pulse, 100 mV p -p; narrow positive pulse,
50 mV p -p; narrow negative pulse, 700 mV
p -p

Input conditioning: Automatically provided for
all but mechanical contacts. High -gain IC
comparator provides snap action, 10 -mV

noise offset, and 20 -mV hysteresis. Any
reasonable wave shape is acceptable, in-

cluding sine or square waves, or rectangu-
lar pulses of either polarity.

Input protection: D.c. blocking to 200 volts.
Combination dual -diode limiter and d.c.
restorer allows safe measurement in prac-
tically all test situations.

Input impedance: 10 -volt range, 112,000
ohms; 1 -volt range, 12,500 ohms; 0.1 -volt
range, 2500 ohms. Typical shunting ca-
pacity is less than 30 pF.

Gating: Fully synchronized master gate used
to eliminate the one -count ambiguity as-
sociated with older counter designs. Last
digit is constant rather than bobbling be-
tween two values.

Display: Switch selects hold or follow. Infinite
display in hold function, automatic updat-
ing in follow. For 0-200 Hz, 10 -second
measure, 10 -second display; for 0-2 kHz,
1 -second measure, 1 -second display; for
higher frequencies, 0.1 -second measure,
0.9 -second display.

Miscellaneous: Automatic overrange indicator
comes on when full-scale count is exceed-
ed. Floating decimal points. Manual reset
and override. Time gate outputs available
at gate terminal during measurement.
Modular construction adaptable to crystal
time base for higher accuracy. Extendable
with input scaling to 0-20 MHz or 0.200
MHz. All solid-state circuit uses 26 IC's,
43 transistors, and 14 diodes.

show a steep leading edge that reaches
+80 mV, followed by a rapid decay
( about 90 ns) to the +30 mV level. The
trailing edge of this waveform should
have a rapid transition to -40 mV and
a rapid decay back to +10 mV. This sig-
nal is present only when an input sig-
nal is applied to the counter. Because of
the very fast switching of this waveform,
you will have to use a high -quality, lab -
type oscilloscope to make exact measure-
ments although the basic signal can be
seen on a conventional service scope.

The synchronizing circuit in the Com-
parator can be tested by using a bounce -
less pushbutton and observing the DCU's
and the COUNTING indicator light, in
the 0 -200 -Hz range. The first count after
the COUNTING light comes on should
not be counted, and the first DCU should
display starting at the second count. The
first count after the COUNTING light
goes off should be counted and the dis-
play should remain steady after that.
Correct operation of this circuit guaran-
tees that the device will only count whole
input cycles.

Scaler (M2) The input to the A scaler
should be identical to the square -wave
output observed on the Comparator.

Output A/10 should be a rectangular
wave with a frequency 1/10 that of the
input. It should be about 1.8 volts in
amplitude and have a 6:4 duty cycle.
This, of course, is also the input to the B
scaler.

The frequency of output B/10 should
be 1/10 that of A/10 and 1/100 that of
the input to the A scaler. Its amplitude
depends on the setting of the range se-
lector switch, but it should range be-
tween 1.8 and 3.6 volts, positive. It should
have a 6:4 duty cycle and rise and fall
times of about 50 ns.

The GATE terminal of the D scaler
should have a repeating waveform that
goes positive about 2 volts for 0.1 second
and to ground for 0.9 second.

The output at C/2 should be a repeat-
ing signal that is positive for 1 second
and ground for 1 second, with an ampli-
tude of about 2 volts.

The output at C/10 should be a re-
peating symmetrical square wave with a
frequency of 0.2 Hz (5 -second period) ,
with an amplitude of about 2 volts, posi-
tive.

(Continued on page 76)
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Build
VHV

Supply
10,000 VOLTS FROM COMMONLY
AVAILABLE COMPONENTS

BY PAUL H. FUGE

THERE STILL EXISTS a real need for
very -high -voltage power supplies even

in this era of low -voltage solid-state elec-
tronics-especially in the area of experi-
menting. A casual look around the vari-
ous school science fairs will reveal that
interest is still high for such projects as
air ionizers, Van de Graaff generators,
Tesla coils and the like. (One practical use
for a VHV supply was given in "The Not
Altogether Forgotten Electret" in the
March 1969 POPULAR ELECTRONICS.)

In most cases, the VHV power supply
is required to deliver currents on the
order of only a few microamperes. So,

AC
INPUT

By driving the very -high -voltage power supply with
a variable -voltage transformer, output voltage can
be made to vary above and below 10,000 volts.

to meet this requirement with maximum
economy, the VHV Supply described here
consists of an SCR, a capacitor, a com-
mon automobile spark coil, and a simple
triggering circuit. Operated from any
117 -volt a.c. house line, the supply pro-
duces an output on the order of 10,000
volts which will jump a 4k" spark gap
and melt an electrode made of solder.
52

now It Works. Referring to the sche-
matic diagram, when line power is ap-
plied to the circuit, D1 conducts only
when it is forward biased, allowing C/ to
charge up. Then, when D1 becomes re-
verse biased, C2 charges up through Ri.
At some point during the charge cycle,
the potential across C2 reaches and ex-
ceeds the breakover voltage of trigger
diode D2. When this happens, *D2 con-
ducts and delivers a triggering pulse to
the gate of SCR1, turning it on.

The instant SCR1 fires, it forms a se-
ries circuit with C1 and the primary of
spark coil T1 across the power line. As a
result, the charge on C/ rapidly dis-
charges through the low -resistance T1
primary, inducing a much higher voltage
across the secondary.

Then when D1 again becomes forward
biased on the next cycle of the applied
a.c., SCR1 cuts off, and the charge -dis-
charge cycle repeats itself until the a.c.
power is disconnected.

While the output of the VHV Supply
is a.c., it can easily be converted to d.c.
by installing a high -voltage TV (silicon)
rectifier and filter capacitor across the
high -voltage secondary of Ti. However,
if you do this, be careful to limit the val-
ue of Cl to a small figure to prevent dam-
aging the rectifier by high -current spikes
when C/ discharges. If an a.c. output is
required, the value of Cl can be any-
where between 2 and 100 AF, although
the larger values will draw more current.

Construction. Parts location and orien-
tation are left to your discretion when
assembling the VHV Supply. However,
since potentials on the order of 10,000
volts are developed by the supply, fully
encapsulate all connections in a silicone
potting compound after soldering. Then,
for added protection, mount the entire
circuit inside a perforated steel or alu-
minum cabinet.

When the supply is fully assembled,
you can adjust the setting of Ri for max-
imum output power. Then, if desired, the
optimum setting of the potentiometer
can be measured and a fixed 1/2 -watt re-
sistor substituted for it in the circuit.

Finally, if you wish to vary the out-
put voltage above or below the designed
10,000 -volt level, you can use an adjust-
able auto -transformer between the a.c.
line and input of the supply.
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THE INCREASING use of digital IC's
I in many experimenters' projects has

created a need for a low-cost in- or out -
of -circuit tester for these complex semi-
conductor devices. Up to now, most ex-
perimenters have done their best using a
conventional voltmeter to trace the on -
off signal on a circuit board. This is a
difficult process at best. Making contact
with a narrow foil strip and looking at a
meter at the same time is trouble
enough, but most of the time the pulses
are so short that they don't even register
on the meter. It is even more difficult to
test IC's that are not connected into
known operating circuits.

The "IC Telltale" described here was
designed to solve many of these testing
problems. It will test, in or out of the
circuit, the RTL (resistor -transistor -log-
ic) IC's such as the Motorola MC700P

C

°tate
nvo-way sMstem

to check

digital circuits

BY C. P. TROEMEL

series and the Fairchild pL900 series
that are used in a number of projects
such as that on page 37.

The IC Telltale consists of two as-
semblies: a 10,000 -ohm input -impedance
probe for checking IC's mounted on a
circuit board; and a test set with a built-
in 2- and 10 -Hz trigger pulse generator
with 14 -pin in -line and 8 -pin round IC
sockets for out -of -circuit tests. The oscil-
lator circuit in the test set can also be
used as a trigger source for finished IC
boards, if desired.

The readout is built in the probe and
consists of a small pilot lamp that is on
when the logic is at, or near, ground
level and goes "off" when the logic is at,
or near, +3.6 volts. The probe can be
used to trace a digital signal through
foil patterns and integrated circuit con-
nections.
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01,02

(117---92Co

BOTTOM VIEW

01
MPS3393

PROBE TIP RI
10K

PARTS LIST

11 -2 -volt, 50-60-mA pilot lamp ( #48, #49, or
similar)

Q1,Q2-Transistor (Motorola MPS3393)
R1 -10,000 -ohm, 1A -watt resistor
R2 -3300 -ohm, %-watt resistor

RED LEAD

II
#48,44-49

Fig. 1. The probe is a simple
two -transistor lamp driver ar-
rangement. With no signal ap-
plied, the lamp is lit. When
a positive voltage is applied,
to the tip, the lamp goes out.

BLACK LEAD

R3 -27 -ohm, ,1/2 -watt resistor
Misc.-Plastic tube or felt-tip marker pen /"

inside diameter; 1Y2" -long brass screw with
lockwasher and nut; flexible test leads 18" long
(one red, one black); small alligator clips;
insulation.

Probe. The electronic part of the probe
( Fig. 1) is assembled to fit inside a
plastic tube whose inside diameter is just
large enough to hold the pilot lamp, 11.
The author used the empty plastic case
of a large cheap felt-tip marking pen.

If you use a similar case, take out the
insides and clean it thoroughly. Use a
#27 drill to enlarge the hole at the pen
tip so that it will pass a 6-32 screw.
Place a nut on a 1W' 6-32 brass screw
about gi of the way down its length.
Using a file, make a sharp point of the
end of the screw. The nut, which will
secure the finished probe within the pen,
will clean the threads as it is removed.

Lay all the probe components beside
the pen case as shown in Fig. 2. Trim the
component leads and assemble the cir-
cuit, making sure that you don't exceed
the inside diameter of the plastic case.
Use insulating tubing on leads where re-
quired to prevent accidental shorts. Note
that the indicating lamp does not require
a socket and the leads are soldered direct-
ly to its base.

When you have the components as-
sembled, slide them into the case from
the rear until the pointed end of the
screw comes out as far as possible. Use
a lockwasher and the 6-32 nut to secure
the screw to the case. Be sure that you

Fig. 2. The complete probe is housed in a plastic tube, in this case, an old felt-tip
marker pen. Assemble the components with care, and gently fit into the housing.
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OUT--

ALTER N ATE
GND

PARTS LIST

C 1,C2-5-p,F, low -voltage electrolytic capacitor
Q1,Q2,Q3-Transistor (Motorola MPS3393)
R1,R5-2200-ohm, %-watt resistor
R2,R4-56,000-ohm, %-watt resistor
R3 -4700 -ohm. 3/2 -watt resistor
R6 -5600 -ohm, 3/2 -watt resistor
R7 -560 -ohm, %-watt resistor
S1-S.p.s.t. switch

Fig. 3. The trigger generator
is a conventional multivibra-
tor whose frequency is changed
by resistor variation. Output
stage is an emitter follower.

TRIGGER
OUTPUT

Misc.-5%" x 3" x VA" enclosed metal box
(Bud CU2106-A or similar); 8 -pin IC socket
(Cinch -Jones 8 -ICS, Allied #47D0155 or
similar); 14 -pin in -line IC socket (Augat 314-
AG5D-2, Allied #47D6225 or similar); spring -
clip terminals (Vector T30N2, 12 needed);
three lengths of color -coded flexible test leads;
three small alligator clips; small rubber
grommet; 2" bare stiff wire; mounting hard-
ware; etc.

do not rotate the screw as this may
break the solder connection to it. The
lamp should be slightly recessed within
the pen case so that it is protected and
yet can still be seen. The two flexible
test leads ( red for positive and black
for ground) can be brought out of the
probe beside the lamp. These leads can
be a couple of feet long if desired (18"
is about ideal) and should be terminated
with small alligator clips.

To test the probe, connect the black
lead to ground and the red lead to a Fig. 4. Actual -size foil pattern for the oscillator

MATING
HOLE TO

L ARGE BOARD

,,,/_ T'.ITI 1 7

i: Ri 15 II Rj: RI: Flr
R7 +p

1111---

C2- -

02411Ls .- C I -- 0,
P

LMATING HOLE
TO LARGE BOARD

"""1
--; +3.6V

MATING HOLE
TO LARGE BOARD

TO SI

GND

Fig. 5. Component installation
on the oscillator board. This
board is supported from the
large board by three stiff
wire leads whose locations are
also shown here. Two of these
leads carry the power supply.
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source of 3.6 volts (the same voltage
used for the IC circuit). The lamp should
glow and be plainly visible at the top of
the probe. Touch the probe tip to the
3.6 -volt source and note that the lamp
goes off. If the lamp either doesn't light
or doesn't go off when it is supposed to,
remove the circuit from the probe and
check for accidental shorts that may
have occurred during assembly.

Test Set. There are two circuit boards
in the test set: an oscillator and a sock-
et -contact board. The oscillator section,
whose schematic is shown in Fig. 3, is
assembled on the PC board with the
foil pattern shown in Fig. 4. Mount the
components on the board as shown in
Fig. 5.

To test this circuit, connect the board
to ground and +3.6 volts at the indi-
cated places and connect an oscilloscope
across the OUT terminals. Depending on
the position of Si, you should see either
a 2 -Hz or 10 -Hz pulse train.

Make the socket -contact board using
the foil pattern shown in Fig. 6. Solder
the 12 spring -contact terminals and the
two IC sockets in place as shown in Fig.
7. Looking at the top (non -foil) side of
the socket -contact board, orient the 8 -
pin round socket so that pin 8 (identified
by a small projection on the socket) is
in the position shown in Fig. 7. Make
some sort of marks on the board to iden-
tify pin 8 and to identify the dot and

0

0

0

Fig. 6. Actual -size foil pattern for the socket -con-
tact board. Switch Si cutout and mounting holes are
dependent on the particular switch you are using.

14 13 12 10 9 8
432/ D32R IOLL17j

#25 DRILL (12)
(4)

DRILL AND
CUTOUT FOR

SWITCH USED

DOT ON
IN-LINE

IC' S
FLAT
ON ---

ROUND
ta IC' S

1 I
I 2 3 5 6 7

#64 DRILL
(22)

SUPPORT
HOLES

0

Fig. 7. Parts layout for the socket -contact board.
Note the three support holes for oscillator board.

notch end of the in -line socket. At the
same time, mark the LOW and HIGH
frequency positions for switch Si. The
hole for this switch can be cut to fit the
switch used.

The oscillator board is mounted on the
socket -contact board using three pieces
of stiff wire about 1/2" long. Insert the
three wires in the indicated holes on
the smaller board (Fig. 5) and solder
them in place. Insert the other ends of
these wires in the appropriate holes in
the larger board and solder them in place.
Clip any excess wire from the top of the
board. Connect Si to its leads.

On the upper surface of the metal
chassis, cut out a rectangle 4" by 2" so
that the larger board can be mounted
within the chassis and secured with ap-
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propriate hardware at each corner. Drill
a hole in one end of the chassis to accept
a small rubber grommet. After tying
them in a knot to provide a strain relief.
pass the three test leads from the smaller
board through this grommet. Attach a
small alligator clip to the end of each
lead. Use a black lead for ground, red
for + and another color for trigger.

Assemble the cover on the metal chas-
sis. Using some type of marker, identify
each spring clip on the metal lip adja-
cent to it, as shown in the photograph.
Note that pins 4 and 11 are missing
since they are connected internally.

In -Circuit Tests. To check IC's on a
finished board, apply the required d.c.
power to the board (usually + 3.6 volts)
and introduce a trigger signal. If you
have no trigger source available, connect
the black lead of the test fixture to the
PC board ground and the red lead to
+3.6 volts. Connect the test fixture out-
put lead to the PC board's input terminal.
Switch Si can be in either the LOW or
HIGH frequency position.

Connect the black lead from the probe
to the PC board ground and the red
lead to +3.6 volts. The probe lamp
should be on. Check for the presence of
+3.6 volts at the IC (usually pin 11 of
the in -line type and pin 8 of the TO -5
can). When the probe makes contact
with +3.6 volts, the lamp should go out.
If it doesn't, check back along the foil
pattern and locate any break. Note that,

Interior of a completed test
set. The three leads (one for
positive, one for ground, and
one for trigger output) are
knotted to provide a strain
relief, before being passed
through the rubber grommet.
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HOW IT WORKS-PROBE

TransiAors Q1 and Q2 form a high -gain cur-
rent amplifier using R1 to limit the input base
current to Q1 and prevent loading of the IC being
tested. When Q1 is cut off, with the input either
grounded or left floating, current through R2
saturates Q2. Resistor R3 reduces the voltage
supplied to lamp 11 when Q2 saturates.

When the input to Q1 exceeds about +0.6 volt.
Q1 conducts and removes the base drive from Q2,
cutting off this stage and extinguishing 11.

Since most RTL (resistor -transistor -logic) IC's
require more than 0.8 volt to guarantee turn on
and less than 0.46 volt to turn off, the 0.6 -volt
threshold of the IC Telltale falls in the correct
place to indicate the state of the input or output.

when using the probe, it isn't necessary
to watch the lamp directly as it is in
your line of vision when your attention
is on the probe tip. Since the lamp stays
on when the probe tip is grounded, it is
also possible to check the ground pat-
tern of the foil.

Once it has been determined that the
positive d.c. and ground are correct,
place the probe tip on the signal input
terminal and observe that the lamp
blinks on and off in step with the ap-
plied trigger signal. It is easier to see the
lamp blinking if Si is in the LOW fre-
quency position. You can now trace the
trigger signal directly to the IC terminal.

When checking flip-flops, observe that
the signal at the output (1 or Q, 0 or
Q) is usually at a slower rate than the
applied trigger. Using the probe and a
schematic of the circuit board, it is pos-
sible to trace the path of the signal and

RING CLIPS
EACH SIDS EI
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When testing an IC out of the circuit, plug it into the proper socket, make the connections
called for in the test table, apply power, and use the probe to test device operation.

TEST TABLE FOR IVS* OUT OF CIRCUIT

Function Input Output**
Inverter signal blinks

Gate all gnd off

any ± on

one to

signal,

others

to gnd

blinks

Flip-flop Reset S T C 1 or Q I 0 or Q

gnd

gnd

gnd

gnd

+ then

gnd

gnd

+
gnd

±

gnd

signal

signal

signal

signal

gnd

gnd

gnd

+

+

gnd

blinks

off

on

blinks

on

off

on or off

on off

'For Motorola MC -00P
series IC's.

"As indicated by probe lamp.
+Indicates +3.6 volts.
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note where the signal stops (if the board
is faulty). If a number of flip-flops are
involved (as in a countdown circuit),
the probe lamp will blink more slowly as
you move down the chain. In this case,
place Si in the HIGH frequency position
to speed up the counting. You can trace
the signal through gates or inverters by
observing the presence of signals at the
inputs and output.

Out of Circuit Tests. To test unmount-
ed (loose) IC's, remove the power from
the test fixture and insert the IC in its
socket, observing the notch and dot code
on in -lines and the flat, tab, or color
dot on round IC's.

The only direct connections to the
IC's are +3.6 volts to pin 11 of the in -
line and pin 8 of the round socket and
ground to pin 4 of both types. The rest
of the contacts to the IC are made
through the 12 spring clips.

Apply power to the test fixture by
connecting the black test lead to ground
and the red test lead to a source of +3.6
volts. Test the IC using the accompany-
ing table as a guide. Use small lengths
of insulated wire with bare ends to make
any necessary interconnections. The
two -speed oscillator built into the test
fixture serves as the signal source.
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FULL -RANGE HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM FOR $35
BY DAVID

I F YOU THINK a "full-size" compact
three-way speaker system has to be

expensive, you're wrong. By doing most
of the work yourself-putting together
a sturdy cabinet and winding a couple of
coils-you can be in business for $35.00
or less.

The "Thrifty Three -Way" speaker
system described here is built around an
unusually designed 12" woofer. The
woofer has a "poly foam" suspension
that brings its free -air resonance down
below 25 Hz. According to the manufac-
turer, the woofer's suspension will not
harden with the passage of time as do
conventional "accordion" type suspen-
sions. (Tests conducted by the author
show that the suspension is also not af-
fected by changes in humidity.)

B. WEEMS

Build an enclosure, add a midrange
speaker, a tweeter, homemade crossover
networks, and you have a real money
saver. The frequency range and per-
formance of the system are similar to
these of much more expensive 3 -way
systems. And the midrange and tweeter
controls, refinements not found in bar-
gain systems, allow you to adjust the
system response to suit your listen-
ing tastes.

Enclosure Assembly. The enclosure can
be assembled with the aid of common
hand tools if you can get your lumber
yard to miter the joining edges of the
top, bottom, and side plates of the en-
closure at 45° angles. Then, referring to
the three-dimensional drawing provided
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in Fig. 1, prepare the main enclosure's
rear plate, speaker mounting board, and
cleats and corner blocks. (Note : Only
one side, the bottom, and the speaker
mounting board are illustrated in the
drawing. The remaining side is the same
size as the side shown; the same applies
to the rear and top plates, which are
identical in size to the speaker mounting
board and bottom plate respectively.)

Before starting assembly, it is a good
idea to drill the screw guide holes
through the cleats and corner blocks. For
the corner blocks, drill the holes through
in both directions, while for the cleats
drill in only one direction.

Now select one of the long plates for
top or bottom, and glue and screw a long
cleat in place 3/4" in from the rear edge.
Measure rqi" in from the front edge,
draw a line along this mark, and glue
60

Fig. 1. Top, near side, and rear
plates of enclosure have same
overall dimensions as bottom, far
side, and speaker mounting board
plates, respectively, as shown.

and screw the other long cleat's outer
edge along the line. Now, glue and screw
the two 10" corner blocks along the edges
of the short sides of this plate.

Proceed with assembly by gluing and
screwing the other three plates together,
framing each with the appropriate cleats
and corner blocks as you go. Set the as-
sembly aside to allow the glue to set.

Meanwhile, prepare the speaker mount-
ing board, tweeter mounting board, and
midrange speaker enclosure as shown.
The midrange speaker enclosure is made
up of lengths of pine ( sides) and a 14"
plywood back plate (see Bill Of Materials
for dimensions) . After preparing the
tweeter mounting board, chamfer the
outer edge of the speaker cutout to re-
move any sharp edges.

Apply glue to the front surfaces of the
midrange speaker enclosure, and sym-
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metrically locate the enclosure over its
hole on the speaker mounting board.
Now, anchor the enclosure in place with
screws driven from the front of the
speaker mounting board into the sides of
the enclosure.

Apply a coat or two of flat black paint
to the front surfaces of the tweeter and
speaker mounting boards. Then sand and
stain or paint the outside surfaces of
the previously prepared assembly. When
both assemblies are dry, drop the speak-
er mounting board into place, and anchor
it down with screws and glue.

Fig. 2. To insure proper air
seal, be sure to place rubber,
felt, or other adequate gasket
material between speaker rims
and speaker mounting board.

Now, peel off the backing from a
length of foam rubber weather strip, and
carefully press it down around the woof-
er cutout, bending it as necessary to form
a circle. Do the same for the midrange
speaker cutout. The speakers are front
mounting types, so the weather stripping
must be placed on the front surface of
the speaker mounting board.

Next, install the tweeter on its board,
and solder a 3' length of zip cord to its
lugs (do NOT bypass the capacitor).
Then mount the speaker board assembly
symmetrically over the square cutout in

BILL OF

1-12" woofer* (No. 12RUB 16-8)
1-63/4" Cinaudagraph "Special Design" mid-

range speaker* (No. C-6-13/4MR)
1-Cinaudagraph "Special Design" tweeter*

(No. TS 6070)
1-25-uF nonpolarized capacitor for C1
1 16-#18 magnet wire (Belden No. 8075 or

similar)
2 -8 -ohm L -pads (Calrad No. LP -8 or similar)
2-253/4" x 14" pieces of 3/4" plywood for top

and bottom of enclosure (sides only are miter
cut)

2-153/4" x 14" pieces of 3/4" plywood for sides
of enclosure (sides miter cut)

2-24" x 14" pieces of 3/4" plywood for speaker
mounting board and rear of enclosure

1-43/4" x 43/4" piece of 3/4" plywood for tweeter
mounting board

1-73/4" x 714" piece of 3/4" plywood for rear of
midrange speaker enclosure

1-8" x 23/4" piece of 3/4" plywood for crossover
network

2-73/4" x 13/4" pieces)
f 3/.'.1." pine

2-53/4" x 13/4" pieces midrange enclosure sides
of 3/4" pine

4-24" pieces of g" x 34" pine for top and bot-
tom cleats at front and rear

4-12T/2" pieces of g" x 3/4." pine for side cleats
at front and rear

MATERIALS

4-10" pieces of 3/4" x 3/4" pine for corner
blocks

1-7' length of 3/4." x 3/4" pine for grille frame
1-7' length of 13/4" x 3/4" plain trim for grille

frame
1-7' length of 1T/8" channeled -cabinet" molding
2-13/4"xl" diameter wood dowels for coil forms
4-23/4" x 23/4" pieces of 3/4" Masonite for coil

forms
1 box-#8 x 13/4" flathead wood screws
1 doz-#8 x 3/4" flathead wood screws for tweet-

er mounting board and rear of midrange en-
closure

8-#12 x 1" panhead screws for woofer
4-#8 x 1" panhead screws for midrange speaker
1 roll -10' x A" x 3/16" sponge rubber weather

strip tape for speaker gaskets
6-#8 x 3/4" brass screws for coil forms and

crossover network mounting
2-#4 x 3/4" brass screws for terminal strips
1 -2 -lug terminal strip
1 -4 -lug terminal strip
Misc.-Grille cloth; glue; wire brads; zip cord;

paint; stain; solder; fiberglass wool; sand-
paper; etc.

*Speakers are available from McGee Radio Co.,
1901 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108, for
$19.95 (includes cost of 25-µF nonpolarized
capacitor); stock numbers are given in paren-
theses above.
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Fig. 3. Each Masonite section is 21/4" square by 1/4"
thick; wood dowel is 11/2" long by 1" diameter.

the speaker mounting board. Mount the
midrange speaker and woofer in their re-
spective holes, as shown in Fig. 2.

Drill two holes in the rear plate of the
midrange speaker enclosure, and mount
a conducting bolt, two solder lugs, and
a machine nut in each. Solder the leads
from the midrange speaker to the solder
lugs, and mark the lugs connected to the
wire near the red dot. Anchor the rear
plate to the enclosure, using two screws
to each side, and seal the joint with alu-
minized duct tape.

Solder a 3' length of zip cord to the
woofer's terminals and another 3' length
to the exterior solder lugs on the rear of
the midrange speaker enclosure. This
concludes the assembly of the basic en-
closure.

Coil Assembly and Wiring. Fabricate the
two coil forms according to the details
provided in Fig. 3, using glue and screws
for durability. When the glue sets, wind
the coils. Coil Li (see Fig. 4) consists of
320 turns of #18 magnet wire, while coil

L2 consists of 128 turns of #18 magnet
wire.

Start winding by feeding the free end
of the wire through the hole in the coil
form nearest the wood dowel. Then, lay-
er wind the coil, working back and forth
one layer at a time. When you have two
layers wound, wrap with masking tape
to prevent unraveling.

You will find that ten neat layers will
suffice for Ll, and four layers for L2.
When each coil is fully wound, wrap two
layers of masking tape over the wind-
ings, and bring the second free end of the

$fl TAP

L2

C2 MOUNTED
ON TWEETER

TWEETER RED
DOT

MIDRANGE

n p a
WOOFER

LI

MIDRANGE WOOFER

CI

RED
DOT

Fig. 4. Upper drawing is wiring diagram for
entire system. Proper terminal strip wiring for
crossover system is illustrated in lower drawing.

All elements in crossover network mount on a single board. From left to right are
Ll, CI and terminal strip, and L2. Note use of tongue -and -groove mounting for L2.
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wire out through the remaining holes in
the coil forms. Scrape away about 1/2" of
the insulating enamel from the free ends
of the coil windings.

Now prepare the mounting board for
the crossover network. This board can be

Fig. 5. In alphabetical order are the
square pine frame, grille cloth, flat
pine frame, and picture frame molding.

any scrap piece of %"-thick plywood or
pine, cut to dimensions of 8" X 21/4".
After cutting the board to size, set Li
and L2 on it as shown in the photo on
opposite page, and mark the outlines of
both coil forms.

Remove and temporarily set aside the
coils. Then cut two 1/8" by about 1/8"
grooves in the mounting board to accept
the edges of the L2 coil form. Glue both
coils in their respective locations, and
mount C/ and a four -lug terminal strip
on the mounting board.

When the glue sets, wire the crossover
network together as shown in Fig. 4, and
mount the assembly on the inside surface
of the enclosure's rear plate. Drill two
holes for and mount the tweeter and mid-
range speaker controls on the enclosure's
rear plate, and wire the controls to the
crossover networks. Then finish wiring
the system, carefully observing the prop-
er speaker polarities so that the cones
are all in phase.

Connect the fully -wired speaker sys-
tem to your amplifier, turn on the am-
plifier, and set the volume control to a low
level. Check to see that the crossover
networks are working properly. If satis-
fied, disconnect the amplifier, and loosely

Photo shows correct placement and orientation of all system components. Tweet-
er and midrange controls are at top of rear plate of enclosure (left in photo)
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THRIFTY 3 -WAY
(Continued from preceding page)

fill the enclosure with fiberglass wool.
Screw on the rear plate of the enclosure.

Finishing Touches. The front mounting
speakers require that the enclosure em-
ploy a removable grille cloth to provide
access to the speakers. Also, the grille
cloth must be spaced about %" away
from the front surface of the speaker
mounting board to clear the speakers.

One way to maintain the proper spac-
ing between the speakers and grille cloth
is illustrated in Fig. 5. First, construct a
frame of gi" X 3/4" pine (A) just large
enough to frame the front of the speaker
mounting board and fit within the con-
fines of the enclosure walls.

Next, cut the grille cloth (B) to size,
stretch it, and tack it to the frame. Then
fabricate another frame (outer dimen-
sions approximately 247A" x 147,g"),
using IA" X 14" plain pine molding (C).
As with the walls of the enclosure, the
ends of this second frame should be miter
cut at 45° angles. When properly con-
structed, paint or stain this second
frame; a good color is white for contrast.

Nail the second frame symmetrically
over the first frame and grille cloth, us-
ing wire brads. At this point, the second
frame should overhang the first frame
by about %" on all sides.

Finally, miter cut the decorative "cab-
inet" molding to form a frame 251/2" X
151/2" (the same size as the enclosure).
Stain and finish the decorative molding,
and symmetrically glue it onto the sec-
ond frame. Now, set the grille assembly
into place in the front of the speaker en-
closure. The fit should be a little tight to
hold the assembly firmly in place. How-
ever, if the fit is too loose to accomplish
this, remove the grille assembly, and add
as many layers of tape to the 3/4" -square
frame to make a friction fit.

That's it! Construction is complete,
and now all you have to do is connect the
"Thrifty Three Way" to your amplifier,
start a disc whirling, and adjust the
tweeter and midrange controls to com-
plement the acoustics of your listening
room. Now sit back and enjoy the sound.

DARKROOM TIMER
(Continued from page 15 )

the SCR specified, the value of R6 may
be increased if there is not enough gate
drive. Also, the value of C16 may be in-
creased if SCR1 has a tendency to turn
on by itself.

Application. When the SECONDS (ones)
switch is set to any position other than
0, add the indicated time to that of the
SECONDS (tens) switch. Then apply the
multiplier selected by the MULTIPLIER
switch.

Socket SO4 (SAFE LIGHT) provides au-
tomatic turn on of a safe light when the
timing has been completed. If manual
turn on of the safe light is required,
connect the safe light to SO5 (INSTANT
OFF). The safe light will then be on when
S2 is on RESET and will automatically go
off when S2 is turned to TIME. The safe
light will not come on after timing. The
Table shows when power is applied at
each outlet.

If the load current exceeds six am-
peres, use a suitable external power re-
lay controlled by the desired outlet. In
other than photography use, such as a
universal motor load, plug an a.c. line
noise filter into the selected outlet if line
noise becomes severe.

Optional Equipment. Footswitch opera-
tion of the timer is possible in the EN-
LARGER mode through a remote switch in
series with the a.c. line cord and with S/
set to ON and S2 to TIME. This, however,
sacrifices the safe light mode, inactivates
SO5 (INSTANT OFF), and alters the mode
at SO/ (DELAYED OFF). Reset, though no
longer instantaneous, takes place in less
than one-half second when the footswitch
is opened.

It is possible to use a momentary -on
footswitch, which gives a push -to -time
operating mode while maintaining foot
pressure during the timing period, or a
switch which alternately latches between
on and off. The latter requires an extra
switch operation for reset. The timing is
not altered to any practical extent.
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XKID Electronic al RERRTP Control
TAKE NIGHTTIME NATURE PHOTOS

ELECTRONICS has always been anI.'"im-portant factor in the development of
new hobbies and the improvement of old
ones. Photography, in particular, has
benefited tremendously through the use
of electronic devices that make photo-
graphic equipment and techniques more
accurate, more flexible, and easier to use
under adverse conditions. As an exam-
ple, with the aid of a few relays and a
solenoid, you can build an "Electronic
Shutter Control," that will enable you to
get into the fascinating field of night-
time nature photography.

The Shutter Control operates on the
electric -eye principle; the subject to be
photographed breaks an almost invisible
beam of light to a photo -cell, triggering
the shutter and taking his own picture.
Once the system is tripped, a signal light
that can be seen from hundreds of feet
away goes on and a relay simultaneously
shuts down power to the system. The
power disconnect feature is a real battery

BY WALTER B. FORD

saver-especially if you plan to leave the
system unattended overnight.

How It Works. Power is applied to the
Electronic Shutter Control circuit
through J1 and J2 in Fig. 1. With both
S1 and S2 closed, the beam from control
light 11 is directed at PC1, causing the
resistance of the photocell to reduce
enough to allow K1 to be energized. When
K1 picks up, its normally closed contacts
open, depriving K2 and subsequent cir-
cuits of power.

Now, when the control light beam to
PC1 is interrupted, K1 is de -energized
and power is applied to K2. This results
in three simultaneous operations: K2 is
latched in through its lower contacts; a
pulse is applied to shutter solenoid L2;
and power is delivered to the heater of
thermal relay K3 through the upper con-
tacts of K2. After a short interval, the
contacts of relay K3 close to complete
the circuit through the solenoid of K.
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Fig. 1. Once system is tripped, relay operation is in numerical sequence. As K2
closes, it pulses shutter solenoid; K2 provides the power -disconnect feature.

PARTS LIST
11 -6 -volt indicator lamp
12 -1.2 -volt indicator lamp
11-18-Pin or banana jack
K1 -2500 -ohm d.c. relay (Sigma type 42)
K2 -6 -volt d.c., d.p.d.t. relay
K3-Thermal relay (Amperite type 6NO2T)
K4 -6 -volt d.c., d.p.d.t. impulse relay (Potter &

Brumfield No. PC11D or similar)
L1 -6 -volt d.c. solenoid ( Dornteyer B24-255 Al)
M1-0-5-mA milliammeter
PC1-Photocell (General Electric No. B46)
R1 -1000 -ohm potentiometer

R3
2511

12

R2 -25 -ohm, 5 -watt potentiometer
R3 -25 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor
S1,S2-S.p.s.t. switch
Misc.-Flashlight; magnifying lens; 7" x 5" x

3" metal utility box for chassis; camera lens
filter; nine -pin miniature tube socket; pin or
banana jack (to match 11-18, 8 needed);
eight -pin octal socket; indicator lamp socket;
6-32 x 1%" fiat -head brass machine screws;
wood screws; epoxy cement; steel band; pine
blocks; zip cord; rubber grommet; mailing
tube; paint; hookup wire; solder; hardware:
etc.

Relay K4 is then energized, interrupt-
ing power to the other relays, turning
11 off and 12 on. The latter must be
turned off manually.

Construction. It is recommended that

12 K2 RI

you house the Electronic Shutter Control
circuit in a sturdy metal chassis to pro-
tect it against damage in the field. While
component placement (except for PC1)
is not critical, the author suggests a lay-
out similar to that shown in Fig. 2. Note

MI

Fig. 2. In this prototype, re-
lays K1 and K4 are mounted on
outside of chassis to provide
easy access. Interior parts
mounting is arranged to avoid
obstruction of the photocell.

LIGHT SHIELD
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Fig. 3. Fabricate light shields illustrated here from
mailing tube; note aperture disc on short tube.

that KI and K4 are mounted on the out-
side of the chassis for easy access.

Begin construction by laying out and
drilling the mounting holes for the vari-
ous components. Then fabricate one or
both of the light shields illustrated in
Fig. 3. (The longer light shield is used
for large -subject photography, while the
shorter shield is best for subjects the
size of a tarantula or smaller.) Select
cardboard mailing tubes with 1" to 1W'
inner diameter for the shields, and if you
make both shields, use the same tube to
insure uniform inner and outer diame-
ters. Also, glue a cardboard disc through
the center of which has been punched a
1/4" aperture over one end of the 3" -
long shield. Then apply a coat of flat
black paint to all interior surfaces.

Locate the center of the chassis cutout
that is to accommodate the light shield
11/4" above the base of the chassis and
drill a hole through the chassis to match
the outer diameter of the shields. Then
drill the same size hole through a 2" -
square by 3/4" -thick pine block, and se-
cure the block to the chassis with wood
screws as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The magnifying lens which is to be
cemented to the wood block as shown
serves to concentrate and direct the light
from 11 onto PC1. This lens should be
slightly larger than the diameter of the
cutout in the pine block. The lens select-
ed can be from a small reading glass, or
you can order item No. 94,061 for 80
cents from Edmund Scientific Co., 600
Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, N.J. 08007.

Fig. 4. Light shield, lens, and photocell must
share a common axis with control light source.

When the cement securing the lens to
the pine block has set, mount the com-
ponents ( except PC1) in place and wire
them together. Then place the section of
the chassis containing the lens on a flat
surface, slip into place the long light
shield, and aim the assembly at a light
source a few feet away. Now, mount the
photocell on a 3/4" -square by 2" -long
pine block (see Fig. 4).

Place the photocell -block assembly on
a W' thickness of cardboard, and orient
it behind the lens so that the concen-
trated beam of light from the light source
just covers the entire frontal area of the
photocell. Measure the distance from the
side and front of the chassis to the block
to determine where, on the other section
of the chassis, PC1 must be located. Then
secure the photocell assembly to the
chassis with a wood screw and epoxy
cement, and solder the leads of PC1 into
the circuit.

The solenoid specified in the Parts List
must be modified to operate the camera
shutter. To accomplish this, drill a %2"
hole through the flat end of the plunger;
then flatten the pointed end of the plung-
er with a file and drill and tap this end
for a 6-32 machine screw (see Fig. 5 for
details).

To facilitate mounting the solenoid
and camera on a tripod, a bracket as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6 must be fabricated
from 1%" X W' band steel The leg
lengths of the bracket are not provided
in the drawing since they will vary de-
pending on the camera. The slots shown
in the drawing provide a means for ad-
justing the solenoid position to apply
proper shutter release pressure for a
wide variety of cameras.

The control light shown in Fig. 7 is
actually a modified two -cell flashlight,
equipped with a No. 25 red camera lens
filter, mounted on a 7" X 5" X 3/4" pine
board. First, remove the batteries from

PINE
BLOCK

r -

PC I

1_

BLOCKPINE

_ - --
----LENS-- - ...2,s...,..

LIGHT
SHIELD

I-1/4"
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STEEL PIN

PLUNGER

5/32"DIA

FLATTEN-
DRILL & TAP

FOR 6-32
THREAD

6-32 SCREW

Fig. 5. For proper solenoid
operation, plunger must be
modified as shown at right.

DRILL AND TAP FOR
TRIPOD SCREW

Fig. 6. Lengths of L bracket legs must be calculat-
ed for your particular camera; do not omit slots.

the flashlight. Then replace the original
lamp with a 6 -volt lamp of similar size,
shape, and basing. Drill a 3i3" hole
through the end of the flashlight body,
and place a rubber grommet in it. Now,
insert one end of a length of zip cord
through the grommet and connect one
conductor to the base contact and the
other conductor to the thread contact of
the lamp.

As for the filter cell assembly, you can
use a cardboard tube that fits snugly
over the front of the flashlight as shown.
The lens filter itself can then be glued to
the tube.
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How To Use. For the initial tryout,
set up the camera, flash attachment, and
Electronic Shutter Control in a semi -
darkened room. Place S1 and S2 in the
OFF positions, and connect a standard
6 -volt battery-such as a motorcycle or
an automobile battery-through J1 and
J2. Next, connect control light 11 via J5
and J6 and shutter solenoid L1 via J3
and J4. Finally, short-circuit J7 to J8.

Set S2 to the ON position (if 12 comes
on, manually reset K4 until it extin-
guishes). Place the control light with the
filter in place about 4' away from PC1,
directing the beam onto the photocell.
Meter M/ should now indicate maximum
current flow. Now, without disturbing
R1 from its zero -resistance setting, ad-
just the armature of K1 until the con-
tacts just close. Then slowly rotate the
shaft of R1 until the contacts just open,
and observe and record the milliammeter
reading at this point. Reset R1 to zero
resistance. The minimum meter reading
will be helpful in determining the maxi-
mum separation between 11 and PC1 in
future setups.

Should it be desired to separate the
control light and photocell by more than
about 6', it is suggested that you remove
the short-circuiting jumper from across
J7 and J8 and connect one or two 1.5 -
volt D cells in its place.

With the control light directed into
the light shield, turn 21 on and cover the
front of the shield with your hand. This
interrupts the beam, and if all systems
are go, the shutter solenoid should ac-
tuate immediately, and about a second
later 12 should turn on.

To reset the control system, first set
S1 to OFF and then depress the arma-
ture lever of 1C4 to extinguish 12. Now
close Si, and the system is set for an-
other photograph.

Fig. 7. Modified flashlight with filter assembly fitted to lens serves as housing
for 11. Zip cord terminates in plugs that match J5 and J6 on main relay chassis.

FILTER
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FREE!

World's Largest
Electronic Kit Catalog

New 1970 Edition...Over 300 Kits For Every Interest, Save Up To 50%
 Deluxe Color TV ... The sets
you've heard and read about that
give better performance yet cost
no more; six models: 295. 227, &
180 sq. in. rectangular; with or
without AFT; all with exclusive
built-in self -servicing aids for best
pictures always; custom, wall or
cabinet installation; optional wire-
less remote controls. Also new
Heathkit antennas, towers, and de-
luxe 12" B & W portable TV.
 Stereo / Hi-Fi Components ...
Transistor stereo receivers (includ-
ing the world famous Heathkit
AR -15), amplifiers, tuners, speak-
ers, turntables, cartridges, fur-
niture.
 Transistor Organs ... Deluxe
19 -voice "Paramount" and low
cost 10 -voice Thomas models in
kit form with instant -play Color -
G lo" keys - save up to $500. Also
Percussion and Rhythm accesso-
ries.
 Music Instrument Amplifiers

. 20, 25 & 120 watt amplifiers
for lead and bass instruments; dis-
tortion boosters, headphone amps,
plus mikes and stands.
 Home Equipment ... Intercoms,
table radios, garage door openers,
portable radios and phonographs,
home protection systems.
 Shortwave Radios ... Multi -
band shortwave receivers, solid-
state and tube -type, portable and
AC operated.
 Amateur Radio Equipment ...
World's most complete line of SSB
transceivers, transmitters, receiv-
ers, and accessories.
 Citizen's Band Radio ... 5 -watt
fixed and mobile transceivers, kit
or assembled.
 Test and Lab Instruments ... A
complete line of meters, genera-
tors and testers for shop, school,
industrial and hobby use.
 Scientific Instruments ... In-
cluding Berkeley Physics Lab,
Malmstadt-Enke instrumentation
for spectroscopy, analog /digital
equipment, pH meters. recorders.
 Home Study Courses ... Basic
kit -courses in electronics, radio,
and transistor theory. Application
kit -courses on how to use meters,
generators, and oscilloscopes.
 Photographic Aids... Darkroom
computers for B & W and Color
printing; electronic timer; color
developing trays.
 Radio Control Electronics ...
For modelers, NEW Heathkit R /C
gear including transmitters and
receivers (choice of 3 bands) ser-
vos, tachometer.
 Trail Bikes ... For off-street
use, the Heathkit Trail & Snow
Bike; outstanding performance at
low cost.
 Marine Electronics... For safety
and pleasure; radio -telephones.
direction finders. depth sounders,
weather monitors, and accesso-
ries.
 Automotive Electronics ... For
hobbyist and professional, new
Heathkit 3 -in -1 Tune-up Meter,
Ignition Analyzer Scope. Tachom-
eter, accessories.

Learn how you cen build sophisticated electronics at 50%
savings ... no special skills needed, famous Heathkit instruc-
tions show you how, free technical consultation available ...
enjoy the fun and satisfaction of building the best ...

MAIL
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NOW!
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I T'S NO disgrace to operate the 40 -meter
II band with a low -power rig-in fact,
many veteran hams use flea -power trans-
mitters just to see how well they can do.
The secret, of course, is knowing when
and how to operate.

The "Happy Hybrid" is a low-cost, low -
power 40 -meter transmitter that should
interest both newcomer and veteran ham.
It combines a voltage -regulated transis-
torized crystal oscillator and buffer, cou-

Build a
HAPPY
HYBRID

TEN WATTS

FROM TUBES AND

TRANSISTORS

BY DEE LOGAN, WB2FBF

pled to a compactron vacuum tube con-
taining both buffer and final amplifier.
Despite its small physical size, the rig de-
livers 10 watts of clean, crisp CW.

Using a conventional half -wave dipole
antenna, this transmitter has made itself
heard over 700 miles away with excellent
signal reports. By choosing your operat-
ing time with care, even greater dis-
tances can be reached.

A built-in power supply (see Fig. 1)

PARTS LIST

C1-68-pF silver mica capacitor
C2-82-pF silver mica capacitor
C3-110-pF silver mica capacitor
C4, C7, C8, C10, C 1 1, C13, C14, CI5-0.01-1AF

disc ceramic capacitor
C5, C6-100-pF silver mica capacitor
C9-5-50-pF trimmer capacitor
C12 -0.001 -AF disc capacitor
C16-325-pF variable capacitor (Hammarlund

MC -325-M or similar)
C17-Dual 365-pF variable capacitor ( both sec-

tions in parallel)
C18, C19 -250-µF, 20 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C20, C21--50-nF, 450 -volt electrolytic capacitor
DI, D2-Silicon rectifier (GE A14F )
D3 -9.1 -volt zener diode (GE Z4XL9.1 or

1N1770)
D4, D5 -1N5062 silicon rectifier diode
/1 -6.3 -volt pilot lamp ( #44)
11-Coaxial connector (SO -239)
12-Phono jack
L1--30 turns #24 enameled wire on National

XR-50 slug -tuned form
L.2%--20 turns #18 wire, 16 turns per inch, 11/4"

diameter (B&W Miniductor 3019)
L3 -7 -henry, 50-mA choke (Stancor C1707 or

similar)
1111-0-50-mA meter
QI, Q2 -2N3859 transistor
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Q3-Thyrector (GE X14)
R1, R7 -27,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R2 -10,000 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R3 -470 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R4 -6400 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R5 -3300 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R6 -200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R8 -10,000 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R9 -47,000 -ohm, lie2-watt resistor
R10 -15,000 -ohm, 10 -watt resistor
R11 -5.1 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R12 -220 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor
R13, R14 -20 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R15 -100,000 -ohm, 10 -watt resistor
RFC1-RFC4-2.5-mH r.f. choke (National R-50

or similar)
S1-S.p.s.t. switch
TI-Transformer: sec, 460-0-460 V, 50 mA and

6.3 V, 2.5 A (Stancor PC -8418 or similar)
V 1-6AD10 compactron
XTAL-7-MHz crystal
Z1-9 turns #16 wire on 1 -watt, high -resistance

resistor
.11isc.-Masonite 4" x 6", metal chassis 3" x

x 12", crystal socket, transistor socket (2), 2 -
lug terminal strip none grounded ( for Q3),
multi -lug terminal strips, compactron socket,
7.5 -watt lamp with socket and short length of
coaxial cable and connector #12 bare copper
wire, solder lugs, 3/4" insulated standoffs, rub-
ber grommets, mounting hardware, etc.
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delivers filament, 9 -volt, and B+ voltages
using only one power transformer. Best
of all, you can build the Happy Hybrid
for about $25 if you salvage some odd
parts from your junk box.

Construction. The Happy Hybrid is de-
signed to be built in three stages : the

oscillator, the power supply, and the r.f.
amplifier. This method of construction
permits you to test each section as it is
built.

Oscillator. To make the oscillator
board, cut a piece of pressed wood ( ma-
sonite) into a 4" x 6" rectangle. Mount a

11" insulated standoff at each corner,

LL

2

Fig. 1. The transistorized crystal oscillator and buffer are fed
from a regulated power supply. They drive the compactron which
delivers the 10 watts to the antenna through a matching network.
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putting a solder lug between each stand-
off and the board. Run a length of #12
bare wire around the bottom edge of the
board, attaching it to the solder lug at
each standoff. This serves as a ground
buss.

Mount the oscillator components as
shown in Fig. 2, drilling holes in the
board for each component. Use sockets
for the transistors. Circuit wiring is
point-to-point, with the component leads
used where they are long enough. Use
insulated hookup wire for the rest of
the circuit. Be careful to dress all com-
ponents and leads close to the board to
avoid shorts when the board is mounted
on the metal chassis.

Tank coil Li consists of 30 turns of
#42 enameled wire on a National XR-50
slug -tuned form. A small piece of plastic
electrical tape ( or coil dope) can be
used to secure the winding. Once installed
in the circuit, check the resonant frequen-
cy of the coil with a grid -dip meter to
make sure that it resonates in the 7 -MHz
band. You may have to trim the coil if a
junk -box coil form has been used instead
of the XR-50.

Besides the common ground connec-
tion, you will need a common tie point

LI

R5

R4

R2

CI

C3 R3

C6

for the keying ground, one for the r.f.
output of C9, and one for the 9 -volt con-
nection.

Once the oscillator is complete, install
the crystal and transistors and connect
a conventional 9 -volt transistor radio
battery between the 9 -volt connection
and the common ground. Test the oscil-
lator by shorting the keying connection
to ground and listening for the CW sig-
nal in a nearby receiver, tuned to the
crystal frequency. Once the oscillator
is working properly, put it aside and
build the rest of the circuit in the metal
chassis.

Power Supply. Power transformer T1
and choke LS are mounted at the top
rear of the chassis while power switch Si
and pilot light I1 are on the front apron.
The keying jack, J2, can be placed any-
where you wish. Mount fuse holder F1
on the rear apron of the chassis and use
multi -lug terminal strips to mount the
rest of the power supply components un-
der the chassis near the transformer
(see Fig. 3). When soldering the diodes
in the power supply, use a long -nose
pliers as a heat sink on the leads to
avoid thermal damage to the semicon-
ductors. Also, be sure to observe the cor-

RI

-+9V
VI

Fig. 2. The oscillator is built up
perf-board style, using a piece of
fiber board as the chassis. Inter-
connection is made via component
leads or short pieces of wire. There
are two different grounds, one for
actual ground and the other for the
keying lead. The +9 volts and the
keying lead are passed through the
metal chassis via a rubber grommet,
as is the r.f. drive for the tube.
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Fig. 3. Use good r.f. wiring practice
when assembling the final amplifer and
antenna circuit. Keep all r.f. leads as
short as possible and use heavy wire
from the plate of V1B to the antenna.
Although the keying jack (J2) is shown
at one side, it can be mounted anywhere.

HOW IT WORKS
The circuit consists of a two -transistor broad-

band crystal oscillator and buffer (Q1 and Q2)
driving a vacuum -tube buffer and power ampli-
fier ( VI).

The oscillator is designed for broad -band op-
eration with crystals in the 3- to 20 -MHz range,
with further experimentation possible on other
amateur bands by modification of the tank circuit.
The r.f. signal is generated in the circuit contain-
ing Q1 and is buffered by Q2 to raise it to a level
sufficient to drive the vacuum tube. Trimmer ca-
pacitor C9 is used to set the maximum driving
level of the tube.

The first half of the tube, V1A, is a buffer
pentode and the second is an amplifier which in-
creases the signal level to feed the antenna
through a pi -coupling network (L2, C16, and
C17). This tank combination will match a fairly
wide range of antenna impedances.

A conventional full -wave rectifier composed of
D4 and D5 with associated filtering components
supplies the B+ (about 250 volts) for the vacu-
um tube. The voltage from the filament winding
of Ti heats the filament of V1 and is also applied
to a doubler circuit (D1 and D2) to generate a
d.c. voltage high enough to avalanche the 9 -volt
zener diode, D3. This is the power source for the
transistors.

Protection against incoming line transients that
could damage the semiconductor components is
provided by thyrector Q3, which effectively re-
moves the spikes before they get into the power
transformer.
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R12
D2

J2
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rect polarities of the electrolytic capaci-
tors and rectifiers diodes.

R.F. Section. There is nothing critical
about the parts placement in this sec-
tion but good pre -planning for tie points
is important. The two pi -network vari-
ables (C16 and C17) are mounted at the
front of the chassis, as is meter Ml. Put
antenna connector J1 on. the rear apron
of the chassis. Parasitic suppressor Z/
is made by winding nine turns of #16
wire on a 1 -watt resistor body. Although
the resistor is used only as a toil form,
it should not be too low in value or it will
affect the operation of the suppressor -
1000 ohms or more should do.

You can follow the author's layout of
the tube socket and r.f. components, us-
ing good r.f. wiring practice. After all r.f.
wiring has been completed, check the fre-
quency of the pi network using a grid
dip meter and adjusting the coil turns (if
necessary) for proper frequency.

Connect the B+ to the r.f, section and
the 9 volts to the oscillator board. Then
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make the oscillator circuit ground and
connect the oscillator keying circuit to
the r.f. keying circuit. Connect the two
to the isolated terminal of J2. Check over
the entire circuit for wiring errors, etc.

Before inserting V1 in its socket, test
the oscillator section. Plug a key in J2,
turn the power on, and depress the key.
You should hear a CW signal on a re-
ceiver tuned to the crystal frequency.
Using a voltmeter, check the 9 -volt sup-
ply to the oscillator. If it is less than 9
volts, reduce the value of R12 slightly to
get the right voltage.

Now listen to the signal on the receiv-
er and, watching the S -meter, adjust
trimmer capacitor C9 to obtain a maxi-
mum signal. Release the key.

Using a standard socket and a short
length of coaxial cable with the appro-
priate plug, connect a 7.5 -watt light bulb
to J1. This is the dummy load for test-
ing. Insert V1 in its socket and allow it
to warm up. Set C16 and C17 to maxi-
mum capacitance (fully meshed) and
close the key. The meter should indicate
some current flow. Adjust C16 until the
dummy load glows and a dip occurs in

H111111311

111-11

It's easy with Electro-Voice
woofers, tweeters, mid -range,
and full -range loudspeakers
for custom installation.
28 speakers plus
accessories and list
of enclosure plans
shown in new color
brochure. Write
for it today.

ge,rtzt.- aka®
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

REMO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 30409, 615 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107
CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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the current meter reading. Slowly tune
C17 to increase the brightness of the
lamp while re -adjusting C16 for reso-
nance (meter indication at minimum).
When changes in C17 no longer increase
the brightness of the lamp, loading is
correct.

Operation. For best results with the
Happy Hybrid, be sure to use it with a
well -matched half -wave dipole. Mis-
matching means that power meant for
the antenna is lost in the pi network.

FREQUENCY COUNTER
(Continued from page 51)

Gate (M6) There should be a clean
60 -Hz sine wave at the junction of D1
and R3 on this module ( terminal 60 Hz).
It should be offset with the negative
peak at -0.7 volts and the positive at
+ 2.4 volts.

At pin 7 of X/ there should be a 60 -
Hz rectangular wave having 50-ns rise
and fall times and an amplitude of about

volts. The output at pin 8 of IC2
should be a 20 -Hz rectangular wave with
a 1:2 duty cycle and a 2 -volt positive
amplitude.

The 0.1 SEC output of this module
should be a symmetrical, positive -going
wave at 0.1 second, with 50-ns rise and
fall times. The 10 SEC output should be
positive for 10 seconds and ground for
10 seconds.

Reset. The reset buss (RST on all
modules except M2) is at ground most of
the time. Depressing the front panel
RESET switch should raise the level of
the buss to about 1.6 volts and all DCU's
should promptly return to a zero indica-
tion. Also during normal operation, there
is, on the reset buss, a brief pulse, about
2 microseconds long and 1.6 volts in
amplitude, immediately after the leading
positive edge of the selected time gate.
This waveform erases the old counter
indications and drops them to zero the
instant a new measurement is to begin.
This waveform can be seen best on a
lab -type oscilloscope having both trig-
gered sweep and vertical channel delay.
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BY JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.
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ICI
MC789P

(TOP VIEW)

R6
100A

R4
270A

Fig. 1. The meter indicates the average
current flowing through Q1 as a result
of the number of light pulses striking
PC1. Capacitor C5 permits the system to
operate only on light pulses and not be
affected by the amount of ambient light.

PARTS LIST
B1 -B4 -1.5 -volt AA cell (penlight)
Cl, C4 -5-µF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.05-µF, ceramic disc capacitor
C3 -2-µF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C5 -100 -AF, 6 -volt electrolytic capacitor
IC1-Integrated circuit (Motorola MC789P )
IC2-Integrated circuit (Motorola MC724P )
M1 -0-500-µA meter, 100 -ohm internal imped-

ance
PC1-Photocell (Clairex CL 703L or similar)
Q1, Q2 -2N2712 transistor

II+
/IC3

2pF

R1 -1000 -ohm
R3 -5600 -ohm
R4 -270 -ohm
R5-1-megohm
R6 -100 -ohm
R9 -6800 -ohm
R10 -2700 -ohm
R2 -50,000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer
R7 -750 -ohm trimmer potentiometer
R8 -1000 -ohm linear taper potentiometer with

switch attached
S1-S.p.s.t. switch ( part of R8)
S2-S.p.d.t. pushbutton switch
Misc.-Case (6%" x 34" x 2", plastic with mat-

ing aluminum cover), hardware, dual battery
holder (2), wire, solder, 5 -dram plastic pill con-
tainer with cover, PC board*, etc.

*The following are available from PAIA Elec-
tronics, P.O. Box 14359, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73120: printed circuit board, $2.50; meter with
RPM x 10 designation on dial, $5.25; complete
kit of parts with PC board, hardware and case
(not machined), $18.50. Oklahoma residents,
add 3% sales tax.

R7
75011

RANGE ADJ

GI
2N2712

B ma

MI
0- 5000

R9
8.8K

a 4-

N.0 C5

4-

C4
SpF

02

100pr

2N2712
E

CW

RR
IK

All resistors
'A -watt

SI

There are very few tachometers of this
type.

Here's one, however, that will measure
the speed of practically anything that
rotates in the lab or workshop. It's called
the "Op-Tach" and is battery -operated,
wholly self-contained and handheld. A
beam of light senses the speed of the ro-
tating object. In many cases, using the
Op-Tach is simply a matter of pointing
the instrument at the rotating object and
reading the speed in revolutions per min-
ute directly from the meter.

Construction. The schematic diagram
for the Op-Tach is shown in Fig. 1. As
with any project using integrated cir-
cuits, you will be ahead of the game if
you use a printed circuit board. You can
make your own, using Fig. 2 as a guide,

or you can buy one (see Parts List of
Fig. 1). In assembling components on
the circuit board (Fig. 3) be sure that
both the board and your soldering iron
are as clean as possible and keep them
that way. In inserting the integrated
circuits, notice that the notches on the
IC's correspond to the semicircular locat-
ing marks on the PC board. When all sol-
dering is complete, a coat of spray
acrylic or clear nail polish will keep
the copper circuit from oxidizing.

To protect the photocell from high
levels of ambient light and restrict its
field of view, the photocell is glued to the
bottom of the inside of a 5 -dram pill con-
tainer which has been painted flat black
on the inside. A pair of holes is drilled
for the photocell leads. The pill contain-
er is then mounted in an appropriate
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Fig. 2. Actual size printed -board foil
pattern for the Op-Tach. Note the semi-
circular end identifiers for the IC's.
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size hole in one end of the 61/z" X 33i"
X 2" plastic utility box which houses the
instrument. To conserve space, mount it
so that approximately half of the pill
bottle protrudes from the case. Save the
cap from the container and use it as you
would the lens cap on a camera-to pre-
vent dust from settling on the photocell.

The two dual -battery holders are
mounted on opposite sides of the case so
that, when the cover is in place, the me-
ter is between them. The PC board should
be mounted with 6-32 screws and raised
from the bottom of the case with short
spacers. The meter, switch S2 and con-
trols (R2 and R8, with S1 attached) are
mounted on the aluminum faceplate of
the utility box as shown in Fig. 4. In
the author's prototype this faceplate was
covered with a mahogany -grain, con-
tact -adhesive paper and labels were ap-
plied using dry transfers. All wires
from the PC board to the controls and
meter were run through a piece of large
tubing, but they could be laced together
in a neat bundle. Be sure to make these
leads long enough to permit removal of
the front cover. Notice that capacitor C5
is mounted directly on the meter ter-
minal lugs and not on the printed circuit
board.

The suggested meter has scale mark-
ings from 0 to 500. Carefully remove the

BOARS,

COM

NC

NO

+

PC,
aoArtorETER

MI

TO SAT.+
TO PC
BOARD+

Pc
BOISOARD
AI

Fig. 3. Component installation. Observe Fig. 4. Layout of rear of front panel. As circuit
correct polarity for the indicated parts. layout is not critical, any arrangement can be used.
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Two holes must be drilled in
the plastic case. One is for
the pill container that mounts
PC1, while the other is for
making R7 adjustments. For
maximum rigidity, mount the
pill container halt way in the
case and use high -quality ce-
ment. Use the pill container
cover as a cap when the Op-
Tach is not in use. This keeps
dust away from the photo cell.

PLASTIC PILL
CONTAINER

R7

HOLE FOR R7
ADJUSTMENT

clear plastic front of the meter and use
a pencil eraser to remove the "D.C. MI-
CROAMPERES" marking. You can then
use either pen and ink or dry transfers
to relabel the meter "RPM X 10". If at
all possible, remove the scale before do-
ing any lettering on it and, in any case,
be very careful not to bend the meter
needle or damage the movement.

Calibration. The best way to calibrate
the Op-Tach is by comparing it to a
tachometer of known accuracy, but if
such an instrument is not available, you
can use one of the following methods:

Signal -Generator Method. Figure 5
shows a calibration setup using an audio
signal generator. Set the generator for
an output of 50 Hz and 1.5 volts peak -to -
peak. Turn on the Op-Tach and set R8
so that the meter reads 500 with S2
depressed. Release S2 and set sensitiv-
ity control R2 at its least sensitive
point (counterclockwise). You may get
a reading with the sensitivity control at
this position but if you don't, advance R2
slowly until the meter shows a steady
reading. Adjust the range potentiome-
ter, R7, to give a reading of 3000 RPM
( the equivalent of 50 Hz). While you
have the equipment set up, you may
want to check the tachometer at sev-
eral other frequencies. Remember that
indicated RPM is frequency times 60.

The electronic portion of the Op-Tach
is inherently linear above about 500
RPM so any nonlinearity you may
80

find is in the meter movement. Since
most inexpensive meters have a nomi-
nal accuracy of 5%, you can expect an
error of less than 250 r/min on the 5000
RPM range (usually much less).

Power -Line Method. If you don't have
a signal generator, the best thing to do
is to use a filament transformer and a
voltage divider set up as shown in Fig.

HOW IT WORKS
Each time a sharp change of light hits the Op-

Tach's photocell, the resistance of PC1 changes
and a voltage pulse is created at terminal 14 of
ICJ. This pulse is amplified and shaped by the six
inverters in IC1. SENSITIVITY control, R2, is
used to set the amount of forward bias in the first
inverter in 1C1. Capacitor C2 isolates the last two
inverters from any cascaded d.c. bias in the first
four stages; and R5 prevents an excess charge
from accumulating on C2, which would reverse
bias the last two inverter stages.

The output at pin 7 of ICI triggers a mono -
stable multivibrator composed of R4, C3, and two
of the four logic gates in IC2. Even though the
reflected light detected by PC1 varies in duration
and intensity, the output of the multivibrator is a
pulse of constant height and width whose fre-
quency is determined by the number of times that
the reflected light strikes PCI.

The pulses are squared up and buffered by the
other two gates in IC2 and applied to the base of
Q1. When a pulse is applied to Ql, it is turned on
and a short pulse of current flows through meter
Ml. As the speed of the object increases, the
pulses become closer together and the average
value of current flowing through MI increases.
Capacitor C5 smooths this waveform and helps
keep the meter needle from jiggling.

When pushbutton S2 is pressed, the meter is
taken out of the collector circuit of QI and put
in series with R9. The voltage across the meter is
then determined by Q2 and can be varied by ad-
justing R8. Variations in battery output due to
aging are eliminated by setting R8 for a current
flow of 500 microamperes before each reading.
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Fig. 5. To calibrate, use an audio signal generator
delivering 1.5 volts peak -to -peak at 50 Hz as the in-
put and adjust R7 (through its hole) for 3000 RPM.

6. The procedure is the same as that
above except that you adjust R7 for a
meter reading of 3600. (Unless you hap-
pen to have a power line with a 50 -Hz
frequency; in which case, the read-
ing would be 3000 RPM.)

Of course the meter doesn't have to
be calibrated for a full-scale reading of
5000 RPM. You can set R7 for 10,000 or
15,000 RPM and change the meter scale
markings accordingly. However, you will
have to use an audio signal for calibra-
tion in the higher ranges. Select a fre-
quency near the center of the range.
For instance, for a 10,000 -RPM scale,
use 83 Hz, which is equivalent to 4980
RPM (make the setting for 5000). Don't
try to get a full-scale range of more than
15,000 RPM or you may run into serious
nonlinearities.

Operation. The Op-Tach can be used in
one of two ways : by reflection or by
transmission of light.

Reflective. In the first method, light is
reflected from a rotating spot which is

MI

of a different reflectivity from the rest
of the object. The shafts of some motors
have flats machined on them and these
serve as good reflective spots. In most
cases, however, the contrasting area
must be made artificially. You can use a
small piece of aluminum foil attached
with clear cellophane tape or simply a
piece of paper of a color which contrasts
with the background. A small area paint-
ed in contrast will also be satisfactory.

Position the Op-Tach so that light
is reflected from the surface of the rotat-

Fig. 6. You can use the commercial 60 -Hz power line
as a calibration source, with the divider network
shown here, to calibrate the Op Tach to 3600 RPM.

ing body into the photocell. A light
source is not included as part of the in-
strument since quite often ambient light
is sufficient. If it is not, use an auxiliary
light such as a flashlight or drop light.

Look at the rotating object from the
direction and position in which the tach-
ometer is located. If you can see a direct
reflection from the light source, you can
use the Op-Tach. If not, change the posi-
tion of the light or the tachometer, or
both. You can hold the Op-Tach in your
hand if it is sufficiently steady to get

R2 PLASTIC PILL LENS CAP
CONTAINER

The wiring between the
PC board and the front
panel can be made neat
by passing it through a
piece of plastic tubing.
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Del tAlert,
the all new
ultra sonic
silent sentry
system

...Your night watch-
man for pennies a
month!
Delta introduces its all
new ultrasonic silent sen-
try, the total motion de-
tection, intrusion and
monitoring alert system.
The system plugs into
any wall outlet. It also
features variable sensi-
tivity control and adjust-
able timing which pro-
vides the most advanced
sentry system on the
market.

SPECIFICATIONS: Ultrasonic Frequency: 35
KHZ A Area Coverage: 15-30 feet (depend-
ing on shape of area) A Controls: On -Off
Switch; Built in Timer; Variable Sensitivity
Control A Output: 110-130V at 1 Amp. A
Power Requirements: 110-130V, 60 HzAC A
Dimensions: 1034 "W x 31/4 "H x 31/4 "D A Com-
plete with 110-130V Drop Cord A Walnut
designer finish. ONLY

For Complete Unit, Ready to Use
5$599

ppd

r/MN MN. __1

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. BOX 1147  GRAND JUNCTION. COLORADO 81501
PHONE: (303) 242-9000

Please send me literature immediately.
I am enclosing $ for Deltalerts.

Name

Address

City/State Zip
SDI 7I

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OP-TACH
(Continued from preceding page)

constant readings. Otherwise, place the
Op-Tach on a solid surface. For the best
accuracy, always have the tachometer
case in a position as close to horizontal
as possible.

Turn on the Op-Tach by rotating R8
clockwise until Si turns on. This supplies
power to the meter. Depress S2 and con-
tinue to rotate R8 until you get a full-
scale deflection. Then release S2. With
the photocell pointed at the rotating
body, advance the SENSITIVITY con-
trol (R2) until you get a steady reading.
If the sensitivity is made too high, the
photocell will begin to pick up minor
differences in reflectivity due to surface
imperfections. This results in an erratic
reading on the meter, which can be cured
by decreasing the sensitivity.

If the rotation being measured is
below about 500 RPM the meter may
"dance" somewhat. This effect is not ob-
jectionable, however, until the speed is
below 200 RPM. To avoid this problem,
try using more than one contrasting area
on the rotating object. This has the effect
of multiplying the speed of the object by
the number of reflecting surfaces you
add, and the speed read on the meter can
be converted to true speed by dividing
by that number. For instance, if you
have placed six contrasting strips on a
rotating object and the tachometer reads
1200 RPM. Then the true speed is 1200
divided by 6 or 200 RPM.

Transmissive. The measurement meth-
od using the transmission of light
through a rotating object to the Op-Tach
works extremely well for slowly ro-
tating fans. The light source is placed on
one side of the fan and the Op-Tach on
the other so that each blade interrupts
the beam as it passes between the source
and the tachometer. The instrument is
turned on and the voltage is adjusted as
before. Because of the extreme difference
in light levels, the sensitivity adjust-
ment may have to be increased slightly.
The indicated RPM must be divided by
the number of times the beam is inter-
rupted during one revolution of the fan
(number of blades).
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Transistor Sorter
ARE THEY AUDIO, LOW R.F.. OR VHF?

FIND OUT WITH THIS SIMPLE TESTER
BY RAYMOND F. ARTHUR

MANY ELECTRONICS hobbyists have
accumulated signal transistors from

bargain packs, surplus computer boards,
and other sources. The problem is that
most such transistors lack "2N" identi-
fication markings, and in the cases where
user production numbers are provided,
the problem is only compounded. Sure,
almost any transistor tester will show
whether an unknown transistor is npn
or pnp and provide gain data. But how
do you find out if it's suitable for audio
or r.f. applications ?

Well, if you own or can get your hands
on a grid -dip oscillator, you can sort your
transistors into application categories
(audio, i.f., h.f., etc.). This type of sort-
ing is possible because the shunting ac-
tion of the base -to -collector capacitance
of the pn junction causes transistor gain
to drop off as frequency is increased. Re-
lating this phenomenon to application
sorting, the lower the junction capaci-
tance (less pronounced dropoff in gain
with increasing frequency), the higher
1970 Spring Edition

the frequency at which the transistor can
be operated.

In addition to a grid -dip oscillator, you
will need a parallel -resonant tank circuit
(L1 and C/ in Fig. 1) to sort transistors
according to application. With the alli-
gator clips open -circuited, Ll and Cl
should resonate at a frequency of about
30 MHz. Any added capacitance ( con-
nected between the clips) lowers the re-
sonant frequency of the tank circuit and
causes a correspondingly lower dip point
on the GDO.

The Ll-C1 tank circuit, when properly
assembled, should be self-supporting as
shown in photo. For Ll, use a 16 -turn
length of Barker and Williamson #3015
"Miniductor" (1" coil diameter, 16 turns/
in. of #21 wire). Unwrap one turn from
each end of the coil, leaving 14 complete
turns and ending up with two 2" leads
oriented perpendicular to the axis of the
coil.

Slip the unwrapped leads through the
solder lugs of trimmer capacitor C/ and
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Fig. 1. The base and collector leads
of the test transistor connect to the
tank circuit through alligator clips.
Reverse -bias voltage across the junc-
tion is developed across C2 and Rl.

solder into place 11/2" from the coil. Then
solder a miniature alligator clip to one
of the coil leads. Clip off the excess length
of the other coil lead at Cl, and solder
C2 and R1 to C/ ; make sure the leads of
C2 and R1 are clipped short. Finally,
solder another alligator clip to the un-
connected sides of R1 and C2.

In use, the tank circuit should be placed
in a small plastic box to permit easy
alignment of the axes of L1 and the coil
of the GDO. With the alligator clips open -
circuited and positioned where they can
accept the leads of a transistor, gently
adjust Cl for a dip at 30 MHz. Shorting

U

0
AUDIO

0

0

AUDIO -LOW R.F.0

0

0 AUDIO -MEDIUM R.F.

5

0 R.F.-GENERAL PURPOSE

8

6

5 HIGH R.F.

4

3

VHF

2

5
UHF

10 15 20
DIP FREGUENCY(MHz)

25 30

Fig. 2. For low -power transistors, junction capaci-
tance is shown as a function of the dip frequency.
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the alligator clips together should shift
the dip to 3 MHz.

Connect the base and collector leads
of the transistor to be tested to the alli-
gator clips; it doesn't matter which lead
goes to which clip. Now, avoiding over -
coupling between the tank circuit and
GDO, determine the frequency at which
the GDO pointer dips.

Refer to the graph provided in Fig.
2 for measured capacitance or transistor
type. This graph indicates a general trend
of very low capacitance for UHF tran-
sistors to higher capacitance for audio
transistors. It is not practical to indicate
precise regions for various transistor
types on the graph because of overlaps
and other factors that might affect the
high -frequency operation of transistors.

Although collector capacitance plays
an important part in setting the upper
frequency limit of transistors, other fac-
tors such as current gain, base resis-
tance, and overall power gain are also
important. If current gain is known and
two transistors show about the same out-
put capacitance, but have widely differ-
ing gains (say 30 and 300 ), the lower
gain transistor should be rated down-
ward in frequency capability.

The graph of Fig. 2 is intended for use
with low -power transistors-not power
transistors. With a few exceptions, all
transistors you check will produce a dip
on the GDO. Failure to obtain a dip may
indicate a very leaky transistor, an un-
usually low collector -to -base breakdown
voltage, or unusually low Q of the junc-
tion capacitance.

Considering its simplicity and low cost,
the GDO method of sorting transistors
affords the experimenter and hobbyist
with a simple and useful means of judg-
ing the relative frequency capabilities of
small unidentified transistors.
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THIRD -GENERATION DCU
NEW. BRIGHT, LEGIBLE DIALCO 7 -SEGMENT READOUT

PAST ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOKS have introduced new ap-

proaches to the design of digital readout
equipment. The first was the "Low -Cost
Counting Unit" using incandescent lamps
(1969 Winter Edition of ELECTRONIC Ex-
PERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK) and the second
was the "All -Purpose Nixie Readout"
(1970 Winter Edition of ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK). The incan-
descent unit costs $12.00 per decade ; the
Nixie readout, while higher priced, at
$30 per decade, is still much less than
equivalent commercial units.

In this article, we will describe a third
approach to digital readout-a low-cost
decade counter having a single -plane
number indicator. In this type of indica-
tor, the numerical presentation does not

BY C. P. TROEMEL

float up and down as it does in an in-
candescent display or go back and forth
as in a Nixie tube. The single -plane indi-
cator can be read from a considerable
distance at viewing angles up to 150°.

How much does this third -generation
readout cost? If you make your own
display as described here, it is $13.50; if
you use a commercially available display,
about $6 more.

You have probably seen single -plane
readouts on expensive test equipment and
computers, in stock market quotation ma-
chines, or on airline arrival-depayture
boards. The basic seven -segment pattern
is shown in Fig. 1. The 10 numerals cre-
ated are shown above.

The counter can operate at rates up
to 8 MHz, can be reset to zero at any
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Fig. 1. Front view of the commercial seven -segment
readout showing the numerical pattern. Mounting
frames are available to hold several such readouts.

time, and can be cascaded to produce
counts up to 99, 999, etc. Because the
counting logic in the new readout uses
the same integrated circuits as those of
the "Low -Cost Counting Unit, it can be
substituted for the incandescent lamp
readouts used in other projects pub-
lished in the ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOKS such as the Stopwatch,
Sports Timer, Digital Volt -Ohmmeter,
and other digital readout instruments to
be described in future issues. The logic
circuit for the third -generation counter
is shown in Fig. 2.

Construction. While the use of a print-
ed circuit board is not mandatory, it
does make the counter much easier to
build and eliminates any chance of wiring
errors. A foil pattern is shown in Fig.
3, with drilling and jumper information
given in Fig. 4. Components are mount-
ed on the board as shown in Fig. 5. Be
sure that the IC's are positioned as
shown. The numbers on the sides of the
foil pattern refer to the segments of

,M1111111,

INPUTL
RESET

S

ICI B IC2

S 0

T

NC S

..1Er. I
Q

NCT 7 T , I

.- C 0

TO
DECODER

Fig. 2. The logic circuit (above) accepts the input pulses and produces certain
discrete voltage levels at the outputs. The decoder (right) processes these volt-
ages and causes only certain matrix segments to remain lit, creating a number.

PARTS

IC1,1C2-Dual 1K flip-flop integrated circuit
(Motorola MC790P)*

IC3,1C5-Quad 2 -input gate integrated circuit
(Motorola MC724P)*

IC4-Quad 2 -input gdte integrated circuit (Mo-
torola MC717P)*

IC6-Hex inverter integrated circuit (Motorola
MC789P)*

11 -17 -6.3 -volt, 50-mA pilot lamp
Q1-Q8-MPS3393 or 2N5129*
R1 -1500 -ohm, /4. -watt resistor
1-Display unit (Dialco)**
Misc.-PC board, indicator -to -board wire, #24

wire for jumpers, solder, etc.
*Available from Allied Electronics, 100 N. West-
ern Ave., Chicago, 111. 60680. When ordering,
specify as follows: 50D26-( type number)-

LIST

MOT. Prices and type numbers are: MC790P,
$2; MC789P, $1.08; MC724P, $1.08;
31C717P, $1.08; and MPS3393, $.32.

"Dialight Corp., 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11237. Order part number 710-0306,
$5.46. Colored plexiglass fronts, red (712-0103-
001) or green (712-0105-001) are available at
$.53 each. A mounting bracket (713-0100-001)
is also available at $1.33. For color filters and
brackets in lengths of more than one unit, con-
sult Dialight Corp.

Note-An etched and drilled PC board, #159
at $3.50, and a complete kit of parts, including
the PC board and seven bulbs, SEG-1 at
$13.50, are available from Southwest Techni-
cal Products Corp., 219 W. Rhapsody, San
Antonio, Texas 78216.
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the display and are used when connecting
it to the board. Use a 25 -watt soldering
iron with a very narrow tip and thin
solder (0.040" diameter) to install the
IC's and transistors. Excessive heat may
damage the semiconductors, while in-

sufficient heat may result in poor con-
nections.

You can use one of two types of dis-
plays. The first, and best, is the com-
mercial indicator unit given in the Parts
List in Fig. 2. A rear view of this display

0I

NOTE
IC I, IC2-MC790P IC4 MC717P 01- 08-MPS3393
IC3, IC5-MC724P IC6-MC 789P

II
+6V
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with the appropriate lamp connections,
keyed to the numbers on the circuit
board, is shown in Fig. 6. Remove the
rear cover of the indicator and install
the seven lamps as shown in Fig. 6. One
lead of each lamp is connected to a com-
mon tie point, which is connected di-
rectly to the + 6 -volt output of the pow-
er supply.

Using Fig. 5 as a guide, connect each
lamp to its proper point on the circuit
board. The eight wires from the readout
can be made several inches long and laced
together into a cable. This permits the
mounting of the board some distance
from the display. If a number of circuit
boards (for a number of decades) are to
be used, this approach permits low -profile
stacking of the board with the displays
mounted on a front panel. Almost any
desired type of color filter may be used
over the displays.

If you prefer to make your own dis-
play, first make a front panel as shown
at the top in Fig. 7. Use thin card-
board, opaque plastic, or thin metal for
this piece. Using thin cardboard and glue,
isolate each segment of the front -panel
as shown at the bottom of Fig. 7. The
lamps can just lay in the compartments
with their lead wires extending out. Plas-

Fig. 3. Actual -size printed cir-
cuit foil pattern for the DCU.
The use of this pattern is sug-
gested because of the complexity
of the circuit. Point-to-point
wiring is not to be recommended.

tic tape can then be placed over the rear
to hold the lamps in and keep light from
coming out. If desired, you can cut a piece
of cardboard to fit the back of the box
and punch holes for each compartment
just big enough to accommodate a lamp.
The lamps can then be wired from
the outside of the display. Pilot lamp
sockets can also be used if desired. Wire
the lamps to the circuit board as de-
scribed before. The front panel of the
display can be covered with a translucent
material of any color to diffuse the light
and give the display a commercial ap-
pearance.

Power Supply. The power supply is
wired point-to-point using the schemat-
ic shown in Fig. 8. There are only three
connections to the rest of the instru-
ment-ground and 3.6 volts to the circuit
board and 6 volts to the display lamps.
To extend the life of the lamps, one or
more diodes (D6) can be connected in
the 6 -volt line to reduce the voltage
slightly ( to 5.0 or 5.5). This lowers the
lamp brilliance very slightly. A low -value
resistor can also be used for this purpose.
Do not reduce the value of Cl or the
resultant ripple may cause erratic read-
ings. Maximum current consumption of
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41-64 DRILL FOR REMAINING HOLES
16 JUMPERS TO BE MOUNTED ON COMPONENT SIDE

Fig. 5. Install the six IC's, 8
transistors, and RI as shown here.
Observe the notch and dot code on
the IC's and orientation of the
transistors. Note that each trans-
istor is numbered the same as its
segment on readout. The jumpers
are not shown in this figure.

1970 Spring Edition

15

17

II

16

CARRY RESET

13

Fig. 4. Other than the four cor-
ner holes (for mounting), use a
#64 drill for all holes. Wire
the required 16 jumpers on the
component side of the PC board.

12 14

INPUT GND
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II

12

13

COVERED
HOLE

Fig. 6. Rear view of the commercial
display unit showing the location of
the seven segment -illuminator bulbs.

Fig. 7. You can make your own readout by fol-
lowing construction information shown here.

117 VAC

2

D4

DI -D6=30 PI V,2 AMP

Fig. 8. The power supply will handle several
DCU's and readouts.

FRONT

LEACH SOT 1/2" OG
BY 1/16.L WIDE (7L REQUIRED)

2.GAP BETWEEN SLOTS
IS I/16"

3. AS SHOWN FOR
EASTEST VIEWING

REAR

6

4
I/16"CARDBOARD PARTITIONS
MAKE ALL SEAMS LIGHT TIGHT

I. BOX SHOULD BE
ABOUT I"DEEP

2. ALL PARTITIONS
FULL DEPTH OF BOX

3. NUMBERS CORRESPOND
TO PC BOARD OUTPUTS

4. REST BULBS IN PARTITIONS
a COVER REAR TO KEEP
THEM IN

D6
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18,000yF

+6V
TO LAMPS

+3.6V

C2
.4JF

GND

TO PC
BOARD

INPUT

CARRY

IC I
IC 2

RESET

DECODER
IC3,IC4,
105,106,
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01
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HOW IT
The heart of the third -generation counter is a

single -plane, seven -segment display in which indi-
vidual segments remain stationary and are illumi-
nated in various combinations to produce the
necessary numeral.

As shown in the diagram, all switches (tran-
sistors Q1 through Q7) are normally closed
(transistors conducting) and their associated
lamps are lit. This forms the numeral 8. If Q7 is
turned off, the center bar goes dark and the
numeral 0 is formed. As another example, if
Q4, Q5, Q6, and Q7 were all turned off, a 7 would
appear on the display. Other numbers are formed

+6V

+6V

SEGMENT
LAMP

ALL SWITCHES ARE ELECTRONIC

WORKS

by turning off other combinations of lamps.
The input signal to be counted is applied to a

divide -by -ten circuit consisting of dual-JK flip-
flops in IC1 and 1C2. Each input pulse advances
the counter one state until the count of 9 is
reached. The next pulse resets the counter to zero
and provides a carry pulse to the next decade.

Each state of the counter (0 through 9) pre-
sents a unique set of voltage levels at the indi-
vidual JK flip-flop output leads. Unique combi-
nations of these output levels are selected for ap-
plication to gating circuits which, in turn, actuate
the associated transistors.
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LEADS
TO

READOUT 106
Q4

The finished boards can be stacked
(using spacers between them) to form 1C3
a low -silhouette package. Connection
between each board and its readout RI
is made via a neat bundle of leads. 08

+3.6V

pl_914
TOP VIEW

INPUT

4711

68011

IN4001

GND-

OUTPUT

Fig. 9. This shaper will convert a sine -
wave to a square wave of same frequency.

each decade is approximately 500 mA
(when an 8 is displayed).

When mounting regulator transistor
Ql, use plastic mounting hardware and
mount the metal side of the transistor
against the metal chassis with a mica
washer and heat -sink (silicone) grease
between the transistor and the chassis.
If a metal screw is used, take care not to
damage the transistor.
1970 Spring Edition

Q2 03

1C4

IC2

°I +V
READOUT

105

Operation. The reset lead (Fig. 2) is
normally grounded. When it is raised to
+3.6 volts and grounded again, the
counter resets and indicates a zero on
the display. The carry lead is connected
to the input of the next decade to
increase the count as necessary. The
count of the decade unit is increased by
one each time the signal level at the
input drops from +3.6 volts to zero.
The input signal must have a fall time
of less than 0.1 microsecond. Any audio
sine -wave generator can be used to test
the counter. A low test frequency should
be used so that the display can be ob-
served easily. To shape the input signal
properly, the circuit of Fig. 9 can be used.

There may be times when the input
lead to the counter acts as a noise "an-
tenna" and causes erratic counter opera-
tion. In such a case, connect a 1000 -ohm
resistor between the input lead and
ground.
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Simplest

Anima

Bridge
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR SWL ANTENNA SYSTEM

THE SWL who wants to put up a home-
made resonant antenna has two strikes
against him to start with. More than
likely, he won't have the fancy test
equipment that is needed to do a respect-
able job. As a result, the antenna goes
up, and by cutting and pruning, it might
just accidentally be tuned to the proper
frequencies. However 9 out of 10 SWL
antennas are badly mistuned and are
nothing more than so much wire strung
up in the air.

In a fraction of the time you've spent
digging out some of the weaker stations
you could have tuned that antenna and
possibly gained anything from 3 to 10
dB signal strength on that S -meter. All
you need is a grid -dip oscillator ( which
you can maybe borrow from a friendly
ham) or a r.f. signal generator covering

JI

J21
*C2

RI
1.5K

10IpF

-L.
*SEE TEXT

With system completely set up, reactive imbalances
between A and B cause up -scale meter deflection.

BY JIM ASHE

the frequencies you want the antenna to
tune. Use this signal source in conjunc-
tion with a simple little Wheatstone
bridge (described below) and you are
in the semi-professional antenna test-
ing business.

How It Works. Resistor R1 and capacitor
C/ (see schematic diagram) isolate the
actual bridge circuit from meter M/ and
prevent stray r.f. from getting into the
bridge. In the bridge itself, C2, C3, R2,
and R3 function as a voltage divider that
splits in half the incoming signal from
J2. The capacitor values (typically 0.01
pF below 30 MHz and 0.001 AI' above 30
MHz) should present low reactance at
the operating frequency.

The two voltage dividers in the bridge
must balance if a null is to be produced
and prevent deflection of Mrs pointer.
It is evident, therefore, that the load
resistance at J3 must be exactly the same
as the resistance of R4 in the second
voltage divider to preserve the null con-
dition. A 68 -ohm value was selected for
R. but you could as easily substitute one
of the more common 52- or 75 -ohm val-
ues if your antenna is designed for either
of these impedances.

Diode D1 rectifies' r.f. only when a dif-
ference of potential or a difference in
signal phase exists between points A and
B in the schematic. This rectified volt-
age is then fed to the meter through J1.
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Construction. Referring to the photo,
mount BNC connectors J2 and J3 on the
top of an appropriate -size metal utility
box. Then mount J1 in any location that
is convenient but will not interfere with
the components in the circuit. Parts
placement is not too critical, but keep
component leads as short as possible.

Mount a chassis solder lug as shown,
and wire the components together. Be
careful to observe the proper polarity
when connecting D1 into the circuit.

You can use a larger utility box than
that shown in the photo if you want to
mount the meter in the same box with
the bridge circuit. In this case you could
eliminate the extra utility box and J1.

When the Wheatstone Bridge circuit
is fully assembled, place an arrow on the
top of the utility box, pointing it from J2

Spare alternate value resistor is kept handy with
strip of electrical tape (upper left of chassis)

toward J3 to indicate in which direction
the r.f. is supposed to flow. ( This arrow
shows clearly in the photo at the begin-
ning of this article.)

How To Use. The bridge is easiest to
work with if you mount it, the GDO, and
test meter on a board (see photo on page
92). After mounting the instruments, in-
terconnect them with appropriate r.f.
cable and connectors, and place the GDO
and a pickup loop close enough together
to obtain a fall -scale deflection of the
pointer on M1 (no connection to J3).

Temporarily connect a 68 -ohm carbon
resistor (a 52- or 75 -ohm resistor if ei-
ther of these values was selected for R4 )
to antenna jack J3. The full-scale deflec-

tion should drop to zero to indicate the
null. And varying the frequency control
on the GDO should not disturb the null.

Now, remove the resistor and plug in
your antenna lead-in. ( This must be sin-
gle -ended coax; if your lead-in is twin -
lead cable, however, install a Balun or
other transformer arrangement to con-
vert from balanced to single -ended line.)
Vary the frequency control of the GDO;
a null indication should appear on M1
in one and only one position of the con-
trol.

There are two signs of trouble you
may encounter at the null frequency-an
off -frequency null requiring the retuning
of the antenna system, and a null that is
neither sharp nor complete, an indica-
tion that the antenna is reactive to all
frequencies.

If the null doesn't appear at the ex-
pected frequency, tune in the GDO's sig-
nal on your receiver. This will give you a
closer approximation of the actual output
frequency of the GDO than is indicated
on the GDO dial. Then, from the receiv-
er's dial, you will be able to determine
whether the antenna system nulls at a
higher or lower frequency and, conse-
quently, which way to tune the antenna.
For a first approximation, increase or de-
crease the antenna length by the same
percentage that the frequency is high or
low, respectively.

The shallow null may be a more diffi-
cult problem to deal with. In this case,
first examine the antenna system for
poor workmanship, corroded contacts
and joints, out -of -parallel open -wire lead-
in, and large wire loops that might affect
transmission line characteristics. Make
certain that neither of the antenna ele-
ments is nearer to a large physical ob-
ject than the other is.

The capacitive or inductive loading of
some nearby object might make it neces-
sary to unbalance the antenna physically
to obtain an electrical balance. It's all
right if one element is shorter than the
other when you're finished-just so the
antenna system works properly.

Finally, when your antenna system
provides you with good readings, take
notes on the way you performed your
tests and how you set up the test condi-
tions. Then, periodically recheck your an-
tenna system. You'll be surprised how
often you discover deterioration. -{A--
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STEREO TEST
RECORD

FOR HOME ANISORATORY USE

THE
2 MOST

IMPORTANT
RECORDS IN

YOUR ENTIRE
COLLECTION!

New Standard in Stereo Testing! The All -New
Model SR12 STEREO TEST RECORD
The most complete . .. most sophisticated .
most versatile Test Disc available today!
Whether you're an avid audiophile who'll settle for nothing but peak
performance from his stereo components ... a casual listener who'd
like more insight into the challenging world of stereo reproduction

.. or a professional technician who needs precise standards for lab.
testing . . . the new MODEL SR12 will be the most important disc
in your entire collection. SR12 has been produced by Stereo Review
Magazine for music lovers who want immediate answers to ques-
tions about the performance of their stereo systems and how to get
the best possible sound- reproduction. SR12 is the most complete
test record of its kind-containing the widest range of checks ever
included on one test disc.
_MAKE THESE IMPORTANT STEREO CHECKS BY EAR . . .

(NO INSTRUMENTS OF ANY KIND REQUIRED)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE - a direct warble -tone check of nineteen
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 20,840 Hz  SEPA-
RATION - Indicates whether you have adequate separation for good
stereo  CARTRIDGE TRACKING - devised for checking the per-
formance of your cartridge, stylus and tone arm  CHANNEL BAL-
ANCE - two broad -band, random -noise signals which permit you to
eliminate any imbalances originating in cartridge, amplifier, speak-
ers or room acoustics  HUM AND RUMBLE - foolproof tests that
help you evaluate the actual audible levels of rumble and hum in
your system  FLUTTER - a sensitive "musical" test to check
whether your turntable's flutter is low, moderate, or high  PLUS:
Cartridge and Speaker Phasing  Anti -Skating Adjustment  "Gun
Shot Test" for Stereo Spread  Multi -purpose Musician's "A" 
Equal -tempered Chromatic Octave  Guitar -tuning Tones.

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN STEREO TESTING,
7 CRITICAL TEST EQUIPMENT CHECKS,. .

Attention professionals: Model SR12 is also designed to be used as
a highly efficient design and measurement tool. In the following
tests, recorded levels, frequencies, etc. have been controlled to lab-
oratory tolerances-affording accurate numerical evaluation when
used with oscilloscope, chart recorder, output meter, intermodulation-
distortion meter and flutter meter.
 1,000 -Hz square waves to test transient and high -frequency re-
sponse of phono pickups.  500 to 20,000 Hz frequency -response
sweep.  Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pick-
up.  Intermodulation test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4,000 -Hz
signals.  Intermodulation sweep to show distortion caused by ex-
cessive resonances in tone arm and cartridge.  1,000 -Hz reference
tones to determine groove velocity.  3,000 -Hz tone for flutter and
speed tests.  Sample waveforms - Illustrating both accurate and
faulty responses are provided in the Instruction Manual for compari-
son with the patterns appearing on your own oscilloscope screen.

FREEincludes detailed instruction.,
8 Page Instruction Manual

charts, tables and diagrams. Only $4.98 each
NOTE - THE STEREO DEMONS RATIO' 0 N IS AYAILABLE_IN YOUR cHoicg OF 33), RPM OR 45.RPM

Both the Model SR12 Stereo Test Record and Stereo Demonstration Record are processed and pressed on a newly developed, improved vinyl. It is permanentlyanti -static, repels dust and dirt and promotes longer stylus wear. The use of this material is conductive to low surface noise and contributes to the produc-tion of full dynamics end frequency range. The record continually looks new, sounds new and wears longer.

The Most Spectacular Sound Exhibition
of STEREO FIDELITY

Ever Available on one Disc.

r RECORDS Ziff -Davis 'ervice Division
595 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
My check (or money order) for $ is enclosed AddressPlease send:

This record Is the result of two years of Intensive research in the
sound libraries of Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft, Connoisseur
Society, Westminster Recording Company and Cambridge Records
Incorporated. The Editors of Stereo Review have selected and edited
those excerpts that best demonstrate each of the many aspects of
the stereo reproduction of music. The record offers you a greater
variety of sound than has ever before been included on a single disc.
It is a series of independent demonstrations, each designed to show
off one or more aspects of musical sound and Its reproduction.
Entirely music, the Record has been edited to provide self-sufficient
capsule presentations of an enormous variety of music arranged in
a contrasting and pleasing order. It Includes all the basic musical
and acoustical sounds that you hear when you listen to records,
Isolated and pointed up to give you a basis for future critical listening.

WIDE RANGE OF DEMONSTRATIONS
- Techniques of Separation & Multiple Sound Sources  Acoustic
Depth  Ambiance of Concert Hall  Sharp Contrasts of Dynamics
 Crescendo & Diminuendo  Very High & Very Low Pitched Musical
Sounds  Polyphony (2 or more melodies at once) With Both Similar
& Contrasting Instruments  Tonal Qualities of Wind, String & Per-
cussion Instruments  Sounds of Ancient Instruments  Sounds of
Oriental Instruments  Sound of Singing Voice, Both Classically
Trained and Untrained  Plus a Large Sampling of Finger Snap-
ping, Hand Clapping, Foot Stamping & Other Musical & Percus-
sive Sounds.

13 SUPERB SELECTIONS
STRAUSS: Festive Prelude, Op. 61 (excerpt) DGG.
DEBUSSY: Faux d'artifice (excerpt). Connoisseur Society.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Symphony) (excerpt from
the first movement) Westminster Records.
MASSAINO: Canzona XXXV A 16 (complete) DGG Archive.
CORRETTE: Concerto Comique Op. kNo. 6, "Le Plaisir des Dames"
(third movement) Connoisseur Society.
KHAN: Raga Chandranandan (excerpt) Connoisseur Society.
RODRIGO: Concert-Serenade for Harp and Orchestra (excerpt from
the first movement) DGG.
MANITAS DE PLATA: Gypsy Rhumba (complete) Conn. Soc.
MARCELLO: (arr. King): Psalm XVII "The Heavens are Telling"
(complete) Connoisseur Society.
PRAETORIUS: Terpsichore: La Bourree XXXII (complete) DGG
Archive.
BERG:,Wozzeck (excerpt from Act III) DGG.
BARTOK: Sonata for two pianos and Percussion (excerpt from the
first movement) Cambridge Records.
BEETHOVEN: Wellington's Victory (Battle Victory) (excerpt from the
last movement) Westminster,

Descriptive Booklet Enclosedl includes (mous.

complete description of each selection and the FREE
sion of the selections the record, plus a

Purpose behind its demonstration,

Print Name
EEH-S-70

Stereo Review Stereo Demonstration Records at $4.98 each, postpaid. City.
Check one: (:) 331e RPM 0 45 RPM

ModiPSRI2 Stereo Teat Records at $4.98 each, postpaid.

(Outside U.S.A.glease send $7.00 oar record ordered.) New York State residents
please add local sofas hoz.

State Zip

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER

L am
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A"BIGGER-
THAN-LIFE"
SPEAKER
SYSTEM

BY DAVID B. WEEMS

REALLY "BIG" SOUND FROM A MODEST -SIZE ENCLOSURE

SPEAKER SYSTEM BASS response is
generally equated with enclosure size ;

the greater the enclosure volume, the
better the bass. The "Bigger -Than -Life
Speaker System," however, is a medium -
size enclosure that succeeds in provid-
ing big, natural -sounding bass. To be
more specific, the system's 6000 -cu in.
volume is tuned to provide the sound nor-
mally expected of a system with an 8000 -
cu in. volume.

If you find this hard to believe, try
the following experiment. Test the sys-
tem resonance of a sealed -enclosure
speaker system in a bare box and test it
again after filling it with acoustical pad-

ding. You will find that the resonant fre-
quency is lower in the latter case by as
much as 10 Hz-or more.

To understand how this is possible, it
is necessary to study the physics of sound
propagation. Sound is produced in air
as a series of "waves" which consist of
an area of compression followed by an
area of rarefaction or partial vacuum.
Compressing air causes an increase in
temperature ( a fact familiar to anyone
who has ever pumped up a tire ). Con-
versely, a reduction of air pressure re-
sults in a temperature drop. A sound
wave, therefore, is composed of a con-
tinuous train of compressions and rare -
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Fig. 1. Except for furniture legs, entire enclosure
is made of 3/4" -thick plywood and 3/4" -square pine.

BILL OF MATERIALS
1-Olson Electronics Model S-971 Deluxe three-

way speaker*
3 pkgs.-Olson Electronics No. HF-17 acoustical

Fiberglass*
2-2634" x 143/4" pieces of y," plywood for

enclosure sides (see text)
1-20" x 143/4" piece of 34" plywood for enclo-

sure top (see text)
1-18,/z" x 143/4" piece of 34" plywood for en-

closure bottom 
2-253/4" x 18,A" pieces of g" plywood for

enclosure rear and speaker mounting board
4-113/4" pieces of 3/4" x 34" pine for corner

glue blocks
4-18/2" pieces of 34" x 34" pine for cleats
4-2334" pieces of 34" x 34" pine for cleats
Misc.-#8 x 13/4" flathead wood screws (7 dos);

#12 x 1" panhead screws (4); 4" furniture
legs (4); grille cloth; expanded aluminum
(optional); decorative trim; glue; sip cord;
solder; etc.

*Available from Olson Electronics, 260 S. Forge
St., Akron, Ohio 44308.

factions at slightly different tempera-
tures.

Heat flows from a high- to a low -tem-
perature area. But in the case of sound
waves within the range of 20 to 20,000
Hz in air, the wavelength is too long
and thermal conductivity of the air too
small for heat transfer to take place.
Hence, the waves are said to be adiabat-
ic (constant heat) rather than isother-
mal (constant temperature).

Now, when the speaker enclosure is
stuffed with acoustical padding, an inter-
esting change takes place. The stuffing
absorbs and gives up heat, which changes

Fig. 2. Start assembly by joining cleats to bottom
(left) and cleats and glue blocks to side (right).

the operation of the air from adiabatic
to isothermal. And when sound is iso-
thermally propagated in air, its velocity
decreases. Because the wavelength of
sound is directly proportional to its ve-
locity, reducing one also reduces the oth-
er. Or, looking at the situation from the
standpoint of a loudspeaker in a box, the
reduction in wavelength means that the

wavelength.
Through the proper application of en-

closure design and selection of stuffing
material, the "Bigger -Than -Life Speaker
System" performs as though it is actual-
ly bigger than it really is.

Overall System. Now that the general
principle has been described, the next
step, obviously, is to apply it to a spe-
cific speaker enclosure. This is exactly
what has been done in the Bigger -Than-
Life Speaker System described here. The
dimensions of the system enclosure are
modest-a mere 6000 cu in. However, the
system is designed around a high -quality
three-way speaker and employs a 3" X
6" port (see Fig. 1) that tunes the fully
stuffed enclosure to a 45 -Hz resonance.
(A port of this size would normally re-
quire an enclosure volume of about 8000
cu in. to be correctly tuned to the same
frequency.)

In this speaker system, the port is
tuned to a higher frequency than the
speaker's free -air resonance to insure
that the system will provide good per-
formance in the 45- to 125 -Hz range.
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Fig. 3. Attach all cleats and glue blocks; glue and
screw together top, bottom, and sides of enclosure.

[As was mentioned before in "Tune Up
Your Bass Reflex" (Spring '69 EEH) ,
many experts recommend tuning a bass
reflex enclosure to a frequency above
that of the speaker when the speaker's
resonance is very low. Thus, the chance of
"weak" bass is avoided by the simple
expedient of enlarging the port.]

If this enclosure performs as though
it were one-third larger than it really is,
something has to give-in this case it's
efficiency. After all, you can't get some-
thing for nothing. The loss in efficiency
is due to the fact that a stuffed enclo-
sure absorbs more power than a conven-
tional bass reflex enclosure of larger
volume. However, if space is a problem,
you will most likely be happy to make
the trade.

Construction. Assembling the system
after all of the parts have been cut to
the sizes illustrated in Fig. 1 and speci-
fied in the Bill of Materials is fairly sim-
ple. In effect, you just put together a
box, install a speaker, and drop in the
proper amount of stuffing.

The walls of the enclosure are %"-
thick plywood, joined together with glue
and screws through the corner blocks.
The top edges of the sides, and the edges
of the top that mate with the sides,
1970 Spring Edition

should be miter cut to 45° angles. If you
do not have the equipment for making
miter cuts, you can employ butt -joint
construction. However, make absolutely
certain that whichever method you use
you maintain the same inner dimensions
shown in the illustration.

Begin construction by attaching cleats
to the bottom and cleats and glue blocks
to the sides of the enclosure as shown in
Fig. 2. Then join the top and one side
together (Fig. 3) with glue and screws,
driving the screws through the corner
block and into the top plate. Glue and
screw the other side in place.

Invert the assembly, coat mating sur-
faces with glue, and attach the bottom.
Note that the bottom butts against the
inner walls of the sides. It can be se-
cured in place with nails driven through
the bottom into the cleats, followed by
screws for greater strength. The nails
will hold the parts in place while the
screws are being installed.

Apply a coat or two of flat black paint
to the outer surface of the speaker
mounting board and the edges of the

Fig. 4. After enclosure is assembled, attach furni-
ture legs to bottom and install speaker as shown.
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speaker and port cutouts. Then install
the speaker mounting board in the en-
closure with glue and screws. Affix a set
of 4" furniture legs to the bottom of the
enclosure as shown in Fig. 4. Then tack
your choice of grille cloth and trim in
place, and sand, stain and varnish the
enclosure.

If you decide to use large -pattern ex-
panded aluminum to set off the grille
cloth, plan space for it behind the front
trim. An easy method of accommodating
the expanded aluminum is to employ
picture -frame molding with a %6" rear
groove. The groove is just the right depth
for the job.

Now, for a striking appearance, you
might want to paint the molding flat
black and use a brightly colored grille
cloth. Decorator burlap is attractive-
and inexpensive. When installing the
grille cloth, stretch it slightly before
tacking it in place.

Use a thick, "hard -set" cement (such
as liquid solder) to secure the expanded
aluminum to the picture -frame molding.
Then attach the grille assembly to the
front of the enclosure with finishing nails
and cement or with ornamental screws.

Set the enclosure flat on its front, in-
stall the speaker with panhead screws,
and solder a length of zip cord to the

Expanded aluminum grille/pic-
ture-frame assembly goes into
place only after grille cloth
has been tacked onto speaker
mounting board. You can use
wire brads or ornamental screws
to fasten the assembly down.

speaker terminals. Now, fold each of the
packages of fiberglass stuffing into three
equal layers. Cut a hole through the cen-
ter of all three layers of one package of
fiberglass, pass the zip cord and control
through the hole, and lay the fiberglass
flat over the speaker in the enclosure. Do
the same with the remaining two pack-
ages of fiberglass. There is no need to
tack the fiberglass in place; it is stiff
enough to stand unsupported when the
rear wall is screwed down.

Do not substitute any other brand of
fiberglass fill unless you are prepared to
perform tests to determine exactly how
much of the substitute to use. The rea-
son is that fiberglass is available in vari-
ous densities, and each density requires
more or less fill. Also, remember that
three packages of the fiberglass fill speci-
fied in the Bill of Materials must be used
inside each enclosure.

Finally, mount the control and bring
out the speaker leads through holes
drilled through the rear wall of the en-
closure. Then fill in the hole through
which the speaker wire exits with cement
to maintain an air -tight enclosure, and
fasten it down with screws.

That's it! Connect the speaker system
to your amplifier, and you're ready to
enjoy room -filling sound.
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your own private

AUTOMATIC "OUTSIDE WELCOME LIGHT"
TO GREET YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS

BY JAMES A. ARCHER

PUT AN OWL in your driveway! Not
an owl that goes "who" at you but an

OWL (Outside Welcome Light) that
turns on the front- or back -porch light
when you pull the car into the driveway
and turns it off again after you're safely
in the house. That way you don't have to
stumble over the kid's toys on the porch
steps or fumble for your keys in the dark.

The OWL will also greet a visitor when
he turns his car into your driveway and
the system can even be hooked up to your
front doorbell to turn on the light when
the bell is pushed.

The system is activated when the pho-
tocell, mounted near the driveway is mo-
mentarily illuminated by the headlights
of a car. It is designed to respond only
to a sudden increase in light-and is not
activated by daylight.

The principal components in the OWL
are a resistor photocell, an SCR, two re-
lays and a unijunction timing circuit. The
device is relatively easy to construct and
should cost no more than $25.

Construction. The system is in two ma-
jor sections : a control circuit and a pow-
er supply. Each is housed in a 3" x 4"
X 5" metal enclosure, although any oth-
er method of packaging can be used
1970 Spring Edition

(both circuits can be placed in one large
package, for instance). The control cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 1. When wired
point-to-point on a perf board, it is as
shown in Fig. 2. Resistor R4 determines
the sensitivity of the overall system, and
its value is selected to suit the particular
installation. A good value to start with is
10,000 ohms. Once the circuit has been
wired and checked for possible wiring er-
rors, the perf board is mounted in its
chassis with spacers at each corner. A
seven -terminal barrier strip can be used
to make connections to the external cir-
cuits.

Power relay K2 is usually mounted
close to the point where the power is ac-
tually to be switched. Put it in a small
metal enclosure and connect its coil to
the control circuit as shown in Fig. 1.

The schematic of the power -supply cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 3. Also shown are
the optional circuit for the doorchime
system and its associated components.
The two outputs are 20 volts d.c.
and 15 volts a.c. The former is used by
the control circuit; the latter by the
chime coils. If you are not using the
doorchime arrangement, do not use D3,
D4, R1, and C2 in the power supply. Di-
ode D3 can also be eliminated from the
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CELL

PCI

CELL

+20V0

DI
1N2484

RI
4.7K

GNDO

CI

100pF

Fig. 1. The presence of capacitor C2 prevents operations in slow
changes in light, such as occurs at dawn. Thus, the system "goes
dead" during day and automatically "comes alive" only at night.

r-*

C4
.0 47;FT"'

A

SCRI
2N2323

C2 R3
10pF

CHIMED--417)3
IN2484

R2
IM

0 0 0
RECI
2.5mH

22K

D2
IN277Alk

*SEE TEXT

PARTS LIST

Cl,C5-100-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2-10-uF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C3 -0.01-µF, 25 -volt capacitor
C4-0.047-t4F, 25 -volt capacitor
D1,D3-1N2484 diode
D2 -1N277 diode
K1 -24 -volt d.c. coil, single -pole relay
K2 -10 -ampere, 24 -volt d.c. coil, enclosed relay

( Knight KN115-1C-24D or similar)
PC 1-C admiu m-sulp hide photocell (Lafayette

19T2101 or similar)
01-2N2219 transistor
Q2 -2N2646 unijunction transistor

KI
QI

2N2219

RLY
0

R6 R7
47011 2.2M

82

R5
IOOil

R1 -4700 -ohm
R2-1-megohm
R3 -22,000 -ohm
R4 -10,000 -ohm (see text)
R5 -100 -ohm
R6 -470 -ohm
R7-2.2-megohm
RFCI-2.5-mH r.f. choke
SCR1-2N2323 silicon controlled rectifier
Misc.-3" x x 5" metal enclosure; 7 -terminal

barrier strip ( or similar); 7 -pin tube socket for
K1; spacers; mounting hardware; small, clear
plastic medicine (pill) bottle; clear potting
compound; length of weatherproof twin -con-
ductor cable; pipe (optional); 22,000 -ohm re-
sistor (optional shunt); etc.

100pF

0
GND

All resistors
-watt

K2

control circuit. Figure 4 shows the layout
that the author used for the power sup-
ply.

If you are using the doorchime option,
remove the existing low -voltage trans-
former from the chime circuit. The low -
voltage for the chimes is taken from T1
in the power supply. Mount D3, D4, R1,
and C2 on a terminal strip within the
chime case. Use a multi -contact barrier
strip to make connections to the external
circuit.

The photocell can be mounted in any
place where it will catch the direct beam
of the car headlights. This may be in-
doors or outside; but if it is to be mount-
ed outside, the photocell must be made
weatherproof. To accomplish this, con-
nect a piece of heavy-duty outdoor cable
to the control -circuit chassis and cut the
cable long enough to reach the mounted

position of the photocell. Carefully strip
and solder the outside ends of the cable
to the photocell. Insulate the soldered
connections with electrical tape.

To protect the photocell completely, it
must be encased in a transparent mold,
but this is not as difficult as it seems.
Start with a small plastic pill bottle. If
the bottom of the bottle is less than 1/4"
thick and reasonably transparent, seat
the sensitive surface of the photocell on
the bottom inside of the bottle. Fill the
tube with epoxy glue or other transpar-
ent potting compound. Of course, any
other type of mold can be used-just
make sure that not more than %" of the
transparent potting compound covers the
sensitive surface of the photocell. Other-
wise, light sensitivity may be hampered.

The outside of the finished mold can
be painted black ( or any other dark col -
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Fig. 2. Though the author used
perf-board construction with
layout shown, most any con-
struction technique is sufficient.

or) to reduce light pickup from the sides.
If the cell must be highly directional, the
mold can be mounted at the end of an
open length of pipe or tubing so that the
pipe can be aimed in the desired direc-
tion. Be sure the potting compound cov-
ers an inch or two of the cable to make
a good weatherproof seal.

CI R3 R4 C3 D SCRI R5 01 C5

02

R7

R6

K1
C4

(BELOW)

When the entire system has been
checked out for possible wiring errors,
connect it together as shown in Fig. 5.
This diagram also shows two ways of
connecting K2 to existing wiring for the
outside light. All external electrical wir-
ing must conform to your local electrical
codes.

II7VAC

Fl
IA

TI

1N2I484
26VCT

IN2484

CI
1000pF

+20V

GND

Fig. 3. Remove transformer from
the existing chime set, and power
the chimes from the OWL power
supply. Though two chime switches
are shown (one for front and one
for rear door), if you need only one,
you can remove one of the diodes.

- D3
IN2484

DOOR CHIME SYSTEM -J

PARTS LIST

C1 -1000-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2-10-1.LF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
Dl -D4 -1N2984 diode
F1 -1 -ampere fuse and holder
I1 -117 -volt neon lamp assembly (optional)

RI
1K

IN2484

TO
MAIN

CIRCUIT

R1-1000-ohnt, %-watt resistor
Sl-S.p.s.t. switch
T1-Power transformer, 26.8 -volt, 1 -ampere sec-

ondary (Triad F -40X or similar)
Misc.-Doorchime assembly ( internal low volt-

age transformer removed, sce text); suitable
metal enclosure for power supply; mounting
hardware; 4 -terminal barrier strip; etc.
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TI II

Testing and Use. Before making any
tests, it is suggested that R7 (2.2 meg-
ohms) of the control circuit be shunted
by a 22,000 -ohm resistor to speed up the
response time of the system. This tem-
porary modification reduces the normal
5 -minute response time to a few seconds.

With the system hooked up and con-
nected to a power source, connect a con-
ventional lighting fixture to the contacts
of K2 as shown in Fig. 5. The light
should be off. Place the palm of your

Fig. 4. The power supply can be built in
one end of the chassis and made compact.

hand over the sensitive surface of the
photocell and aim the photocell toward a
source of light. When you remove your
hand, the relay should be energized and
the light should come on. The light
should remain on for a few seconds and
then automatically turn off, even if the
photocell is still exposed to the ambient
light. If the circuit works properly un-
der these conditions, remove the tempo-
rary resistor across R7 to restore the
5 -minute delay.

(Continued on page 106)

CONTROL
CIRCUIT

CELL

CELL

+20V
GND

CHIME

R LY

GND

PHOTOCELL
7VAC

N.O.

ARM

N.C.

POWER
RELAY

K2

FRONT
-_L-- -
REAR

POWER
UNIT

+
CONTROL

CND)

HI

GNI: A
'15VAC

DOOR
CHIME

Fig. 5. Interconnection of the complete OWL
system. Either of the two lamp turn -on meth-
ods shown at the lower right can be used, de-
pending on whether the light has a single
turn -on switch or a two-way on -off setup.

I 17VAC

117 VAC

OUTSIDE
K2 LIGHT

EXISTING SWITCH

t 0
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10 Reasons why
RCA Home Training is

your best
investment
for a rewarding
career
in electronics:

1 LEADER IN ELECTRONICS
TRAINING

RCA stands for dependability, integrity
and pioneering scientific advances. For
over a half century, RCA Institutes,
Inc., has been a leader in technical
training.

2 RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES
ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER

Beginner or refresher - AUTOTEXT,
RCA Institutes' own method of Home
Training will help you learn electronics
faster, easier, almost automatically,

3 THOUSANDS OF WELL PAID
JOBS ARE OPEN NOW

RCA Institutes can help you qualify for
a rewarding career if you have an inter-
est in electronics. Every year, thousands
of well paid electronics jobs go unfilled
just because not enough men take the
opportunity to train themselves for
these openings.

4 WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER
PROGRAMS

Select from a wide choice of courses
and career programs ranging from basic
Electronics Fundamentals to advanced
training including Computer Program-
ming and Electronics Drafting. Each

Transistor experiments
on programmed breadboard-
using oscilloscope.

Career Program begins with the amaz-
ing AUTOTEXT method.

5 SPECIALIZED ADVANCED
TRAINING

For those working in electronics or
with previous training, RCA Institutes
offers advanced courses. Start on a
higher level. No wasted time on mate-
rial you already know.

6 PERSONAL SUPERVISION
THROUGHOUT

All during your program of home
study, your training is supervised by
RCA Institutes experts who become
personally involved
help you over any "rough spots" that
may develop.

7VARIETY OF KITS, YOURS TO KEEP
At no extra cost, a variety of valu-

able specially engineered kits come with
your program-yours to keep and use
on the job.

8 TRANSISTORIZED TV KIT AND
VALUABLE OSCILLOSCOPE

You will receive in most career pro-
grams a valuable oscilloscope. Those
enrolled in the TV Program or courses
receive the all -new Transistorized TV
Receiver-exclusive with RCA. Both are
at no extra cost.

ACCREDITED MEMBER National Home Study Council

Construction of Oscilloscope. Construction of Multimeter.

RCA
1970 Spring Edition

9 CONVENIENT
PAYMENT PLANS

You can take advantage of RCA's con-
venient monthly payment plans. There
is one to suit your budget.

10 RCA GRADUATES GET TOP
RECOGNITION

Thousands of graduates of RCA Insti-
tutes are now working for leaders in the
electronics field; many others have their
own profitable businesses... proof of
the high quality of RCA Institutes
training.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. 222-002-2

320 West 31st St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001

Canadians: These same RCA courses
are available to you in Canada. No
postage. No customs. No delay. Your
inquiry will be referred to our school
in Canada.

All courses and programs approved
for veterans under new G. I. Bill.

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAIL-
ABLE. FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST.

If Reply Card Is Detached-Send This Coupon Today
r -

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

Home Study Dept. 222-003.0
320 West 31st Street
New York, N.Y. 10001

Name

Address

City

State Zip

El Check here if interested in Classroom Training
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HOW IT WORKS

Photocell PCI and resistor R2 are connected
together to form a voltage divider. The photo-
cell is a light-sensitive variable resistor whose
resistance changes from about 15 megohms when
it is in total darkness to less than 1000 ohms
when it is exposed to a bright light. As a result,
the voltage applied to C2 ranges from 1.5 volts
when PCI is in darkness to about 20 volts
when PC1 is in bright light. Capacitor C2 blocks
the steady-state d.c. from the rest of the circuit
so that, under normal conditions, there is no gate
signal on SCR1.

When PCI is abruptly illuminated, the voltage
on C2 rises sharply and is applied to the gate of
SCR1 as a positive going pulse. The SCR is
turned on by the pulse and relay K1 is energized.
When Kl is energized, power is supplied to
energize K2, whose contacts can carry the current
required by the outside light, and to the timing

circuit consisting of Q1 and Q2. The emitter cir-
cuit of Q2, a unijunction transistor, takes about
five minutes to charge up to the point where Q2
fires. Once Q2 fires, the drop across R5 turns on
Ql. With Ql conducting, the drop across the SCR
is lowered and the SCR is turned off and rela.3,
K1 is de -energized.

Diode D1, resistor R1, and capacitor Cl form
a decoupling network to prevent accidental trig-
gering from power line transients. R.f. choke
RFC1 and capacitor C3 prevent false triggering
by r.f. interference. Diode D2 shunts negative -
going pulses, while R3 and R4 determine circuit
sensitivity.

Activation of the doorchime system is essen-
tially similar, in that a voltage pulse is applied
to C2 from the chime circuit rather than from
the photocell circuit. When the doorchime cir-
cuit is activated during the daytime, the voltage
at C2 is already high due to the low resistance
of the photocell so no voltage pulse can occur and
the system remains off.

Retest the system. Now the light should
remain on for five minutes or so before
switching off.

Install the photocell where it can "see"
an automobile headlight as the car comes
up your driveway. Make sure that it can-
not see any random headlights due to
traffic in the street. Install the electronics

in a protected area where they won't get
wet and connect the photo cell to the cir-
cuit using the weatherproof cable.

If you find that the system needs more
sensitivity (depending on your car's head-
lights and the location) increase the
value of R4 in the control circuit. If the
system is too sensitive, decrease R4. -31 --

NO
MORE
FUSES

BY NEIL JOHNSON

ONE CIRCUIT BREAKER,
THREE CURRENT RANGES

TO SAVE TIME and trouble, most elec-
tronics experimenters are turning to

circuit breakers as substitutes for fuses.
When a fuse blows, you have to hunt
around for the correct replacement-it's
easy to make a mistake, too, since dif-
ferent current ratings come in the same
physical size. With a circuit breaker, all
you have to do is push the reset button
when the cause of trouble has been
eliminated.

Circuit breakers do have one drawback.
When you install one in your bench wir-
106

ing, it has one definite current rating.
In working with instruments and equip-
ment of different wattage ratings, you
may be too far over or under the breaker
rating. By adding a couple of low-cost
resistors and a switch, you can now make
a multi -current circuit breaker that can
be preset' for several ratings.

Construction. The heart of the circuit,
as shown in Fig. 1, is the breaker, in this
case a conventional 1 -ampere thermal
type used in many TV sets. The resis-
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2A

CIA

3A
R2

.4711

NE -2 30K
-AAMAAA,-

(OPTIONAL)

PARTS LIST
CB1-1-ampere thermal circuit breaker (Work-

man FA1 modified as described in text)
R1, R2 -0.47 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor (see text)
S1-S.p.s.t. switch to carry 360 watts
S2-S.p.d.t. switch, center off, to carry 3 amperes
S01 -117 -volt outlet
Misc.-Suitable enclosure, 117 -volt line cord

with plug, NE -2 neon lamp with 30,000 -ohm
resistor (optional), mounting hardware.

Fig. 1. One circuit breaker can be made to trip at three different ratings by
using it as is, or adding low -value resistors in parallel with internal resistance.

tance of the thermal portion of the break-
er is 0.96 ohm. To increase its current
carrying capability, a one -ohm resistor
can be connected across the resistor part
of the breaker. To increase the current
rating even farther, a 1/2 -ohm resistor
can be connected across this portion.

To make the necessary modifications
to the circuit breaker, observe that on
its back side, one end has two rivets and
a soldering lug while the other end has
only one rivet and a soldering lug. The
modification is made at the end with two
rivets. Looking at the end of the breaker
adjacent to the two rivets, you will see a
U-shaped cutout in the plastic. At the top
of this channel is the end of a piece of
metal ( not to be confused with the metal
front cover).

Using a large needle or the end of a
small scribe, carefully clean the surface
of this metal. Then tilt this end of the
breaker down and tin the clean metal

Inside view of the author's prototype. Make sure
air can circulate between the power resistors (R1
and R2) and heat -sensitive thermal circuit breaker.

1970 Spring Edition

area, being careful not to overheat the
breaker (use a 40- to 60 -watt iron or
gun). Prepare a small piece of wire by
stripping off 1/4" of insulation and tin-
ning the exposed wire. Form the tinned
end of the wire into a small loop and
sweat solder it to the previously pre-
pared metal piece on the breaker. Do not
apply too much solder to this joint since
it could act as a thermal sink.

As shown in the photographs, the au-
thor mounted the circuit breaker in a
small metal enclosure, though any other
mounting method can be used. Mount the
on -off switch S1, circuit breaker CB1,
current -selector switch 22, and power
outlet socket S01 as desired. If you want
a "power on" indicator, connect an NE -2
neon lamp and a 30,000 -ohm resistor in
series across the terminals of 201.

The author used a pair of Workman
model WT47 current limiting resistors for
R1 and R2. However, a pair of 1 -ohm,
2 -watt conventional resistors in parallel
can be substituted for either one. Leave
at least a %s" space around the resistors
to avoid heat transfer to the breaker.

Operation. In use, the modified break-
er will open at either 1, 2, or 3 amperes,
depending on the setting of the selector
switch. These current ratings are rough-
ly equivalent to 120, 240 and 360 watts,
respectively and are suitable for most ap-
plications. The "carrying" capacity is ap-
proximately 65% of the break rating-or
75, 150, and 225 watts, respectively, on
117 volts a.c. If reactive loads are ap-
plied, don't be surprised if the breaker
opens sooner than expected. This is due
to high instantaneous currents-which,
incidentally, will cause a fuse of the same
rating to blow.
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IC Stereo
Preamplifier

PROVIDES HIGH -QUALITY AMPLI FICATION

5Y PAUL B. JARRETT, M.D.

FOR NAB TAPE,

RIAA PHONO, AND BROADBAND AUDIO

DO YOU need a good, new stereo pre-
amplifier with all kinds of "extras"?

Here is an IC Stereo Preamp that has
provisions for NAB tape -head equaliza-
tion (for both 3% and 712 in./s) and
RIAA magnetic phono inputs. It can also
be used as a general-purpose broadband
preamplifier.

Built around a recently developed in-
tegrated circuit, the preamplifier has very
low input noise (half a microvolt, typi-
cally), an output of 4.5 volts r.m.s., and

a channel separation of 60 dB minimum
at 10 kHz. The design is also short-cir-
cuit proof. The preamp is small enough
to fit under the chassis of a small power
amplifier. Power requirements are so
modest that the preamp can be driven
by a pair of transistor radio batteries
if desired.

The integrated circuit used here (Mo-
torola MC1303L) actually contains a
matched pair of preamp circuits with
identical characteristics.
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INPUT

RI
100K

C2
INF

R2 R4
100I< IK

C3
25jF

CI
680pF

(717
33pF

OUTPUT

+VCC
0
0

-vcc

Fig. 1. The general-purpose broadband preamplifier
is useful for microphone and tuner inputs. Only
half of stereo system is shown in all diagrams.

PARTS LIST
C1-680-pF capacitor*
C2 -1-µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C3 -25-µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C4-33-pF capacitor
ICI-Dual stereo preamplifier integrated circuit

( Motorola MC1303L)
R1-Dual ( concentric), audio -taper, 100,000 -

ohm potentiometer
R2,R3-100,000-ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
R4 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
Misc.-RCA phono jacks (4), 14 -contact, in -line

IC socket (Augat 314-A61D or similar), metal
chassis, per) board, set of concentric knobs,
wire, etc.

*Two required-one for each channel.

Circuits. For a broadband, general-pur-
pose preamplifier, use the circuit shown
in Fig. 1. Only half of the circuit is
shown with the terminal connections to
the IC shown in the circles. For the sec-
ond channel, duplicate the circuit, but
use the IC pin numbers that are outside
the circles in Fig. 1. Note that pins 2
and 12 are not used and that the volume
controls for the halves are concentric.

For an NAB tape -head equalized pre -
amp, use the circuit shown in Fig. 2.
Again, only half of the circuit is shown,
connected to the circled pin numbers of
the IC. The duplicate half of the circuit
uses the uncircled pin numbers. The val-
ue of C.4 depends on the tape speed. Both
values are given in the Parts List and you
can use both, with a switch, if necessary.

To make a magnetic phono playback
preamp with RIAA equalization, use the
circuit in Fig. 3. If you have trouble ob-

taining the 750,000 -ohm resistor used in
this circuit, use one of 820,000 ohms.

Construction. The author used perf
board construction in a small aluminum
case. With a little care, you could also
build your own printed circuit board and
mount the complete preamp in any type
of chassis. You can even mount it on
standoffs in the power amplifier and
probably obtain operating power from
the amplifier power supply.

To prevent possible damage to the IC,
you may find it advantageous to use a
14 -contact, in -line IC socket ( see Parts
List for Fig. 1 ). You can then complete
the wiring of the circuit and examine it
for possible errors without subjecting the
IC to the possibility of heat damage or
accidental voltage reversal. Note that the
IC has a standard orientation mark on
one end. Looking down at the top of the
IC, the pins are numbered from 1 to 14

INPUT

100K

C?

82u;

-
*SEE PARTS LIST

ICI 3 OUTPUT

IRS
IK

R4

R3
820K

715pF

+ vcc
0
0

-vcc

Fig. 2. This NAB tape -head equalized preamp can be
preset for either 3% in./s or 71/2 in./s depending
on value selected for C4 (can be switch selected).

PARTS LIST
C I-820-pF capacitor*
C2 -1 -AF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C3-15-uF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C4-1500-pF capacitor* (33/4 in./ s, see text)
C4-910-pF capacitor* (71/2 in./s, see text)
ICI-Dual stereo preamplifier integrated circuit

(Motorola MC1303L)
RI-Dual (concentric), audio -taper, 100,000 -

ohm potentiometer
R2,R3-820,000-ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
R4 -51,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
R5 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
Misc.-See Fig. 1.
*Two required-one for each channel
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INPUT

RI
100K

C2
1pF

R2
820K

IC SOCKET
(UNDERSIDE)

NOTE.
SHIELDED CABLE TO
INPUT AND OUTPUT JACKS,
AND POTENTIOMETERS

R4 R5
750K 5IK

R3
IK

T5pF3
C4 C5

6900pF 1500pF2

+vcc
0
0

-vcc

Fig. 3. This circuit is used for RIAA equalization
for magnetic phono playback. A slight change in R4
value can be made (see text) without doing harm.

PARTS LIST
c1-820-PF capacitor*
C2 -1-µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C3 -25-µF, 3 -volt electrolytic capacitor*
C4-6800-pF capacitor*
C5-1500-pF capacitor*
IC 1-Dual stereo preamplifier integrated circuit

( Motorola MC1303L)
R1-Dual (concentric), audio -taper, 100,000 -

ohm potentiometer
R2 -820,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
R3 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistors
R4 -750,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
R5 -51,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor*
Misc.-See Fig. 1.
*Two required-one for each channel.

counterclockwise from the identifying
mark.

The entire circuit, with the exception
of the input and output jacks and the

+28 30V

-26-30V

R2 -
3001-1

The IC preamplifier can be
fabricated on pert board.
A 14 -lead in -line socket may
be used to save possible
damage to IC while sol-
dering it into the circuit.
Use shielded leads for the
input and output, and to
(coaxial) potentiometers.

DI
MZ500-I9 .1pF

02 C2
M2500-19 .IpF

R4
;eon

-vcc +vcc 

81-9V 82-9V

+vcc

a

vcc

Fig. 4. The preamplifier can be powered either by
a zener-regulated circuit (top) or a pair of nine -
volt conventional transistor radio batteries (lower).

PARTS LIST
B1,B2-9-volt transistor radio battery (optional)
C 1,C2-0 .1- uF capacitor
D1,D2-Zener diode, 13 -volt ( Motorola

MZ-500-19 or similar)
R1,R2-300-ohm, 3 -watt resistor
R3,R4-180-ohm, 2 -watt resistor

concentric volume control, is constructed
on the perf (or PC) board. Use shielded
leads between the input and output con-
nectors and the potentiometer, and be-
tween the potentiometer and the first
component in the circuit.

For a power supply, the author used
a pair of 9 -volt transistor batteries. The
two batteries were connected in series,
with the common center connected to
ground. The + Vc, was then + 9 volts
and -Ve, was -9 volts. If you are using
a conventional power amplifier with a
power supply of 28 to 30 volts, use the
reduction circuit shown in Fig. 4. 41--
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BUILDTV TYLO)
SUPER -SENSITIVE "WIRED WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL"
IS ALL SOLID STATE BY JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.

HOW DO YOU install a burglar alarm
when the area to be protected ( ga-

rage, storage building, etc.) is at some
distance from where the alarm is to be lo-
cated? The obvious answer is to install
wiring between the two points. That's
fine, as long as you can do it. Sometimes,
however, it is a physical impossibility or
is not permitted by regulations or laws.

The Wired Wireless is a communica-
tions system which takes advantage of
the fact that in the majority of cases,
good, concealed wiring does in fact exist
between any two points in a building
complex. These are the commercial power
lines used to carry electricity. Although
these lines are designed for 60 -Hz power
it is possible to pass somewhat higher
1970 Spring Edition

frequencies through them for a reason-
able distance. (Note that the Wired Wire-
less cannot be used between two points if
there is a transformer anywhere in the
power line between them.)

There are two sections to the Wired
Wireless. One is a small, self -powered
transmitter which is coupled to the power
line. When it is turned on by a triggering
signal, it generates another signal which
activates a remote receiver also coupled
to the same power line. The second sec-
tion is the receiver. When it gets the sig-
nal from the transmitter, an internal re-
lay is energized. The action of the relay
can be used to set off an alarm or any
other type of signal device.

The Wired Wireless can also be used
111



TO
POWER

LINE

Fig. 1. Power is applied only when S1 (or .11) is closed. The multivibrator then generates
a high -frequency audio signal which is passed down the power line to the receiver.

PARTS LIST

B1 -9 -volt battery
C1,C2-100-pF disc capacitor
C3,C4-0.1-uF disc capacitor
.11-Open-circuit miniature jack (optional)
Q1 -(14-2N2712 transistor
R1,R2-680-ohm, ,A -watt resistor
R3,R4-330,000-ohm, TA -watt resistor
R5 -2200 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R6 -1000 -ohm, TA -watt resistor
S1-Normally open pushbutton switch

Misc.-Plastic case approximately 3" x 2" x 1",
case cover, battery clip and leads, line cord
with plug, wood -grain contact paper (optional),
mounting plastic, cement, etc.

Note-An etched and drilled PC board for 95¢
or a complete kit of parts including circuit
board and case and either jack input (WW -
2.10) or pushbutton input (IVIVT-2S) for $5.95
is available from PAIA Electronics, P.O. Box
14359, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114. Postpaid
in continental U.S. Oklahoma residents add
3% sales tax.

for non -alarm purposes to turn on appli-
ances or lights from remote locations or
as a signalling device such as those used
by a sick person confined to bed.

Transmitter Construction. The circuit
for the transmitter is shown in Fig. 1.
The components are small in size and
number and are best assembled on a
printed circuit board. A foil pattern for
such a board is shown in Fig. 2. Note

Fig. 2. Actual -size printed circuit
foil pattern used for the receiver.

that, because of their small size, 14 -watt
resistors are used rather than the more
common 1A -watt units, though the latter
may be used if desired. Component
mounting is shown in Fig. 3. Because of
the small size of the assembly, be careful
not to damage the components with heat
when soldering.

LINE

,16

/OE
0 4

8 ,

R 5

Fig. 3. Install components as shown here. The use
of miniature parts helps make for a small package.
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Fig. 4. The receiver is built around a new IC driving a latching
circuit. To avoid switching transients, only the power trans-
former is switched in and out of the circuit. The relay con
tacts can operate an alarm, low -power light, or a power relay.

JIV

TO
POWER
LINE

CI C2 C3
.1pF .IpF .00IpF

R3
2.2 K

RI R2
2711 2 711

02
IN4009

C7
100pF

C8
100pF

R5
100K

C4
.00IpF

ICI

IC5

R4

5pF

1011

MC14336

In the author's prototype, the PC
board was glued to a thin piece of plastic
foam material which, in turn, was glued
into a small plastic case. Use either a
silicon rubber cement or epoxy rather
than a plastic cement as the latter may
damage the plastic foam. Make sure that
you leave enough room for the battery
and its connector and for pushbutton
switch Si. Carefully drill a small hole in
one end of the case to pass the line cord
through. Mount the pushbutton switch in
the cover and, if you desire, use a wood -
grain contact paper to trim the cover.
For some applications an optional open -
circuit jack can be installed across Si.

To test the transmitter, connect an os-

HOW IT WORKS
TRANSMITTER

There are actually three sections in the trans-
mitter. The first is an astable multivibrator, con-
sisting of Q1 and Q2, which generates a signal of
approximately 500 kHz. The second section
(Q3 and Q4) is a buffer stage that matches the
output of the multivibrator to the low impedance
of the power -line output. Section three is a high-
pass filter composed of C3, R6 and C4, which
prevents the output transistors from being
affected by the 60 -Hz power -line frequency but
allows the high -frequency signal from the multi -
vibrator to pass.

The transmitter is powered by an internal bat-
tery controlled by normally open pushbutton S/.
When the pushbutton is depressed, a burst of 500
kHz is passed into the power line; when the push-
button is released, the output ceases.
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C6

DI
1N4009

KI

B

R6 R8
10K 68K

2N2712

R7
15011

RESET

0 LATCH S2
Of MODE 02

2N2712
RIO
33K

R9
68K

RI 2

PARTS LIST

C1,C2-0.1-µF disc capacitor
C3,C4-0.001-µF disc capacitor
c5,c6--5-pF disc capacitor
C7,C8-100-p,F, 10 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C9 -30-µF 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1,D2-1N4009 diode
IC1-Operational amplifier (Motorola MC -

1433G)
.11,12-Miniature open -circuit phone jacks
KI-Relay, 1750 -ohm coil (Sigma 65F1A-12DC

Or similar)
Q1,Q2-2N2712 transistor
R1,R2-27-ohm
R3,R12-2200-ohm
R4 -10 -ohm
R5 -100,000 -ohm
R6 -10,000 -ohm
R7 -150 -ohm
R8,R9-68,000-ohm
R10,R11-33,000-ohm
R13,R14-680-ohm
S1,S2-S.p.s.t. switch
T1-Filament transformer, secondary 12.6 volts,

300 mA.
Misc.-Plastic case approximately 6" x 31A" x 2"

with cover, line cord, wood -grain contact paper
(optional), terminal strips, mounting hard-
ware, etc.

Note-An etched and drilled PC board for $1.75
or a complete kit of parts for $15.95 is avail-
able from PAIA Electronics, P.O. Box 14359,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114. Postpaid in con-
tinental U.S. Oklahoma residents add 3% tax.

All resistors
Y.4." -watt

C

cilloscope to the prongs of the power -line
cord (either side ground) and depress
the pushbutton, Si. A burst of high -fre-
quency square waves will be seen as long
as the switch is depressed.

Receiver Construction. Construction of
the receiver is straightforward (see Fig.
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Fig. 5. (Left) Actual -size PC
foil pattern for the receiver.

Fig. 6. Install the components
as shown below. This diagram
also shows connections to the
external circuitry. Make sure
that IC1 is properly oriented.

0 02 -.
01/..'t s<< --RID-- ,4; E.1 7 Ti TT T,-gok ac. I ' aC 1 3 R2 RI

TO KI! Ki 'I' -RS ---40-"--.R7 .

R

C3 i C21 CIace( -)1
i i 4 4 4t 4- R8 --

TSOMI (1312 -II' RII if f  a- - it  -R 4 --
S ,2/ Di 5 2 56 T :k1 -- C 4 -it

i C6 \

11C5

11

LINE .11:8)WERLINE

ONTO JUNCTION
OF C7,C8

-TO Gel-)

41.-TO C7(+)

4). However, the use of a printed circuit
board is highly recommended since the
circuit uses an IC-also because the cir-
cuit has a tendency to oscillate if proper
component layout is not followed. A foil
pattern for the board is shown in Fig. 5
and component mounting in Fig. 6. Be
sure the IC is properly oriented before
installing it.

Physical placement of the PC board in
the case, with relation to the other circuit
components, is not critical. In the au -

By using this method of packaging, the transmitter,
battery Bl, and switch Si can fit in a small box.
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thor's prototype, shown in the photo, the
relay, with C9 attached, is at one end and
the power supply components are at the
other end with the PC board in the mid-
dle. Both the POWER switch, 21, and the
MODE switch, 22, are mounted on the
cover with 6" to 8" leads connected to
them.

Drill a small hole at one end of the case
for the power -line cord. Also mount J1
and J2 on the end. These two jacks are
used to connect external circuits and de-
vices to the relay contacts.

The receiver fits very nicely in the

HOW IT WORKS
RECEIVER

The heart of the receiver is an operational
amplifier in an integrated circuit, IC1. Because
of the high-pass filter between the amplifier input
and the power -line connection (Cl, R1, C2, R2,
C3, and R3) and the negative feedback around
the amplifier (C5 and R5), the IC amplifies over
a very narrow frequency range, which is chosen
to match that of the transmitter.

The circuit gain is increased by positive feed-
back from R6 and R7. Capacitor C6 and the
combination of C4 and R4 are used for frequency
compensation and to prevent undesirable circuit
oscillation.

After it is amplified by ICI, the signal is de-
tected by QI, which also acts as a relay driver.
When S2 is in the LATCH position, the output of
QI drives Q2, forming a bistable flip-flop. When
a signal is received, the flip-flop changes state t0
keep the relay energized even if the input signal
is removed. Diode D1 isolates the relay driver
circuit from the IC circuit.
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specified plastic case. As with the trans-
mitter, you can cover the top of the re-
ceiver with wood -grain contact paper.

The power transformer is fastened
down to the case and the remainder of
the power supply components are wired
point-to-point on a pair of terminal strips
suitably located near the transformer.
When wiring to the terminal strips, make
sure that you do not use the lugs con-
nected to the mounting strap ( the ground
lug) as this might make the mounting
screw on the underside of the case "hot"
to ground and cause a shock.

To prevent voltage surges across the
amplifier input each time line power is
applied, S1 is arranged so that it turns
on the power supply without changing
the amplifier input circuit.

To check the receiver operation, con-
nect it and the transmitter to the same
a.c. power circuit. Turn the receiver on,
place the MODE switch on LATCH, and
depress the transmitter pushbutton. The
receiver relay should pick up. Turn the
MODE switch to RESET. The relay
should drop out when the transmitter
pushbutton is released. Once the relay is
picked up and the MODE switch is on
LATCH, the relay should not drop out
when the pushbutton is released.

Applications. The list of uses for the
Wired Wireless is practically endless.
Signalling systems represent probably
the simplest application. In most systems
of this type, you will want to use the
normally open contacts of the receiver

relay to activate a bell, buzzer or elec-
tronic alarm such as a Mallory "Son -
alert." Power for an alarm with a current
drain of 20 mA or less may be tapped
from the receiver's internal 18 -volt power
supply but for devices requiring more
current you will need an external power
source.

The receiver can be used in the latch
mode if the external circuit is to operate
continuously once a signal is received. If
the receiver is to operate only when the
transmitter is activated, use the reset
mode. If you are sure that only the reset
mode is desired, you can eliminate 52,
R9, R10, R11, R12, and Q2 from the re-
ceiver circuit. With this modification, the
latch mode is entirely eliminated.

The Wired Wireless also makes an
ideal general-purpose remote control unit
for house or farm. A coffee pot in the
kitchen or lights and machinery in an
outbuilding may be controlled by a suit-
able power relay energized through the
receiver's relay contacts. If you want a
push-on/push-off type of operation, the
receiver may be used in the reset mode
with K1's contacts activating an impulse
relay. For sequencing operations, a step-
ping relay can be controlled.

Because of the low cost of the trans-
mitter and the elimination of connecting
wires, the Wired Wireless is perfect for
burglar or fire alarm applications when
it is desired to have a number of sensors
in different locations.

Sensors. A wide variety of sensors

Fig. 7. Here are a couple
of suggested sensors. The
photoelectric system (A)
can be used to protect an
opening such as a door or
window, while the system
shown in (B) is the clas-
sic break -wire approach.

TO
PCB-

TO BI -
(A)

TO
PCB -

BREAK WIRE LOOP
(SEE TEXT)

TO BI -
(B)
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POWER
SUPPLY

COMPONENTS

TI

C9

JI

J2 The receiver is larger than the
transmitter and contains a pow-
er supply. The relay outputs are
terminated by J1 and J2 at rear.

other than the simple pushbutton-may
be used to trigger the transmitter. For in-
stance, for a burglar alarm, a normally
closed pressure -sensitive switch can be
placed so that its contacts are held open
by the pressure of a door or window.
Then, when the door is opened, the switch
closes and turns on the transmitter. You
will want to use an input jack on the
transmitter (in parallel with S1) so that
the switch can be plugged in. Since the
door may be closed again after entry, the
latch mode of operation is the logical
choice for the receiver. Additional
switches may be wired in parallel to
guard more than one door or window and
additional transmitters may be placed in
other rooms or buildings.

If you want to guard an entry that has
no door, you can use a photoelectric sen-
sor such as that shown in Fig. 7A. Place
a light source so that it shines on the
photocell and so that the beam is broken
by an intruder. Enclose the photocell in a
5 -dram pill bottle which has been painted
flat black on the inside to protect it from
ambient light.

To adjust this type of system, block
the light from the photocell and place the
sensitivity control at its high -resistance
end. Then slowly decrease the resistance
until the alarm sounds. To increase bat-

tery life, use the brightest light source
practical and the highest setting of the
sensitivity potentiometer that will give
proper operation. Red filters may be used
with the light source if desired. Since the
photosensor will cause the transmitter to
send a signal only while the light beam
is actually interrupted, the latch mode of
receiver operation should be used.

It is difficult to set up a light beam
to cover a large area such as a field or
an oddly shaped room. For this purpose,
a break -wire type of sensor can often be
used to advantage. A simple sensor of
this type which may be built into the
transmitter or plugged into it through
an optional jack is shown in Fig. 7B. The
breakable loop may be a piece of thin
wire ( #30 or smaller) suspended a few
inches above the ground or it can consist
of conducting foil on a window pane.
Large pieces of electronic or similar
equipment may be protected using this
scheme if the wire loop is replaced by a
shorting bar on the bottom of the equip-
ment. The bar completes a circuit be-
tween two contacts on the workbench.
As soon as the equipment is moved, the
circuit is broken and the alarm is acti-
vated. Any number of loops may be used
but make sure that they are all in series
with one another.
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Rad a PSYCH -ANALYZER
CHECK EMOTIONS AND SENSIBILITIES
BY GALVANIC SKIN RESISTANCE

AFTER
SEEING the latest adventures

of your favorite TV detective, have
you ever wished you had a lie detector
of your own? You could check your
friends' psyches-determine their likes,
dislikes, phobias, and idiosyncrasies!
You can do it with the "Psych -Analyzer"
-a device that's easy to construct and
will provide you and your friends with
many entertaining (and maybe reveal-
ing) hours.

The term "lie detector" is actually a
misnomer. The Psych -Analyzer can only
detect and display variations in the elec-
trical resistance of the subject's skin.
Such variations are directly related to
physiological fluctuations caused by emo-
tional stress and are beyond the control
of the subject; hence, psychologists call

BY ROBERT E. DEVINE

them "autonomous." It is the examiner's
job to observe and interpret the re-
sponses. Detecting a lie requires skill in
the interpretation.

The professional lie detector (best
known in the Keeler polygraph) simul-
taneously measures and records several
parameters of physiological response
that are known to fluctuate under emo-
tional stress. These include blood pres-
sure, depth and rate of breathing, pulse
rate, and skin resistance. Of these, the
most easily observed and the most dra-
matic in its dependability is the skin re-
sistance in the palm of the hand. It is
this meandering value of resistance that
the Psych -Analyzer detects and displays
-the significance is complex. Only a pro-
fessional psychologist could determine
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Fig. 1. The low-level d.c. error signal generated in the bridge is
amplified by the high -gain IC amplifier and displayed on the meter.

PARTS LIST
B1 -B3 -9 -volt bats r\.
C1 -0.05-µF capacitor
C2 -0.005-µF capacitor
C3-200-pF capacitor
D1,D2-1N4004 (or any silicon diode)
1C1-Integrated circuit (Fairchild µA709C). See

text.
11-Modified closed-circuit jack. See text.
M1-0-1-mA meter with series resistor (2500 to

3000 ohms) to measure 3 volts.
R1 -75,000 -ohm, Y2 -watt resistor
R2 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer

R3,R4--1000-ohm, Y2 -watt resistor
RS-I-mega:in potentiometer ( miniature

preferred)
R6 -240,000 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R7 -1800 -ohm, /2 -watt resistor
R8 -82 -ohm, %-watt resistor
R9 -10,000 -ohm, %-watt resistor
S1-D.p.s.t. switch
Misc.-Eight-pin TO -S socket ( for 1C1), two 1" -

square pieces of heavy copper or two large
foreign coins, pair of bicycle clips, length of
insulated wire, battery clips (3), case as de-
sired, mounting hardware, etc.

the true meaning-in the meantime, have
some fun!

V
Construction. The complete schematic

iff the Psych -Analyzer is shown in Fig.
;Since it is basically a d.c. amplifier
,'cl problems due to lead length or place-
ent are not likely to occur, the project

lends itself to breadboard -type construc-
tion. Interfering high frequencies, caused
by r.f. pickup, are bypassed to ground
at the output of the bridge. Before final
packaging, a conventional VOM, VTVM,
or TVM switched to its 2.5- or 3 -volt
range can be used to test the circuit in-
stead of the regular output meter.

To insure a neat finished product, how-
ever, and to avoid inadvertent wiring
errors, it is preferable to use an etched
circuit board ( shown actual size in Fig.
2). Once the board is complete, all corn -
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ponents except /C/ can be installed as
shown in Fig. 3. The IC is mounted in an
8 -pin, TO -5 socket that fits into the hole
drilled in the circuit board. Notch out a
small indentation in the board for the
socket locating projection, noting that
this projection is at pin 8 of the IC. The
tab on the IC is also located at pin 8.
Push -fit the IC socket into the hole and
solder the leads to the adjacent solder
pads of the foil. When soldering the
components, take care not to use exces-
sive heat as this can damage diodes D1
and D2.

Before installing /C/ in its socket, its
leads should be trimmed down to ap-
proximately 1/4" in length. Do not use a
conventional side cutter for this purpose
since the cutting force of typical side cut-
ters can damage the IC. Common wire
strippers, hinged like a pair of scissors
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Fig. 2. Actual -size printed board foil layout. You
can create this circuit on pert board if desired.

R2

TO
RS

TO
SI

Fig. 3. Install the components as shown here. Note
that J1 is arranged to close when plug is inserted.

and having a relatively gentle cutting
action, should be used.

A jack, for J1, that has one contact
that closes when the mating plug is in-
serted may be difficult to find. You can
use a jack that has a normally closed
circuit and modify it so that it fits the
circuit as shown in Fig. 1. Just be sure
before you buy the jack that it is a type
that can be modified ( by bending the top
contact so that it is on the bottom).

Any type of d.c. voltmeter capable of
indicating to 2.5 or 3 volts can be used
for Ml. If you use a 1-mA ammeter, in-
sert a 2500 -3000 -ohm resistor in series
with the meter to convert it to a suit-
able voltmeter.

At the time of the writing of this ar-
ticle, the price of the 1.1A709C varied
over wide limits. If you buy this from an
electronics distributor selling either Fair-
child or ITT versions, you may expect
to pay up to $10.00. However, it is our
understanding that low-cost 709C Op
Amps are available from PolyPaks, P.O.
Box 942, South Lynnfield, MA 01940.
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Just be sure to get a TO -5 packaged
version.

Any type of case can be used to house
the analyzer. Mount meter Ml, NULL
control R2, power switch Sl, and jack J1
on the front panel. Although the author
mounted SENSITIVITY control R5 on
the back panel, it also can be mounted
on the front if desired. Control R5 should
be marked LO when its rotor is away
from R6, HI with its rotor adjacent to
R6, and MED in the middle.

The batteries can be mounted on one
wall of the chassis, using strips of alumi-
num to secure them in place. Mount the
PC board using standoffs.

Electrodes. The electrodes are made
from pieces of 1" -square, Ye -thick cop-
per slightly rounded with a ball -peen
hammer so that they are convex to fit
the palm of the hand. You can also use
two large foreign coins (such as Mexican
20 -centavo pieces). Although copper is
preferred for the electrodes, the large
coins will work. (Note that the elec-
trodes must be kept clean during use.
Polish them occasionally with a piece
of fine sandpaper, especially if the cop-
per or other metal gets to be dark or
oxidized.

Solder a small U-shaped bracket to
the concave side of the electrode to hold
one end of the clamp. The clamps hold
the electrodes snugly in the palms of the
hand and are made from a pair of bicycle
pants clips, available at bike supply
shops. The spring tempering at one end
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of each clip must be removed through
heat treatment. Using any form of heat
(gas stove, blowtorch, etc.) heat one end
(for an inch or less) of each clip until
it is cherry red, then allow it to cool
slowly. After it has cooled, insert this
end under the U-shaped bracket allowing
about 1/4" to protrude. Make a sharp
bend on this small tip so that the clip
cannot come out of the bracket. When
this is done, the electrode should be able
to pivot freely on the end of the clip and
position itself automatically in the palm
of the hand. The remainder of each clip
can be bent so that the electrodes fit
snugly in the hands. For comfort and to
insulate the back of the hand, cover the
clips with cambric tubing.

To connect the electrodes to the de-
tector, use a 2 -to -4 -ft piece of two -wire
cable and separate the two leads at one
end for about 1 foot. Solder one wire to
each electrode and put a male plug on
the other end to mate with J1. No wiring
polarity need be observed. At the elec-
trode end, secure the wire to the cam-
bric -covered clip to prevent its being ac-
cidentally torn loose from the electrode.

Testing. Even if power switch S1 is in
the ON position, the amplifier section
does not have an output if the bridge cir-
cuit is not energized. This is done by in-
serting the electrode plug into J1. Never
leave the electrodes plugged in even if
S1 is turned off, since the bridge circuit
power is automatically applied whenever
the plug is inserted. To shut off the de-

Lengths of insulated tubing can be used
to create neat -looking cabling between
the PC board and front -panel compo-
nents. Use wires of different colors for
each lead to facilitate signal tracing.
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tector completely, place S1 in the OFF
position and remove the electrode plug.

To check system performance, tempo-
rarily clip a fixed resistor of 50,000 or
100,000 ohms between the electrodes. In-
sert the electrode plug in .11. Place the
SENSITIVITY control on LO and the
NULL control near its mid -scale posi-
tion. When you turn S1 on, rotating R2
should cause the meter needle to swing
smoothly from zero to full scale. A
75,000 -ohm resistor will cause the meter
to indicate zero with the NULL control
near its center of travel.

If the system works all right so far,
pinch both sides of the temporary resis-
tor with the thumb and forefinger of each
hand. This reduces the effective resis-
tance and should make the meter indi-
cate up scale. If the indication is down
scale, check the polarity of the meter
connections or the battery connections
to the bridge circuit.

Rotating R5 to MED or HI increases
the sensitivity proportionately. In actual
practice, it is seldom necessary to use
high sensitivity unless the subject has
extremely high skin resistance or ab-
normally low emotional activity.

Unplug the electrodes and turn S1 off.
Always do this if the detector is to be

Using the Psych -Analyzer. To protect
the meter from unnecessary overload,
before using the analyzer, set the NULL
control (R2) near its center of rotation,
set the SENSITIVITY control at MED,
and place the electrodes on the subject's
palms.

With the subject seated comfortably,
an electrode on each palm, insert the
plug into jack J1 and turn on the power
switch. Bring the meter needle to a point
just above zero by use of the NULL con-
trol. Hereafter, aside from "noise" due
to a change in the pressure of the elec-
trodes against the subject's skin or any
slight motion of the subject's muscles,
all meter movements represent bona fide
changes in skin resistance. From time to
time you will have to re -zero the meter
as the absolute level of skin resistance
changes slightly. Generally speaking, the
absolute level represents the subject's
state of arousal.

There are innumerable stimuli that
will cause a subject to react and start an
1970 Spring Edition

internal chain reaction beyond his con-
trol. The end result is an upward swing
of the meter signifying a decrease in skin
resistance. The stimulus can be conveyed
through touch or sound or any of the
other senses, but the most dramatic re-
action-particularly for aural stimuli-
will result from a stimulus that has
strong emotional attachments ( the
names of loved ones, for instance) or
that is distasteful ( taboo words).

The expectation of stimulus can also
cause an indication on the analyzer. For
instance, clang two pieces of metal to-
gether, and the subject will almost in-
variably exhibit a large response. After
things have returned to normal (30 to
60 seconds) pretend to make the same
noise again but stop just short of doing
so. The response will be almost as great
as before.

A point of interest is the latency or
delay between the occurrence of a stimu-
lus and the meter response. One authori-
ty in the field claims that the latency is
1.7 seconds for an aural stimulus and 2.1
seconds for a visual stimulus. If you
have a stopwatch, you can check this.

Another authority has a theory about

HOW IT WORKS-ELECTRONICALLY
The circuit of the Psych -Analyzer is divided

into three sections: a measurement bridge, a d.c.
amplifier, and an output indicator.

The bridge is made up of R1, R2, and the sub-
ject's skin resistance. Resistor R1 corresponds to
the known resistor of a Wheatstone bridge, while
the skin resistance is the unknown. The output
voltage of the bridge is nulled by rotation of R2
to balance the bridge. If, after the bridge is bal-
anced, the resistance of the subject's skin varies,
the bridge is unbalanced, and a d.c. voltage ap-
pears on the arm of R2. This low-level d.c. signal
is amplified by the operational amplifier ICI.
Capacitor Cl is used to bypass unwanted a.c. sig-
nals that may be induced into the circuit from
stray power -line pickup or r.f. from nearby radio
stations.

To protect the IC from excessive input, series
resistors R3 and R4 limit the current flow and
diodes DI and D2 reduce transients by limiting
the input level to 0.6 volts. (Incidentally, there
are 15 transistors in the 1C1, TO -5 -size case.)

The operational amplifier is used to perform
certain mathematical operations in computer ap-
plications. The amplifier gain can be controlled by
varying the amount of feedback from output to
input (pin 6 to pin 2). This is done by varying
the setting of R5.

The resistor -capacitor circuit (C2 -R7) between
pins 1 and 8 and capacitor C3 between the out-
put and pin 5 are used for frequency compensa-
tion. Resistor R8 protects the IC against overload
damage if the output is accidentally shortened.

The voltmeter has a 1000 -ohm -per -volt move-
ment with a 0 -to -3 -volt scale.
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HOW IT WORKS-PHYSIOLOGICALLY
In 1888, a scientist named Fere found that if

he attached an electrode to each forearm of a
human subject and connected these electrodes in
series with a weak source of d.c. and a galvanom-
eter, the galvanometer needle would have rapid,
upscale deflections when the subject was emo-
tionally stimulated. The phenomenon is still
sometimes referred to as the Fere effect, but is
now more commonly called GSR, galvanic skin
response (or resistance). Most electronics ex-
perimenters have noted this effect when they
hold the leads of an ohmmeter in their hands.

Tests have shown that the GSR effect is actu-
ally strongest in the palms of the hands and soles
of the feet, the back of the hand and wrist being
less responsive. In 1929, another scientist (Rich-
ter) noted that the GSR effect disappears when
the electrodes pierce the skin.

It would be natural to assume that the GSR ef-
fect is a function of the amount of perspiration on
the skin, a common indication of emotional stress.
Although this might play a small part, it is not
the whole answer. Experiments have shown that,
if two small pieces of toweling are soaked in
warm salt water (to simulate heavy perspiration )
and placed between the skin and the electrode,
the GSR effect does not disappear.

Since there is still no absolute explanation of
the GSR effect, feel free to form your own
opinion.

latency when taboo words are used. By
mixing pleasing words with unpleasant
ones he discovered that the latency was
much greater with the unpleasant ones.
He attributes this to "fear of punish-
ment." Although his subjects were col-
lege students, he felt that they uncon-
sciously put up a defense (inbred from
childhood) against these forbidden words
and therefore took longer to recognize
them. You will also find that a subject's
response declines with repeated stimuli
122 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK

The three 9 -volt batteries
are supported by clips at
one end of the oversize
pert board. Although the
author mounted R5 (sensi-
tivity control) on rear,
it could just as well be
mounted on the front panel.

R5

of the same nature-a matter of adapta-
tion on his part. A period of rest will
restore the subject to his previous state
of reaction.

As mentioned previously, the absolute
level of skin resistance at any particular
time represents a measure of general
activation or arousal. This is sometimes
referred to as Base Line Conductance.
(Conductance is the inverse of resist-
ance.) The base is high (high conduct-
ance and low resistance) when the sub-
ject is wide awake and alert and low
when he is drowsy or asleep.

An easy way to determine the validity
of the Psych -Analyzer as a lie detector

(Continued on page 153)

Each electrode should fit snugly in the palm of the
hand. The modified bicycle -clip clamp should be in-
sulated with tubing to provide electrical isolation.



B"'" SIDT-CAN

WIN BMW
A FINISH -LINE

JUDGE
THAT CAN'T
BE TRICKED

BY W. T. LEMEN

V ISUAL determination of the winner
v in a close, fast slot -car race is al-
most impossible-the usual result is a
heated discussion between the two par-
ticipants. What you need is a photo-
electric "Win Detector" that will end all
the arguments by detecting the winner
even if the two cars are separated by
only 1/32 of an inch. You can build one
from an integrated circuit (IC) and two
fast -acting photo pickups mounted under
the track at the finish line.

The Win Detector uses its own battery
and works in normal room lighting-the
winner is indicated by a glowing lamp.
Because only a single switch controls
the operation, the Win Detector can be
used by small fry easily and safely.
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Fig. 1. The IC contains two independent circuits whose external components
are arranged so that, when one of the two circuits operates, the other is
automatically deactivated. This insures that only one track is winner.

PARTS LIST
B1 -13.5 -volt battery ( Burgess X X9 or similar)
C1,C2-5-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1,D2-1N754 zener diode
D3,D4-1N5059 diode
11,12 -14 -volt lamp (#330) with suitable holder

(Dialco 0931-502)
1C1-Integrated circuit (RCA CA -3018 or AD

2114)
PC1,PC2-Photoresistor (Clairrx CL903A or

similar)
R1 -100,000 -ohm potentiometer
R2 -25,000 -ohm printed -circuit potentiometer

(Mallory MTC)

R3,R4-10,000-ohm, 4 -watt resistor
R5,R6-220-ohm, 3/4 -watt resistor
Sl-S.p.s.t. slide switch
SCR1, SCR2-Silicon controlled rectifier (Texas

Instruments TIC -47)
Misc.-Plastic case 4" x 2N" x 1 9/16" (Harry

Davies #220); 1/16" aluminum panel 33/4"
x 23/4"; length of three -conductor cable; 4"
fiber spacers (2); battery connector; 3/4" di-
ameter fiber tubes 7/16" long (2) and wood
block for photo pickups; knob; mounting hard-
ware; etc.

Construction. The circuit for the Win
Detector is shown in Fig. 1. Most of the
components are mounted on the printed
circuit board whose foil pattern is shown
in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows how the com-
ponents are located. Observe the polari-
ties on diodes and capacitors. To install
the IC, make a "spider" formation of its
leads, bending them about Yin" below
the case so that they go out radially.
Then about %G" out from the case
bend them down again so that they fit
in the holes of the circuit board. Note
that leads 2 and 10 of /C/ are not used
and that a mounting hole is provided for
pin 2 to keep the IC properly located.
Lead 10 can be cut short at the case.
The tab on the IC is located at lead 12
and the other leads are numbered clock -
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wise from there looking at the case from
the bottom.

After forming the leads of the IC into
a spider, insert it on the board, making
sure that the orientation is correct. Also
be sure that the SCR's are properly ori-
ented. Connections to the panel -mounted
components are also shown in Fig. 3.

The Win Detector can be mounted in
any type of chassis. Parts placement and
circuit layout are not critical. If you
want to duplicate the author's prototype,
make the metal front plate according
to the diagram in Fig. 4. It can be fabri-
cated from a piece of Me" aluminum.
Conventional dry transfer lettering can
be used to make an attractive panel.
Mount S1, R1, 11, and 12 on the metal
panel and wire them to the circuit board
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit
board can be made from
this actual -size pattern.
The number "one" on the
IC pattern is for pin 1.

allowing enough wire to mount the board
about 3./1" below the panel. Cut a small
hole in the side of the plastic box to
accommodate the three leads to the pho-
to pickups. The three -conductor cable
between the chassis and the photo -pickup
assembly can be any reasonable length.

Attach the circuit board to the front
panel using a pair of 34" insulated (fiber)
spacers and appropriate hardware. The
battery should fit inside the plastic case
between the board and one long wall of
the case.

The design of the photo -pickup assem-
bly is contingent on the physical layout
of the track you are using. If your fin-
ish line can be made to be at a raised
portion of the track, you can use the
layout shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the
only two dimensions not given in the

diagram are the width of the overall
wooden block and the center -to -center
distance between the two 1 t" holes. The
block should be cut to fit snugly under
and between the track edges at the fin-
ish line and the 1/4" holes should be
spaced so that they are directly under
the centers of the lanes. Press fit the
photo pickups into the fiber tubes; then
fit the fiber tubes into the 1/4" holes in
the wooden block.

Connect the three leads from the elec-
tronic assembly to the photo pickups as
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. Solder and
insulate these leads to prevent acciden-
tal loosening or shorting. The photo -
pickup assembly can be attached to the
track now. A three -terminal disconnect
plug may be used between the detector
and pickups to permit the track to be

Fig. 3. Once the board has been made, install the various com
ponents as shown here. Observe polarity of diodes and capacitors.
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disconnected from the detector for sto-
rage.

For the more common plastic tracks,
drill 114" -diameter holes adjacent to each
track pin slot so that the car must pass
over the hole to block the ambient light.
Mount the two photo pickups, one at each
track, and secure them in place with ce-
ment. Wire the pickups to the electronic
assembly as described above.

12 Interior of the author's
prototype. Access to R2
is through a small hole

TO in the metal front panel.
BI

PHOTO
PICKUP
ASSEMBLY

Operation. With the slot -car track in
position, be sure that the photo -pickup
assembly is in unobstructed light. Place
the RESET switch, Sl, in the ON posi-
tion and set GAIN control R1 to its
maximum. One of the lights should come
on. With R1 at maximum, flip Si be-
tween the OFF and ON positions, simul-
taneously adjusting R2 (through the
hole in the cover) until one light or the

v8.1 5/32"

3 3/4"
11/5e-I

0
(k)/7/16"DIA

( 2 )

+43,-

1/8" D IA
(8 )

10

2 5/8":)'
1/4"D1A

(2)

-.15/161'/.2Z+ 1-- 5/16"

7/8.1

5i8"

1/8"

1- V8"

7; 1

2-5/8"
Fig. 4. Although any mechani-
cal layout can be used, you
can duplicate the author's
front panel with these details.

Lengths of opaque tape
are used to narrow the
field of view of the two
cells for more accuracy.
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BLACK PAPER
GLUED TO
PHOTO PICKUP
BLOCK

its

SLOT FOR
WIRES

I/4"HOLE(2)

I/4"FIBER TUBE

--.-PHOTOCELL

Fig. 5. If you have a raised track, make the photo -
pickup assembly as shown here. If you have a plas-
tic track, mount the photocells in drilled holes.

other comes on when Si is on. It is possi-
ble to balance the system so accurately
that both lights come on. Back off on
R1 until operation of S1 does not cause
either light to come on.

Test the system by passing your hand
across the photo pickups in one direc-
tion (causing one light to come on).
Then reset the system and pass your
hand over the block in the other direc-
tion to turn the other light on. You may
have to adjust the setting of the GAIN
control for best operation. Once a light
comes on, it will remain on regardless of

HOW IT WORKS
The electronic portion of the 1 in Detector is

essentially two balanced amplifiers (within one
IC) with photo pickups as sensors and indicator
lights driven by SCR's.

Photo pickups PC1 and PC2 are connected to
the bases of the two input transistors of ICJ
through zener diodes D1 and D2. The pickups
are connected to battery B1 through the balanc-
ing potentiometer R2 and the gain potentiometer
Ri. The balance control adjusts for lighting
changes and circuit differences.

In operation, Ri is adjusted (after the circuit
is balanced) so that the potential at either zener
is just slightly below its firing level. A reduction
in the amount of light reaching either pickup
causes an increase in its resistance and raises the
potential on the zener diode to which it is con-
nected. This causes the zener to break down and
provide a signal at the input to the IC.

The outputs of the IC (pins 1 and 4) are con-
nected as emitter followers with R3 and R4 as
their loads. The voltages at pins 1 and 4 are
normally zero. When either amplifier has an in-
put from its photo pickup, its output fires the
associated SCR and turns on the indicator light.
The IC outputs are connected to the SCR's
through current -limiting resistors R5 and R6
and blocking diodes D3 and D4.

Note that the positive supply for each half of
the IC is taken from the junction of each lamp
and its associated SCR and not from the battery.
These points are normally positive when the
lamps are off, but the potential drops to zero
when the SCR conducts. In this way, when either
lamp turns on, the power to the opposite channel
is cut off so that it cannot be energized. There-
fore, the first channel to operate shuts down the
other one, providing a definite indication of the
winner.

Capacitors C/ and C2 are transient filters
which assure turn off of the SCR's when the RE-
SET switch is operated.

any other pass of the hand ( or slot car)
until the RESET switch is operated.

If you are using undersized slot cars
or if you want faster triggering, reduce
the values of capacitors C/ and C2.

After photocells are
wired together, they are
friction fitted into the
two holes drilled into a
wooden block. The slot
accommodates 3 wires.
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For Your
Guitar...

CA
Compression

Sustainer
MAKE MUSIC LIKE THE GREATEST

Having trouble competing with the top
guitarists and bassists? The chances

are your instrument doesn't have the
lazy, sustained sound that is mandatory
these days. Fuzztone doesn't always help
since it is unsuitable for chording and,
quite often, the distortion it produces
on a solo isn't wanted.

How do the stars do it? For one thing,
they use plenty of volume; but volume
is expensive (even counting only the
ruptured speakers and eardrums). A
much better way to get all the sound
you want is to build a compression sus-
tainer.

The sustainer brings up the level of
the soft, low-level passages; the softer
you play, the more it amplifies. All the
little instrument nuances feed into the
amplifier at the same volume as the loud-
est chords you play. Because of the com-
pressing action, when a note starts to de-
cay, the amplification goes up. This
128

BY CRAIG ANDERTON

characteristic is what produces sustain.
Best of all, the unit is physically small,
self -powered, and can be built for around
$20 if you don't have a suitable compres-
sor or for less than $5 for extra parts
if you do.

The compressor the author used was
featured in the Winter 1969 ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK, in the ar-
ticle "Add Comply to Your Tape Record-
er." Of all the compressors the author
tried, the Comply unit is the most prac-
tical in terms of size, noise figure, and
smooth compressing action. But a few
modifications must be made before it can
be used for a musical instrument.

It is doubtful that you would require
compression all the time ( although, after
using this device for a while, you may)
so a means must be included for switch-
ing it in and out. A foot -switch is pref-
erable. The packaging must be excep-
tionally sturdy, not only to survive the
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INPUT

SI 81
9V

'COMPLY'
RI » MODULE

MI

CT

J2
OUTPUT

Fig. 1. Compressor circuit is built around Comply
module, and aside from foot -operated switch, uses
same components. One position of S2 bypasses the
Comply, and the other position introduces sustain.

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt battery
C7-On Comply module
.1112-Open-circuit phone jack
All-Comply module (see EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK, Winter '69)*
R1,R9-On Comply module
SI-On Comply module with RI
S2-Heavy-duty s.p.d.t. foot -operated switch
Misc.-Heavy-duty metal enclosure approximate-

ly 8" x 2/2" x 2" (optional, see text) or
simple metal enclosure and small, but strong
metal box for footswitch (see text), connect-
ing cable, battery holder, mounting hardware.

*A complete kit of parts for the original Comply
module including circuit board, pre -punched
cabinet, all components, hardware, wire and
solder, but less battery is available for $19.50,
postpaid from Caringella Electronics, Inc., P.O.
Box 327, Upland, CA 91786.

rigors of road travel but also to with-
stand the pressure from the footswitch.

The switching circuit used with the
Comply unit is shown in Fig. 1. This ar-
rangement produces no annoying clicks
in the amplifier output.

The author built his version in a metal
box, strong enough to take foot -switch
punishment. You can build the sustainer
in a lighter weight box and use a smaller,
stronger box to house the foot -switch. B

RI

Construction. Packaging the compres-
sor can be accomplished in one of two
ways. The first is to mount the entire
subsystem in a very strong metal box
with the footswitch (S2) on the top and
the other controls and input-output jacks
on either the sides or ends. Since this
scheme requires an exceptionally strong
metal box, you may prefer the second

OUT

BOOK

500pF

Fig. 2. If you feel that the guitar bass
is a little too pronounced, add this sim-
ple adjustable bass -cut filter to the
circuit. The pot determines bass level.

method. In this approach, the compres-
sor is built in a conventional aluminum
or sheet metal enclosure and the foot -
switch is mounted in a small, strong metal
box that can take the punishment. A
cable is then used to connect the foot -
switch to the electronics package.

Assemble the compressor as described
in the previous article (see Parts List).
Mount the input jack (J1), the input
level control (RI with attached power on -

(Continued on page 152)

COMPLY
MODULE
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BUILD YOUR OWN POWER SUPPLY
A

B

(A1

M ANY READERS have asked us to
print a circuit design for a power

supply that would be simple yet would
provide the unusual d.c. voltages that
may be required in experiments and
project constructions involving semi-
conductors. In answer to these requests,
we suggest a circuit given in the RCA
Solid -State Hobby Circuits Manual.
(The handbook is available at most
electronics parts distributors for $1.75.)

Four building-block circuits are de-
scribed-two transformer -rectifier units,
a series regulator, and a shunt regu-
lator. By using the proper transformer
voltage and regulator, you can build a
supply for any one of eleven voltages

II7VAC

*SEE TABLE

*
TI

(B)

CI*
B

as shown in the table. The manual also
describes circuit refinements and elabo-
rations for building continuously vari-
able supplies for the same voltage
ranges.

The transformer -rectifier circuit
shown at A can be used for power sup -

(0)

130

*SEE TABLE

511,5W
(ADJUST FOR

VOLTAGE
UNDER LOAD)

*SEE TABLE

plies delivering 15 volts or less, while
that at B is for 3- to 35 -volt outputs.
Below 15 volts, take your pick-two
less rectifier diodes are required for cir-
cuit A.

The series regulator shown at C is
for supplies delivering at least 6 volts;
below 6 volts, use the shunt regulator,
circuit D.

In any case, use a one -ampere fuse in
the transformer primary. The trans-
former should have a 117 -volt primary
and a 1 -ampere secondary rating at the
voltage given in the table. A check of
your electronics catalogs will show a
number of transformers that fill the
bill.

FIXED POWER SUPPLY DESIGN TABLE

0. C. TRANSFORMER Cl REGU- Dl RI

OUTPUT SECONDARY pF/VOLTS LATOR VOLTAGE OHMS/

VOLTAGE VOLTAGE MINIMUM CIRCUIT RATING WATTS

(A) (II)

3 12.6 6.3

4.5 12.6 6.3

6 20 10

6 20 10

9 30 15

10 30 15

12 30 15

15 40 20
18 - 22.5

20 - 28.5

29 - 38

35 - 40

2500/10
2500/10
4000/15
4000/15
4000/15
4000/25
4000/25
2500/50
2500/50

2500/50

2500/50

2500/75

D *
D 3.3
D 4.7
C 7.5
C 10
C 11
C 13
C 16
C 9.1 and

10 in
series

C 11 and
11 in
series

C 15 and
15 in
series

C 36

5/5
5/5
5/5

390/1/2

820/1/2

680/1/2

330/1/2

680/1/2

1000/1/2

470/1/2

1200/1/2

680/1/2

*Use 3 forward -biased SIC3020 in series
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BUILD A

POWER

INVERTER

117 volts a.c. from

your car battery

BY JON COLT

ALTHOUGH
most of us live in a 117-

volt 60 -Hz world, there are many-
campers, boat owners, long-distance
truck drivers, and trailer dwellers, for
example-whose only source of power is
12 volts d.c. One of the biggest draw-
backs in the use of low -voltage d.c. pow-
er is the cost of appliances and equip-
ment which operate on such power. Equip-
ment that uses 117 volts a.c. is much
lower in cost and more readily available.

With the Power Inverter described
here, you can change your world from
d.c. to a.c. and, if you like, shave in your
car using an ordinary electric shaver.

The Power Inverter, whose schematic
is shown in Fig. 1, takes 12 -volt d.c. from
a battery and delivers approximately 117
volts at nearly 60 Hz. (Actual voltage
and frequency depend on the load.) Its
100 -watt load capability can handle most
common appliances.

Construction. Although almost any rea-
sonably strong case can be used ( trans-
former T2 weighs slightly more than 6
pounds), the author used a 6" X 5" met-
al enclosure, with four rubber feet on the
bottom.

If you want to duplicate this unit, use
the photo above as a guide for the front
panel. The pilot light is used to indicate'

when the inverter is running, and is op-
tional. The two power -input binding posts
are also optional-a pair of heavy leads
capable of carrying 10 or 11 amperes
from the battery to the inverter could be
used (14 gauge minimum recommend-
ed). The holes immediately above the
two power outlets (S01 and 202) are for
the use of devices with three -prong plugs.

One transistor is mounted on each side
of the U-shaped case. Use a shoulder in-
sulator and a solder lug at one collector
( case) terminal on each transistor and
make sure that the base and emitter
holes provide plenty of clearance. Each
transistor must be insulated from the
metal case by a mica washer, with sili-
cone grease on both sides. Mount the
various components and install the two
transformers with the heavier T2 on the
bottom of the chassis and T1 on the top.
Wire the inverter in accordance with Fig.
1. The wires going to the transistor emit-
ters and collectors should be at least 18
gauge and should be flexible since they
go to a demountable portion of the case.
Clip the transistor base and emitter leads
to about ',V. In soldering to the transis-
tor leads use a heat sink ( such as long -
nose pliers) to keep the body of the
transistor from overheating and being
severely damaged.
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02SO

i I

BPI6+ -681.2

Fig. 1. A basic low -frequency (approximately 60 Hz), 100 -watt power oscil-
lator, the inverter also has dual power position to save drain on the battery.

PARTS LIST

BP1,BP2-5-way bindingpost (optional, see
text)

C1 -0.5-µF, 400 -volt capacitor
F1 -15 -ampere fuse and fuseholder
11-Neon lamp (optional)
Q1,Q2-2N3612 transistor
R1 -7.5 -ohm, 5 -watt resistor
R2 -150 -ohms, 2 -watt resistor
R3 -100,000 -ohm, /2 -watt resistor (optional)
S1-D.p.d.t. 10 -ampere switch
S2-S.p.d.t. switch
S01,S02-117-volt power receptacle, chassis

mounting (one is optional)

TI-Filament transformer, 117 -volt primary,
6.3 -volt. 1.2 -ampere secondary

T2-Rectifier transformer ( Knight 54A2333)*
Misc.-6" x 5" x 4" metal case, rubber feet (4)

three -lug terminal strip, silicone grease (Dow
#4 or similar), power transistor mica washer
insulating kit (2), shoulder insulators (2),
solder lugs (2), mounting hardware, length of
18 -gauge insulated flexible wire, length of 14 -
gauge insulated wire pair, automobile cigarette
plug (optional), heavy-duty crocodile clips (2,
optional)

*Available from Allied Electronics, 100 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60680, part number
54A2333, $10.24.

Check-out. If the inverter is to operate
properly (oscillate), the two transform-
ers must be phased. To do this, apply 12
volts d.c. from a 10- to 11 -ampere source,
making sure the polarity is correct; and
connect an incandescent lamp of 60 watts
or so (be sure it is switched on) to either
SO/ or 202. Place S2 in the START po-

sition and turn on Si. If the lamp does
not light immediately, turn the power
off. Reverse the connections of T1 to the
bases of the transistors and try again.
The lamp should come on. Place S2 on
RUN to obtain full output. If the lamp
still does not come on, check fuse F1 and
then the rest of the circuit for faulty

HOW IT WORKS
The operation of the power -oscillator inverter

depends on T2, a conventional power transform-
er with many taps and a tendency to oscillate
near line frequency (60Hz) when connected in
the circuit. Transformer T1 is a filament trans-
former used to provide feedback for the two -
transistor oscillator. The oscillator starting
network is made up of resistors R1 and R2.
Capacitor Cl absorbs the damaging high-energy
spikes which can occur at the transistor collec-
tors under light or no-load conditions.

The taps on the secondary of T2 (and the
switching between them) are used in two dif-
ferent ways. The first use is to improve the effi-
ciency of the circuit. if a filamentary load (con-
ventional lamp) is used, the starting network has
to be much heftier than is necessary to drive a
pure resistive load of the same wattage. This
would normally produce an attendant increase in

constant power loss. A filament has a much lower
resistance when cold than when hot (measured
cold resistance of a 100 -watt bulb is about 10
ohms-calculated hot resistance is about 137
ohms). With S2 in the START position, a heavy
load is reflected back to the primary of T2 as a
much lighter load, giving the inverter a chance
to start. Once these types of loads have started,
S2 is switched to RUN for normal operation. In
this way, S2 permits the use of a much lighter
starting network than would be possible if the
taps on T2 were not available.

The taps on T2 and the switching provided by
S2 also provide a means of reducing the drain on
the battery. With S2 on START, the drain on the
battery is low and any lamp connected to the
load receives lower current than when the switch
is on RUN. Thus, any lamp used with the in-
verter can be considered to be a "two-way" type
and can be operated on "low" when battery con-
servation is important.
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Fig. 2. Output voltage decreases slightly as the
inverter is loaded while the efficiency improves.
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Fig. 3. The output frequency remains reasonably con-
stant as the load varies from minimum to maximum.

Interior of author's prototype.
Any method of construction can
be used as long as you remem-
ber that T2 weighs six pounds,
therefore should be mounted on
the bottom. Locate RI and R2
so that they are air cooled.

RI

1970 Spring Edition

Although output waveform is far from being a sine
wave, it is useful for a number of applications.

components or poor solder connections.
The fuse protects only the vehicle's bat-
tery system because transistors short
out much faster than the fuse can blow.
Therefore, you can't count on the fuse to
protect the transistors if you overload
the inverter.

There are a few precautions that must
be observed to avoid damaging the inver-
ter. First, always provide adequate wir-
ing to the inverter input (capable of car-
rying 11 amperes). Second, never turn
on the inverter without a load connected
to it. Third, always make sure that the
switch on the load is on and avoid a
moderate overload. The inverter can take
a very heavy overload such as a short

(Continued on page 151)
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+
VAR1CAPS

THE WHY'S AND WHEREFORE'S OF
VOLTAGE -VARIABLE CAPACITANCE DIODES

SOME OF the most significant and im-
portant devices in the history of elec-

tronics have been developed in the past
few years. One of these devices is the
voltage -variable capacitance diode; also
referred to as the "varicap" or "varac-
tor" diode.

The varicap (to settle on one conven-
ient name) is the solid-state equivalent
of the conventional tuning ( variable) ca-
pacitor commonly used in radio receivers.
In the consumer market, the varicap is
found in the tuning circuits of r.f. re-
ceiver sections, in a.f.c. circuits, and as
frequency multipliers. (Several of the
top-quality FM receiver manufacturers
are employing varicap tuning, usually
providing multi -station pushbutton tun-
ing, and at least one varicap TV tuner is
available.)

A varicap-potentiometer tuning circuit
has several important advantages. It is
more compact, lighter in weight, and
more rugged than the conventional tun-
ing capacitor. In addition, fabrication of
the varicap is less critical ( to provide a
134
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predetermined capacitance range) than
the capacitor.

The varicap is actually a semiconduc-
tor diode. But it differs from the ordi-
nary diode in that it is specifically de-
signed to function as a capacitor under
the right conditions. To see how this is
accomplished, a brief review of capacitor
fundamentals and p -n junction semicon-
ductor physics is in order.

In its simplest form, a conventional
fixed capacitor consists of two conduc-
tive plates separated by an insulator (di-
electric) as shown in Fig. 1. When a d.c.
voltage is applied to the plates, current
flows until the capacitor charges up to
the applied voltage level. A change in the
amplitude, or a reversal of the polarity,
of the applied voltage does not affect the
value of the capacitor.

To change the value of a capacitor,
you must change the area of the plates,
the distance between the plates ( dielec-
tric thickness), or the dielectric mate-
rial. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
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Fig. 1. Simplest capacitor consists of two conduc-
tive plates separated by an insulating dielectric.

doubling the dielectric thickness reduces
the value by half, and reducing the di-
electric thickness by half doubles the ca-
pacitance value. A ganged tuning capac-
itor employs the change -of -plate -area
technique; physical rotation of the shaft
meshes and unmeshes the plates, thereby
increasing and decreasing capacitance.
( Changing the dielectric material is gen-
erally not considered as a practical means
of varying capacitance value because of
the obvious problems involved.)

The varicap accomplishes capacitance
changes through a system of variable re-
verse biasing instead of through a physi-
cal change. This phenomenon is directly
related to the physics of the p -n junction
in semiconductors.

All materials are classified as conduc-
tors, semiconductors, or insulators ac-
cording to the quantity of "free" elec-
trons available in them. (An electron
that can easily be freed from its atom or
molecule through the application of a
voltage is termed a "free" electron. Ob-
viously, these free electrons must be in
the outermost, or valence, rings where
they are least tightly bound.)

Consequently, for a good conductor
there are a great many free electrons
available. (Copper, for example, has one
free electron for every 13 atoms.) A good
insulator may have only one free elec-
tron for several ,billion atoms or mole-
cules. The semiconductor has an inter-
mediate number of free electrons, more
than an insulator but less than a conduc-
tor.

Semiconductor materials like germani-
um and silicon are basically poor con-
ductors because of their lack of a large
1970 Spring Edition

quantity of free electrons. However, dur-
ing the manufacture of a p -n junction,
small measured amounts of impurity ele-
ments can be added to the semiconductor
crystal by a process known as "doping"
to form positive ( p -type) and negative
(n -type) materials. ( The impurities in-
troduce mobile electric charges into the
semiconductor crystal to step up conduc-
tivity. The doping also adds an equal
number of stationary charges, fixed by
the immovability of atoms in the crystal.)

Now consider a 9 -volt reverse bias ap-
plied to the p -n junction illustrated in
the drawing at left in Fig. 3. Current
flows as the mobile charges become re-
arranged, with the positive and negative
mobile charges both moving toward the
junction. At the junction, the opposite -
polarity charges pair up and neutralize
each other ( all within specific zones on
both sides of the junction) leaving a de-
pletion region of fixed charges.

Recall now that an insulator ( dielec-
tric ) lacks movable charges, just as does
the depletion region. The depletion re-
gion thus acts as the dielectric of the
diode capacitor.

Fig. 2. Changing dielectric thickness (plate separa-
tion) causes inverse change in capacitance value.

The uncovered fixed charges in the de-
pletion region, negative in the p material
and positive in the n material, set up a
space charge or internal voltage that is
opposite in polarity to the applied volt-
age. This zone widens sufficiently to un-
cover enough fixed charges to build up a
barrier voltage equal to but of opposite
polarity to the applied voltage. Notice
now that the fixed charges and battery
polarity in Fig. 3 match those of the
charged fixed capacitor shown in Fig. 1.
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It is this set of conditions that provides
the p -n junction with a capacitive effect.

With 1.5 volts of reverse bias on the
junction as shown at right in Fig. 3, a
smaller number of fixed charges need be
uncovered in the depletion region to build
up the bucking barrier voltage of 1.5
volts. As a result, the region width is
narrower than if the reverse bias were 9
volts. The narrower depletion region cor-
responds to a thinner dielectric and a
higher capacitance value (similar to Fig.
2 where dielectric thickness was reduced
by half to double capacitance). It is now
obvious that reverse -bias voltage can be
varied from a high to a low amplitude
to cause corresponding changes in junc-
tion capacitance.

With no bias voltage applied to the
junction, some of the movable positive
and negative charges nearest the junc-
tion manage to attract each other to
produce an even narrower depletion re-
gion. This results in a built-in barrier
voltage of about 0.25 volts for germani-
um and 0.6 volts for silicon diodes.

Next, those portions of the p and n
136 1970 Spring Edition

DIELECTRIC
Fig. 3. When reverse bias is
applied, p -n junction exhibits
capacitance effects. Large
amplitude bias voltage (left)
causes low -value capacitance,
while low amplitude voltage
(right) produces proportionally
higher capacitance value.

materials outside the depletion region
still have both movable and fixed charges.
These portions have the ability to con-
duct but also have some resistance. This
resistance is shown as Rs in Fig. 3. What
distinguishes the varicap from other
types of diodes is that Rs is maintained
as low as possible to reduce losses in the
"capacitor."

Because all semiconductor devices in-
clude at least one p -n junction, all also
exhibit some degree of voltage -variable
capacitance. The group includes all bi-
polar transistors, FET's, all semi -conduc-
tor diodes, and SCR's and other solid-
state switching devices. Junction capaci-
tance which hampers high -frequency op-
eration in many semiconductor devices
can be put to good use in voltage -vari-
able capacitance diode applications.

On pages 138 and. 139 you will find
a practical hobby application of the vari-
cap. The project is a one -transistor super -
regenerative AM broadcast band tuner,
using the varicap as the tuning capacitor
in conjunction with a potentiometer. -a -
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A Varicap Front End
AM Tuner BY A.A. MANGIER!

.11

0
GND

*SEE TEXT

Fig. 1. Tuning circuit consists of
LI and DI; reverse bias supplied by
131 and B2 can be varied with Rl.

PARTS LIST
B1,B2-9-volt battery
C1,C2-0.01-µF disc capacitor
C3-250-pF mica capacitor
C4 -0.002-µF disc capacitor
D1-Motorola tuning diode (Allied Electronics

49D26 MV 1650, see text)
L1-Tapped antenna loopstick (Superex VLT

240)
L2-Feedback coil (see text)
Q1,Q2-General-purpose pnp germanium r.f. tran-

sistor (see text)

R1-Log taper potentiometer (see text)
R2 -7500 -ohm potentiometer
R3-1-megohm }all resistorsR4-2-megohm 14 wattR5 -56,000 -ohm
S1-D.p.s.t. switch
Misc.-Magnetic headphones; perforated pheno-
lic board; solderless terminals; #28-#32 magnet
wire for L2; audio power module (optional);
loudspeaker ( optional); etc.

THE REGENERATIVE AM broadcast
band tuner described here employs a

varicap diode in place of the common
ganged capacitor. Tuning, as mentioned
earlier, is accomplished by adjusting a
potentiometer.

Although only one tuned circuit is
used, regeneration is sufficient to provide
remarkable sensitivity and selectivity. A
simple 3' -long test -lead "antenna" will
suffice for reception of most local sta-
tions. The author tried a 20' -long an-
tenna and obtained excellent results,
pulling in a station known to be some
1400 miles distant.

The tuner (shown schematically in
Fig. 1) consists of a single tuned regen-
erative amplifier/detector arrangement.
Varicap diode D1 is connected in parallel
with L1 with C/ serving as a d.c. block-
ing device for Li. Batteries B1 and B2
provide the reverse -bias source for D1,
while potentiometer R1-the tuning con-
trol-facilitates continuously variable
bias. Also, resistor R3 in the wiper cir-
cuit of R1 prevents the r.f. signal voltage
from shorting out through the bias sup-
ply.

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected
in a complementary arrangement to sim-
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ulate a single very -high -gain transistor.
And to maintain the required high Q in
the L/ circuit, the base of Q/ is connect-
ed to the low -impedance tap on L1.

Feedback winding L2 serves as a re-
generation link that feeds back some of
the amplified signal voltage to L1 for re -
amplification. The amount of feedback,
or regeneration, is controlled by potenti-
ometer R2.

Construction. During construction of
the tuner, neither component placement
nor orientation is critical. The bread-
board arrangement shown in Fig. 2
is provided only as a guide. You can
make the project more compact-small
enough to fit into a shirt pocket-if you
desire.

A word of advice: before installing
R1 and R2 in the circuit, use an ohm-
meter to check these pots while slowly
rotating the shafts from stop to stop
several times. If there are any abrupt
resistance changes or indications of er-
ratic operation, try a new pot. Potenti-
ometer R1 must have an audio taper, but
it can have a value anywhere between
50,000 ohms and 2 megohms.

Then, when installing the R1 control,
connect the left terminal to ground and
the right terminal to the negative lead
of B2 (pot viewed with shaft pointing
toward you). Now, connect R2 into the
circuit so that resistance increases with
a clockwise rotation of the shaft. It is a
good idea to use an ohmmeter to double
check for proper shaft rotation.

Close -wind L2 centered over L1, wind -

Fig. 2. Breadboard assembly is provided as compo-
nent layout guide; if you prefer, you can assemble
your project in a substantially smaller volume space.

ing clockwise (as viewed from the end
of the coil opposite the slug screw). Start
winding from the lug end of L/. Then
connect the starter lead to J) and the
other lead to the transistor collectors.

Any of various types of germanium
r.f. amplifier transistors will perform
well for Q1 and Q2. Do NOT use non-
linear converter/mixer transistors. If
you have specification sheets for your
transistors or a transistor beta tester,
select transistors with betas between 40
and 100. If you use a very -high -gain
transistor-say one with a beta of 200-
pair it with a low -gain unit.

Connect the cathode (banded end) of
D1 directly to ground; the other lead
to the junction of C/ and R3. (If you
have some surplus high -current, low -leak-
age silicon power diodes, you might want
to try substituting one of these for the
varicap. Many such rectifiers will per-
form satisfactorily, though with a lesser
tuning range, if the r.f. losses and d.c.
leakage are sufficiently low. Diodes in
the greater -than -five -ampere range may
even possess sufficient junction capaci-
tance to cover the entire AM broadcast
band with the coil specified.)

Alignment. Tuning and adjustment of
the tuner will have to be by trial and er-
ror. However, once accomplished, the
tuner should provide stable performance
over a considerable length of time.

First, back out the coil slug about W',
connect an antenna and earth ground to
J1 and J2, and connect a pair of head-
phones to J3 and J4. Set R2 fully coun-
terclockwise, and close S1. Now, slowly
rock R1 back and forth while advancing
R2 clockwise until you hear a whistle or
beat note. Tune in a station. Then back
off R2 to eliminate the whistle while re-
adjusting R1 to bring in the station
clearly and at maximum volume.

If you are unable to hear a station, or
if you hear a loud distorted audio tone,
you may have to experiment with the
values of R4 and R5 to compensate for
transistor gain and leakage current vari-
ations. Then, when you obtain the prop-
er results, connect a d.c. milliammeter in
series with the headphone lead at J3 and
observe the indication; it should lie be-
tween 1 and 2.5 mA when R2 is fully
counterclockwise.

(Continued on page 150)
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THE UBIQUITOUS VOM is one of the
handiest pieces of test equipment

available to the electronics experiment-
er. Although useful in a thousand differ-
ent ways, there are times when a VOM can
be the cause of damage to the equipment
being tested-by applying excessive cur-
rent to low -resistance devices, for in-
stance. This means that you can't use
a conventional VOM to test D'Arsonval
meter movements, meter fuses, or tran-
sistors, to name a few items that are cur-
rent sensitive.

Another limitation on the use of the
VOM, is the poor accuracy obtainable on
the lowest resistance range (usually
R X1). The VOM range selector switch,
battery clips, and test lead terminations
often become slightly resistive with time
and use and interfere with the readings
for very low resistances. Of course you
can clean clips and lead ends but it's a

Constant-
Current
Ohmmeter
BY ALVIN B. KAUFMAN

Build

unusual

test equipment

project

little difficult to get at the contacts on
the selector switch.

The constant -current ohmmeter de-
scribed here eliminates these problems
and, in addition, does not require a zero
adjustment for resistance measurements.
Although this new ohmmeter has its own
meter, an external d.c. voltmeter can be
used if desired.

Construction. The author built his me-
ter in a conventional 4%" X 4" X 4"
metal case with a sloping front, although
any other approach can be used. The two
external meter jacks (J1 and J2), switch
21, and meter M1 are mounted on the
front panel. The two pairs of testlead
jacks (J3-4 and J5 -J6) are mounted on
the top. The battery is secured in the case
by a mounting clip.

The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, is wired
point-to-point. When making the cornice -
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OFF

SIA

- 81

H
*D

1N529744 J3/4

EXT J4
RI

isn. XI SIB

X100

JI -L2
EXT METER

*SEE TEXT

Fig. 1. Two things make this ohmmeter different
from others. First it requires no zero control;
second, only low current can flow, even with a
short circuit. Choice of DI determines the current.

J5 P3

J1/4 P4

PARTS LIST

B1 -30 -volt battery (Eveready 413 or similar)
D1 -1N5297 constant -current diode (Allied Elec-

tronics #49D261N5297-MOT-$4.45. See How
It Works for diode selection.)

J1-16-Banana jacks (E.F. Johnson 108 series)
M1-0-1-mA meter (Simpson Model 25 or simi-

lar)

P1-P4-Plugs to mate with banana jacks
R1 -18 -ohm, 1 -watt, wire -wound 1% resistor
R2 -5600 -ohm, 1 -watt, wire -wound I% resistor
SI-Two-pole, four -position rotary switch
Misc.-Metal enclosure, battery holder (Keystone

183 or similar), four 2 -foot heavy-duty test
leads, 2 alligator clips, knobs.

tions to Si, be sure that the correct ter-
minals are used on each section. Also be
sure that al is wired in correctly. If you
use the Motorola diode called for in the
parts list, the black band should be to-
ward J3. Unlike a conventional diode, if
the constant -current diode is installed

with the wrong polarity, it will conduct
heavily and ruin both itself and the me-
ter.

Operation. With switch S1 on OFF,
connect the test clips to an unknown re-
sistance. If the unknown is 900 ohms or

The circuit and assembly are very
simple. The bulk of the components
are mounted on the front panel with
only the battery on chassis bottom.
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CALIBRATION OF OHMMETER
X1 SCALE X100 SCALE

Resistance
Meter

Reading
Meter

Resistance Reading

102 .16 5002 .095
20 .275 1000 .165
30 .365 2000 .29
40 .44 3000 .38
50 .50 4000 .45
60 .54 5000 .51
70 .58 6000 .56
80 .62 7000 .60
90 .65 8000 .64

100 .68 10,000 .695
200 .83 20,000 .84
300 .90 30,000 .91
400 .93 40,000 .95
900 1.00 50,000 .97

less, place S1 in the x1 position and de-
termine the resistance by using the cali-
bration table. If the unknown is above
900 ohms, use the x100 position of S1.

To use an external d.c. meter, be sure
that it has at least 20,000 ohms per volt
and connect it to J1 and J2 with S1 in
the EXT position. Using a 1-mA con-
stant -current diode for D1, divide the
meter reading by 0.001 to get the value
of the unknown resistance in ohms. For
example, a 0.1 -volt indication means 100
ohms, a 1 -volt indication, 1000 ohms, etc.

Almost any 0-1-mA meter can be used
for M/, provided both range resistors
(R1 and R2) are adjusted for correct
dial reading. You can use an accurate
resistor decade box for the unknown re-
sistor and adjust the range resistors to
get the proper indications. For maxi-
mum accuracy, use 1% resistors and a
meter with a comparable tolerance.

In any case, unless the internal one -

HOW IT WORKS
The circuit uses a new semiconductor device -

the constant -current diode. This diode maintains
a constant current through an unknown resistance
regardless of the ohmic value, up to some speci-
fied resistance. Since the voltage developed across
the unknown resistance is being measured, no
balancing or current adjustment controls are re-
quired.

The constant -current diode is basically a junc-
tion field-effect transistor (JFET) with its gate
and source electrodes connected together inside
the case. The constant current is accurate pro-
vided the applied voltage is between 1 and 100
volts (depending on the diode selected).

There are 32 diode types available with con-
stant currents ranging from 220 microamperes
to 4.7 milliamperes (1N5283 through 1N5314).
The current value selected determines three other
measurement parameters. These are the ohms/
volt value, the voltage sensitivity required of the
meter, and the high resistance range of the test
set.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 1, D1 is a 1-mA
constant -current diode. The ohmmeter range
could not exceed 29,000 ohms if the diode pinch -
off rating was one volt, because the drop across
the unknown resistor would then be 29 volts. If
the unknown resistor were zero ohms, the full sup-
ply voltage would be placed across the diode.
Thus the diode must be selected to withstand the
voltage and power dissipation encountered in the
operational condition.

If the readout meter is to indicate ohms on a
linear scale, it should (for the range selected),
have a resistance twenty or more times the value
it is to indicate.

milliampere meter is used, do not turn
the constant current ohmmeter on with-
out the test leads being connected to a
resistor. With an open circuit, the full
current from the constant current diode is
applied to the meter. The internal meter
is rated for this current, but a high -
sensitivity (low current/voltage) exter-
nal meter may be damaged.

For very high accuracy, an oscillo-
scope or a low -range sensitive d.c. volt-
meter can be used for the meter. -IN-

New Products from THE PHASE CORPORATION

, _....,

(.

FOUR TRACE PRE -AMP

Convert any $34.95single trace ,0,scope to dis-
play four sep- All Solid Stateamts signals "at the same 4 ., PET Input
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,,,( (e. . Controls for eachany internal Channelmodifications. 1. megahertz/

channel
bandwidth
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AlW) $54.95Send Cheek. Money Order, or ask us to bill your BankAmericard
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Generates all three ,
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r ET & UniJunction
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-100KHZ , Compact

Kit with Custom Cabinet (Model 01K) $34.95; wired & tested (Model
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THE PHASE CORPORATION, ELECTRONICS DIVISION, MEDFORD, MASS. 02155
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A Home For Ohms BY A. J. LOWE

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

UNLIKE most other electronic com-
ponents, the physical size of a re-

sistor does not vary from value to value
of resistance in a given power rating.
This "sameness" can cause you to waste
a great deal of time if you have to locate
a specific resistance value in a well -
stocked but haphazardly arranged spare
parts supply. Ideally each value of re-
sistance should have its own bin-not
an easy thing to arrange if space is lim-
ited, but the rack shown in the photo is
perfect for compact, easy -access storage
of resistors and other small parts.

Called a "Home for Ohms" because of

its obvious value for resistor storage,
the facility consists of 75 individual bins
(actually pill containers) and a perfo-
rated rack At most, the rack, with all
bins in place, occupies only about 80
square inc:aes of space and can accom-
modate 1200 or more resistors.

The pill containers used for the bins
should measure about 31/2" long by 5/8"
diameter. The best source of supply for
the pill containers is your local drug
store. If you can't get them, however,
try substituting stoppered test tubes.

The rack is made of two 10" X 8"
sheets of '/16" aluminum, pine spacers,
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INJECTORALL
NEW Printed Circuit Kits

Make Experimenting Easy!
Tired of struggling with metal chassis? Fed up with
construction when you would rather experiment? Try

INJECTORALL's new PC -
500 kit. Contains every-
thing you need to make
printed circuits. No
need to depend on com-
mercially made boards.
 two printed circuit

boards, 43/4" x 33/4"
 resist ink pen
 one 2 ounce bottle

of resist ink solvent
 one 6 ounce bottle

of etchant
 Vie drill bit
 complete, step-by-

step instructions
 packed in acrylic

box which serves as
a developing tray

 only $5.95
Available at all major

distributors or write direct

INJECTORALL ELECTRONICS CORP.
Great Neck, New York 11024
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McGEE RADIO Co.
WORLD'S BEST SELECTIONS

AND LOWEST PRICES

SPEAKERS
ALMOST EVERY SIZE FROM 11/2 TO 18 INCH

WOOFERS-TWEETERS-CROSSOVERS

MANY HIGH FIDELITY KITS

McGEE'S 176 PAGE 1970 CATALOG

SENT FREE ON REQUEST

McGee ships orders all over the U.S. When requesting
our catalog please give name, address and zip code.
Our 40th year in Kansas City. Catalog offers every-
thing for Hi -Fidelity audio P.A. systems. All kinds of
microphones. Names such as Shure, Bogen, Electro-
Voice, University, Altec, Ampex, G.E. Tubes and Tran-
sistors. All kinds of parts. Everything for Educational
and Industrial electronics. Write for your catalog today.

McGEE RADIO CO.-1901-PEH.
McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108

To maintain maximum strength, stagger the holes in
the aluminum sheets as illustrated in this drawing.

and a Masonite bottom plate. Use an
1%6" chassis punch to make the holes
according to the dimensions provided in
the drawing. The rows of holes should
be staggered to retain maximum strength
in the aluminum sheets. And for accu-
rate hole alignment, it is a good idea to
clamp the aluminum sheets together
while drilling the pilot holes for the
chassis punch ; then separate the sheets
and punch each hole separately.

When assembling the rack (see draw-
ing), use flat -head wood screws on the
bottom and oval -head wood screws on
the top. The optional 8" legs shown in
the photo should be allowed to swivel
flush with the sides of the rack so that
it can lie flat for storage.

Each container-not cap-and each
hole should finally be labeled with the
value of the resistor (or other compon-
ent) it contains to provide a quick lo-
cator system. If you don't wish to stock
75 different values of resistors, you can
utilize the extra containers for signal
diodes, tubular capacitors, or other
small components.
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products advertised in this Handbook.
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Build a Pos-Neg

Pulse Generator
INDISPENSABLE TRIGGER SOURCE FOR DIGITAL CIRCUITS

BY FRANK H. TOOKER

Fig. 1. Simple unijunction transistor
circuit generates positive or negative
pulses of relatively wide durations.

I N THE COURSE of experimenting with,
developing, and testing computer logic

and counter circuits, it is useful, if not
essential, to have an available source of
pulses to supply triggers or actuating sig-
nals. Such a source should provide pulses
that are quite narrow, of adequate am-
plitude, and either positive or negative
in polarity, selectable at the flick of
a switch.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is satis-
factory for a number of applications.
Output amplitude is good, and the setup
is quick and easy to breadboard in an
emergency. Pulse duration is wide, how-
ever.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, an in-
ductor, Li, with a fairly high Q is used
in the B2 circuit of Ql, rather than a re-
sistor. Both B1 and the low end of timing
capacitor C/ are grounded. Each time
the UJT fires, a negative pulse and a
positive pulse are produced consecutive -

Fig. 2. This circuit generates
positive and negative pulses
simultaneously with the shape
of the pulse sharpened by the
inductor in the base 2 circuit.

R2 R3
47K 20K
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C3
1000pF

S2/PUT

Fig. 3. With the addition of a MOSFET, only positive -going pulses from Q1 are
used. Phase splitting then provides a repetition rate of 400 pps of either polarity.

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt transistor battery
C1 -0.022-µF, 100 -volt Mylar capacitor
C2, C3-1000-pF silver -mica or polystyrene ca-

pacitor
D1 -1N191 diode
L1-50mH, high -Q inductor, powdered -iron

core
01-Unijunction transistor (Texas Instruments

type TIS43)

Q2-MOSFET transistor (Motorola
MFE3004

R1 -56,000 -ohm
R2 -10,000 -ohm All resistors
R3 -20,000 -ohm 4 -watt
R4, R5 -4700 -ohm
S1-s.p.s.t. switch
S2-s.p.d.t. switch

type

ly at B2. Other than this, ringing is
negligible. For the component values giv-
en, pulse amplitudes are approximately
equal. Because the inductor is effectively
in parallel with the output, differentia-
tion occurs, with the result that both of
the output pulses are quite narrow. The
simple arrangement of two diodes and a
s.p.d.t. switch makes it possible to have
either positive or negative pulses at the
output.

Performance with this circuit is quite
good provided it is not too heavily load-
ed. (That is, it should preferably be used
with a fairly high -impedance load.) If
resistors R2 and R3 are sufficiently high
in value, and loading is very light, the
amplitude of the output pulse can ap-
proach the level of the power -supply po-
tential.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 3, only
the positive -going pulses from B2 of Qi
are used since MOSFET Q2 is an n -chan-
nel type. Negative pulses are suppressed
by diode Dl. The type MFE3004 MOSFET

was chosen for the phase splitter be-
cause of its ability to handle the signal
level and its excellent high -frequency re-
sponse, rather than because of its high
input impedance. The latter does permit
loading of the UJT almost entirely with
resistors, however.

With this circuit, differentiation oc-
curs in the C2 -R2 circuit as well as in
L1. Repetition rate is about 400 pulses
per second, while pulse duration is about
12 µsec and output amplitude is 3 volts.
Amplitudes of the positive and negative
pulses are equal.

When working with any MOSFET, take
care that you do not touch the isolated
gate lead since any static charge can de-
stroy the fine gate insulation within the
semiconductor. Keep the three leads in
direct electrical contact until the MOS-
FET is soldered into the circuit.

If a slower pulse rate is desired, in-
crease the value of either RI or C/,
in small steps, until the desired rate is
obtained.
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UJT
Frequency
Standard
SIMPLE LOW-COST CIRCUIT

RICH IN HARMONICS

BY FRANK H. TOOKER

1.4 ERE IS a 100 -kHz frequency stand-
ard" that uses only two transistors

and consumes only 35 milliwatts of pow-
er, but puts out a signal of rectangular
waveform which has an overall swing
approximately equal to the value of the
supply voltage! Although the circuit is
simple and easy to put together, the fin-
ished instrument can be set quite accu-

TIS43

XTAL
IOOkHz

CI
50pF

R2
MEG.I

2N3392

TIS43

82
0 81

SI

R3
3.9K

819V-

OUTPUTL

Ica
.00IpF

2N3392
B

Although simple, this oscillator is very stable
and will remain on the frequency for a long time.

PARTS LIST
B1 -9 -volt alkaline transistor battery (Mallory

Duracell MN1604B)
C1-50-pF variable capacitor, ceramic insulation
C2-0.002-pY silver -mica capacitor
C3 -0.001-µF silver -mica capacitor
L1-5.0-mH inductor, ferrite core (J.W. Miller

6304)
Q1-Unijunction transistor (Texas Instruments

TIS43)
Q2-Transistor (General Electric 2N3392)
R1 -100,000 -ohms, %-watt, 2% metal -glaze re-

sistor (IRC RG20)
R2-1-megoltm, %-watt, 5% composition re-

sistor
R3 -3900 -ohm, 2% metal -glaze resistor (IRC

RG20)
S1-S.p.s.t. slide or toggle switch
XTAL-100-kHz series -resonant crystal (32-pF)

1970 Spring Edition

rately by zero beating its signal against
the Bureau of Standards station, WWV.

The secret of the standard's excellent
performance can be understood by ex-
amining the schematic shown here. A
unijunction transistor, Ql, is used as the
crystal oscillator. The UJT, with its ex-
cellent temperature characteristics and
built-in feedback (in the form of nega-
tive resistance), takes the place of a
number of components that would other-
wise be needed to make a circuit that
would perform as well as this one does.

The UJT operates somewhat in the
manner of a relaxation oscillator except
that the 100 -kHz crystal is connected in
the emitter circuit instead of the usual
timing capacitor. The crystal rings the
emitter circuit, causing the UJT to oscil-
late at the crystal's frequency. In this
circuit, the crystal operates in its series -
resonant mode. Thus adjusting variable
capacitor C/, in series with the crystal,
alters the crystal's resonant frequency
slightly so that the standard can be
matched to WWV.

Output from the crystal oscillator ap-
pears across inductor Ll in the base -2
circuit of Ql. The signal level here is
high enough to drive Q2 alternately be-
tween cutoff and saturation. The result-
ing signal across the load resistor R3 is
of rectangular waveform and has an
overall swing very nearly equal to the
value of the supply voltage The output
of the standard is taken from the col-
lector of Q2 through capacitor C3.

To calibrate the standard, connect one
end of a convenient length of wire to
the output terminal and lay the other
end near the antenna terminal of your
short-wave receiver. Tune in WWV on
the receiver and adjust capacitor C/ in
the direction which makes the sound
coming from the speaker become lower
and lower in frequency until it finally
becomes inaudible. This point is called
the "zero beat." The standard is now
adjusted to the WWV frequency with a
very high degree of accuracy.

Because the crystal operates in its
series -resonant mode and because com-
ponents are few, layout and construction
of the standard are not especially criti-
cal. Just follow good wiring practices
and you'll have a frequency standard
that will serve your needs well for a
number of years!
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PHOTOFLASH TRIGGER XMFR

Thordarson #22R44 brand new, produces 15KV
pulse. With spec. sheets.

#22R44 $1.75 each 10/$15.00

FIBRE OPTICS KITS
WITH IMAGE TRANSMITTER

An experimenters delight, fantastic display of
the unique properties of clad -fibre -optics to pipe
light as well as images. Kit #1 includes PVC
sheathed bundle of glass fibres with polished
ends (light pipe), bundle of plastic fibre optics,
bundle of glass fibres, coherent light pipe
(transmits images), instructions & experiments.

BLISS -FULL PAK #1 $5.00
Kit # 2 includes all of the above but more
fibres, longer lengths, fatter bundles and also
includes light source, heat shrink tubing, a 5
ft. light pipe, a longer coherent bundle (image
transmitter) & more experiments.

BLISS -FULL PAK #2 $10.00

FLEXIBLE FIBER -OPTICS LIGHT GUIDES

FIBRE OPTIC LIGHT PIPE

1 ft length jacketed glass fibres (200 fibres)
each end sealed and optically polished for
maximum light conduction. Pipe light around
corners, into difficult locations, etc.

#LP -1 $1.00

BULK LIGHT PIPE

3 feet of fibre glass (200 fibres) with jacketing.
Make your own light pipes, Christmas tree dis-
plays, psychedelic lighting, etc. Any length you
wish at 3 feet for $1.00.

COMPUTER PC Salvage Boards 6/$1.00
SNIPERSCOPE M-3, complete, operational, less battery.

See in dark $225.00

LENS KIT, 12 Eastman Kodak cells with experimenters
sheet. #222 $1.00

PUSH BUTTON tuner assembly from Car Radios w/osc.-
RF-Ant coils 2/$1.00

NI -CAD battery cell 1.25 volt 6 amp hours $2.00

SNOOPERSCOPE TUBE see in dark, late model 6032 w/spec
sheet $6.50

SUN CELL, make electricity from the sun, jumbo sire
w/Ieads & sheet 754

Above equipment on hand, ready to ship. Terms
net cash, f.o.b. Lynn, Mass. Many other unusual
pieces of military surplus electronic equipment
are described in our catalog.

Send 25t for catalog #70

JOHN MESHNA JR.
19 ALLERTON ST., LYNN, MASS. 01904
P. 0. BOX 62, E. LYNN, MASS. 01904

VARICAPS
(Continued from page 139)

In the event that the meter reading is
greater than 2.5 mA, interchange Q1 and
Q2 and/or adjust the value of R4 to bring
it into line. However, if the problem still
persists-even when R4 is removed-
one or both of the transistors is leak-
ing too much current and must be re-
placed.

Conversely, if the meter reading is too
low, try increasing the value of R5 or
decreasing the value of R4, or both.
Then, when the reading is within the 1
to 2.5 mA range, check tuning and re-
generation as described above. If you
still cannot tune in a station, or separate
one station from another, reverse the
connections of and/or add more turns
to L2. If all else fails, you can assume
that the Q1 -Q2 combination has insuffi-
cient gain, and one or both must be re-
placed.

After proper operation is obtained, for
smoothest control or regeneration, re-
duce the number of turns on L2, one at
a time, enough to produce the beat note
or whistle on all stations before R2 is ad-
vanced to its maximum clockwise posi-
tion.

Operation. This tuner will cover about
half of the AM broadcast band since
the capacitance range of the varicap
diode is rather limited. However, you can
tune Ll to cover the portion of the band
you desire. If you find that very strong
signals "swamp" the tuner, simply re-
duce the value of C3 to 100 or 50 pF.

Finally, if the tuner tends to either
"motorboat" or "plop" into or out of
critical regeneration, try shifting the op-
erating current as described earlier and
reduce the number of turns on L2.

For speaker operation, the tuner will
have to be converted to a receiver. The
easiest way to accomplish this is to
connect the output to any one of the
various low-cost audio amplifier modules
available. To do this, disconnect the head-
phones and replace them with a 3000 to
6000 -ohm, 1,2 -watt resistor. The signal
can then be tapped from J4 via a d.c.
blocking capacitor and ground.

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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POWER INVERTER
(Continued from page 133)

because it simply won't oscillate. A mod-
erate overload permits the transistors to
switch but the operation is in their linear
region resulting in excessive heat genera-
tion and subsequent destruction.

For non -permanent use in a car, trail-
er, or truck, use a length of at least #14
wire and a cigarette lighter plug for the
power input. For semi -permanent use,
substitute a pair of heavy-duty crocodile
clips for the lighter plug. In this case.
connection can be made directly to the
battery. In both cases, observe the polar-
ity!

If the inverter produces "hash" on the
vehicle's power system and interferes
with radio operation, connect a 250- to
500 -AF, 25 -volt electrolytic capacitor
across the inverter input terminals. Be
sure to get the polarities correct on the
capacitor.

Finally, remember that the inverter is
not a substitute for the commercial 117 -
volt supply under all circumstances. For
example, the voltage output is peak out-
put, not r.m.s. Peak voltage of the com-
mercial 117 -volt line is about 161 volts.
Hence, if you are using a device con-
taining a peak rectifier, you can expect
some reduced performance.

The output voltage is a function of
the applied load as shown in Fig. 2. The
frequency of the output varies with load
as shown in Fig. 3. Bear this in mind
when using devices whose operation de-
pends on power -line frequency (synchro-
nous motors, for example).

For More Great Construction

Projects Each Month, Read

Popular Electronics

Available on your newstand or by subscription,

using the special introductory offer

facing page 137

1970 Spring Edition

"How an already
superior product can

be further improved by
intelligent and imaginative

design and engineering:'

This comment by Hirsch -Houck Labs sums
up their test report on the Dual 1219 automatic
turntable, printed in Stereo Review, Dec. 1969.

We had anticipated such a warm reception
for the 1219. After all, its predecessor was
"widely regarded as one of the finest record
players available." (As Hirsch -Houck also said.)

And it is "a joy to use and a fine instrument
...with nearly every refinement one could
imagine." (Said Audio.)

The 1219's tonearm is the longest on any
automatic, for the lowest tracking distortion of
any automatic.

The tonearm is mounted in a true ring -in -
ring gimbal, with four identical low -friction

needle bearings.
Another exclusive feature is the Mode

Selector that shifts the tonearm base down for
the single -play mode. This achieves the perfect
15° tracking angle.

Tonearm settings are also more precise.
The counterweight has a click stop for every
hundredth of a gram. And there are separately
calibrated anti -skating scales for conical and
elliptical styli, since each type skates differently.

The continuous-pole/synchronous motor
combines high torque with absolute speed con-
stancy. And a pitch control lets you "tune" any
record over a semitone range.

These and other features of the $175 Dual
1219 are fully described in our literature together
with other Duals from $89.50. Write for it today.

United Audio Products, Inc.,

120 So. Columbus Ave., Mount Vernon,
New York 10553.

Dual

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IC Stereo Decoder Uses
Miller High O. Coils
A monolithic integrated FM stereo decoder
system developed by Motorola provides
excellent channel separation, good ultra-
sonic rejection and low THD content at the
output.

Write for 6 -page "Coil Forum"
construction article.

'CUP'
J.W. MILLER COMPANY
19070 Reyes Ave.  P.O. Box 5825

ACompton, California 90224

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE FROM DISTRIBUTORS

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GIANT 274 PAGE
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RADIO -TV
ELECTRONICS

CATALOG
r Write to:

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.,
DEPT. EEH-3 3199 MERCIER ST.,

KANSAS CITY, MO. 64111
Name

Address

City

State
L Zip Code
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COMPRESSION SUSTAINER
(Continued from page 129 )

off switch Si), the output level control
(R9), and the output jack (J2) on the
selected cabinet. (All of these controls
and jacks are called out in the EEH,
Winter '69 article.) Mount the foot -
switch either on top of the circuit box
or in its own box.

Some people may find that the com-
pressor brings the bass level up too high.
In this case, add the bass -cut control
circuit shown in Fig. 2. This simple filter
may be used either in the compressor
electronics package or at the guitar.

Operation. Set the footswitch so that
the compressor is not in the circuit. With
the guitar (or other electronic instru-
ment) attached to the compressor input,
strike a chord and note the approximate
level of the volume peaks. Hit the foot -
switch to introduce the compressor, and
adjust R1 approximately one -quarter turn
clockwise ( volume up). Then adjust the
output control (R9) until the level of the
music peaks is slightly higher than the
level previously noted when the compres-
sor was out of the circuit.

When using the compressor, you will
notice instrument sounds that were bare-
ly audible before. If the thump sound at
the attack of a note is disturbing, simply
lower the gain with RI. If you set R1
at slightly more than halfway, you may
get spurious feedback because of the high
system gain.

The compressor may be used in con-
junction with any guitar accessory, such
as wa-wa or fuzz. In both cases, the ef-
fect is magnified, and you must practice
using the compressor to learn how to get
the most from it. Also, the guitar volume
control has a decreased effect since, as
you turn it down, the compressor ampli-
fies more. Because of this, the guitar
volume control can be used as a vernier
for the compression.

The modified compressor has been used
by a number of well-known rhythm
groups with great success and should
provide the user with a "new sound" for
his guitar.
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PSYCH -ANALYZER
(Continued from page 122)

is through the use of playing cards.
Show a subject five playing cards and
ask him to select mentally one of them.
Instruct him to say, loudly and with real
conviction, "No! That is NOT my card!"
every time you show him one of the
cards and ask, "Is this your card ?"
Four times he will be telling the truth,
the other he will be lying. Don't let the
subject watch the meter, but keep your
eyes on it all the time.

Sometimes the subject will show a
marked response to two cards, and you
will have to work a bit longer to discover
which of the two he picked. Female sub-
jects are sometimes so responsive that
you can perform this test without
words, merely showing the cards to the
subject. Just the sight of the card causes
the meter to jump.

Experience has shown that long-time
poker players sometimes respond to an
ace or a joker even though it is not the
card chosen. Likewise, players experi-
enced in the game of Hearts will react
to the sight of the queen of spades with-
out having chosen it. The experiment
will be easier, therefore, if you leave out
cards with specific connotations.

The Psych -Analyzer should be a nat-
ural for parties. It has great possibilities
as a "passion meter"-if you keep things
under control! You might discover that
some person who is very blasé on the
surface is actually a bit prudish under-
neath. You might find out who sent
you that unsigned Valentine card that
was supposed to be funny but didn't
strike you that way. Or you might try a
game where someone commits a "crime"
while the lights are out. Then you try
to find the guilty party. However, don't
"hang" anyone just on the basis of the
skin resistivity of his palms.

As a quick check of whether or not
your Psych -Analyzer is functioning, con-
nect it to a subject's palms-or even to
your own-and have him take a deep
breath. The meter should give a definite
indication after the relaxation of the
deep breath has passed and the air has
been exhaled. There may be some latency
in this indication also.

now there are 3
time & tool -saving

double duty sets
New PS88 all -screwdriver set
rounds out Xcelite's popular,
compact convertible tool set line.
Handy midgets do double duty
when slipped into remarkable
hollow "piggyback" torque ampli-
fier handle which provides the
grip, reach and power of standard
drivers. Each set in a slim,
trim, see-thru plastic pocket case,
also usable as bench stand.

PS7
2 slot tip,
2 Phillips
screwdrivers,
2 nutdrivers

1---

L

It

PS88
5 slot tip,
3 Phillips
screwdrivers

PS120
10 color

Coded nutdrivers

XCELITE INC. 54 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.

Please send free literature N563.
name

address

city state & zone
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IMP PAC( WITH SPACE AGEI MI MOON SNOTS-LaNDINGS, PACT FLIGHTS, HOSI,1111,

-,AMAZING SCIENCE BUYSfor FUN. STUDY or PROFIT
VISUAL EFFECTS PROJECTOR SET

 -krVill-5t Dazzling, vante-garde visual ef-
fects. Fantastic variety. Incredibly beautiful. Special packageff
offer contains all necessary aP-

a

iut.,flperyolvrst: like
aratus. Create floating, explod-

"Chroma is Starbursts..e ?C'rys.-
tai Starburst". Features 35mm
500 W. fan cooled proJector.-
produces big image at short dis-
tance. Accepts two 9" diam,
w heels I Dry Ka leidescope &

Hexidoscope), 2 cylindrical accessories (6" Colored Cloud & 5"
Hexidoscope w/ six internal m.rtored walls). Perfect for entertain-
ing, parties, photography. Complete instructions.
Stock No. 71,2120D $79.50 Ppd.

NEW $99.50 PELIUM-NEON LASER!
Completely assembled, instant -
starting w/three times power
Output of comparable models.
Steady, ripple -free light of mod-
erate (safe) power. Excellent
collimation. Particularly useful
for studies, experiments In ho-
lography. Interferometry. dif-
fraction, optical alignment. Sim-
ple and safe to use-Just plug
in, switch on. The 41/2 lb. unit
reaches 759E power in 2 secs.:full nower. tYpically 0.5 milli -

watt (0.3 mM. minimum) in 3 mins. Beam divergence only 2 milli
radians (far ahead of competit011), bean) only 2 ems at 40 feet.
Stock No. 79.0040D 699.50 Ppd.

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK
100 information packed pages! Fully
explains latest In psychedelic light-
ing equipment, techniques, devel-
opments. Covers all facets of psy-
chedelic light -show production in-
cluding strobes, black lights, pro-
jectors, crystals, organic slides,
mirrors, color organs, polarized
color, light boxes. MusicVision,
etc. Shows how to "psychedelize"
parties, musical grooms, shows srhaw to act up "electric trips" for
private gatherings. 81/2" x 11"
looseleaf paper punched for 3 ring
binder.
Stock No. 910000..63.00 Ppd.

ENCAPSULATED LIQUID CRYSTALS
Amazing new development-ap-
pear like liquids but have order-ly molecular structures similar
to solids. Solutions contained in
tiny 120-30 microns/ capsulescoated onto sides of six 8" x12" Mylar sheets with 6 dill.
temp. ranges. Surface changes
color according to temp. -covers
86. to 120. F. (19.-49sC).Use for precise measurements.
find hot spots, structural defects,
study radiation, test conductiv-

ity, etc. No mess. No contamirrition. Easy to handle. Use indefinite-ly. Instru., olor-temp. curves.
Stock No.e 71c,143CD $10.00 Ppd.
EXPERIMENTERS KIT. Same but 4" x 6" Sheets.
Stock No. 60,756CD $4.00 Ppd.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KITS
Grind your own mirror for
powerful telescopes. Kits contain
fine annealed pyrex mirror blank.
tool, abrasives, diagonal mirror,
and eyepiece lenses. Instruments
you build range in value from
$75 to hundreds of dollars.
41/z" DIAMETER-Wt" Thick
Stock No. 70,00300 $9.75 Ppd.
6" DIAMETER -1" Thick
Stock No. 70 004CD 513.95 Ppd.
8" DIAMETER -14H" Thick
Stock No. 70.00500 $21.00 Ppd.
10" DIAMETER -13/4" Thick

Stock No. 70.00600 $34.25 FOR

HI -VOLTAGE ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR
Van De Graf low -amp type.
20(1.000 volt potential, yet
completely safe. Demonstrates
lightning. St. Elmo's fire, re-
pulsion of charges. electro-
static dust collection.any
other electrical wonders.

m
Mo-tor 110V, 60 -cycle. AC. Hu-

midity range. 0 to 90% Cur-rent, 1.5 to 2.5 microamps.
Aluminum base, frame and
charge collector. Unbreakable
plastic. Insulating column.
Ht. 17". dla. 8a/z". Full in-
structions.Stock Na. 70,264GD $49.50 Ppd.

Order by Stock No.-Check or 61.0.-MoneyBack Guarantee
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., 300 ED1C0RP BLDG., BARRINGTON, N.J. 08007

WRITE FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG "G D"
Completely new 1970 edition.
New items. categories, illustra-
tions, 148 easy -to -read pages
packed with 4000 unusual items.
Dozens of electrical and electro-
magnetic parts. accessories. Enor-
mous selection of Astronomical
Teleseopes. Microscopes. fiasco-
lms, Magnifiers, Magnets, Lenses,
Lasers, Prisms. Many war surplus
Items; for hobbyists, experiment-
erss orkshops. factory. Write
for en t

oalos
"GO ' Include Zip.

ORDER Is STOCK WAWA  SENO CHECK O. MONET MOE.  1.0141,4..C. 011.1tArall

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. B 3ARR00I NG EDSTON. CONEW JERSEY 08007
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How to get into one of today's hottest
money -making fields-servicing 2 -way radios!

(!).

77 DMA Y (ONMUNKATION, SERVIlt

He's flying high. Before he got his CIE training and FCC License, Ed Dulaney's only
professional skill was as a commercial pilot engaged in crop dusting. Today he has
his own two-way radio company, with seven full-time employees. "I am much better
off financially, and really enjoy my work," he says. "I found my electronics lessons
thorough and easy to understand. The CIE course was the best investment I ever made."

More than 5 million two-way trans-
mitters have skyrocketed the demand
for service men and field, system, and
R 8 D engineers. Topnotch licensed
experts can earn $12,000 a year or
more.You can be your own boss, build
your own company. And you don't
need a college education to break in.

HOW
WOULD you LIKE to earn $5 to

$7 an hour... $200 to $300 a week
... $10,000 to $15,000 a year? One of
your best chances today, especially if
you don't have a college education, is
in the field of two-way radio.

Two-way radio is booming. Today
there are more than five million two-
way transmitters for police cars, fire
trucks, taxis, planes, etc. and Citizen's
Band uses-and the number is grow-
ing at the rate of 80,000 per month.

This wildfire boom presents a solid
gold opportunity for trained two-way
radio service experts. Most of them
are earning between $5,000 and
$10,000 a year more than the average
radio -TV repair man.

Why You'll Earn Top Pay
The reason is that the U.S. doesn't
permit anyone to service two-way ra-
dio systems unless he is licensed by
the FCC (Federal Communications
Commission). And there aren't
enough licensed experts to go around.

This means that the available li-
censed expert can "write his own
ticket" when it comes to earnings.
Some work by the hour and usually
charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50
on evenings and Sundays, plus travel
expenses. Others charge each cus-
tomer a monthly retainer fee, such as
$20 a month for a base station and
$7.50 for each mobile station. A sur-
vey showed that one man can easily

maintain at least 15 base stations and
85 mobiles. This would add up to at
least $12,000 a year.

How to Get Started
How do you break into the ranks of
the big -money earners in two-way ra-
dio? This is probably the best way:
1. Without quitting your present job,
learn enough about electronics fun-
damentals to pass the Government
FCC License. Then get a job in a
two-way radio service shop and
"learn the ropes" of the business.
2. As soon as you've earned a reputa-
tion as an expert, there are several
ways you can go. You can move out,
and start signing up your own cus-
tomers. You might become a fran-
chised service representative of a big
manufacturer and then start getting
into two-way radio sales, where one
sales contract might net you $5,000.
Or you may be invited to move up
into a high -prestige salaried job with
one of the same manufacturers.

The first step-mastering the funda-
mentals of Electronics in your spare
time and getting your FCC License-
can be easier than you think.

ENROLL
UNDER NEW

G.I. BILL
All CIE courses
are available un-
der the new G.I.
Bill. If you served
on active duty
since January 31,
1955, or are in ser-
vice now, check
box on card for
G.I. Bill informa-
tion.
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Business is booming. August Gibbemeyer
was in radio -TV repair work before study-
ing with CIE. Now, he says, "we are in
the marine and two-way radio business.
Our trade has grown by leaps and bounds."

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
has been successfully teaching Elec-
tronics by mail for over thirty years.
Right at home, in your spare time,
you learn Electronics step by step.
Our AUTO -PROGRAMMER® lessons and
coaching by expert instructors make
everything clear and easy, even for
men who thought they were "poor
learners."

Your FCC License...
or Your Money Back!

By the time you've finished your CIE
course, you'll be able to pass the FCC
License Exam with ease. Better than
nine out of ten CIE graduates are
able to pass the FCC Exam, even
though two out of three non -CIE
men fail. This startling record of
achievement makes possible our fa-
mous FCC License Warranty: you'll
pass the FCC Exam upon completion
of your course or your tuition will be
refunded in full.

Find out more. Mail the bound -in
post-paid card for two FREE books,
"How To Succeed In Electronics"
and "How To Get A Commercial
FCC License." If card has been de-
tached, use coupon below.

CIECleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your 44 -page book "How To Succeed In Electronics"
describing the job opportunities in Electronics today, and
how your courses can prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name Age
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

City State Zip
Accredited Member National Home Study Council EH -8
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Dazzle your friends with lightworks.

Sound n' Color
The now dimension to music pleasure.
EICO All Electronic Solid -State Audio -Color
Organs transform sound waves into moving
synchronized color images. Connect easily
to speaker leads of hi-fi or radio. From $29.95.
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Translators
The electronics you need to create audio -
stimulated light displays to your own
imagination. Actuates: Light Display Units,
Strobe Lites, any lamp configuration (Xmas
trees, patio lights, etc.). From $24.95 kit,
$39.95 wired.

Strobe Lite.
High -intensity bursts of white light from Xenon
tube flash in cadence with each beat of audio.
From $24.95 kit, $39.95 wired.

Build the Stereo Kits praised by experts.
All amplifier power ratings according to IHF standards. Cortina® designed and manufactured in U.S.A. and guaranteed by EICO.

Air
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70 -Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver including
cabinet. Cortina 3770, $189.95 kit,
$279.95 wired.
70 -Watt FM Stereo Receiver including -
cabinet. Cortina 3570, $169.95 kit,
$259.95 wired.

EC -1100
FM WIRELESS MIKE $9.95
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150 -Watt Silicon Solid -State Stereo
Amplifier, including cabinet. For the audio
perfectionist. Cortina 3150, $149.95 kit,
$225 wired.
70 -Watt Silicon Solid -State Stereo
Amplifier, including cabinet. Cortina 3070,
$99.95 kit, $139.95 wired.
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FM Stereo Tuner including cabinet.
Cortina 3200, $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired.

Build for fun and use with
Eicocraft jiffy project kits.

The newest excitement in kits.
100% solid-state and professional.
Expandable, interconnectable. Excellent
as introductions to electronics.
No technical experience needed.
Finest parts, pre -drilled etched printed
circuit boards, step-by-step instructions.
36 kits to select from, $2.50 to $9.95.
Just released: EC -2600 "Super Snoop"
$8.95; EC -2700 Police & Fire Converter

EICKINT1r
(lo band) $7.95; EC -2800 Aircraft
Converter $7.95; EC -2900 Police & Fire
Converter (hi band) $7.95; EC -3100
2 -Station Intercom (with cases) $10.95;
EC -3200 "Do -It -Yourself" PC Etching
Kit $4.95; EC -2300 Audio Preamplifier
$8.95; EC -2400 Bullhorn $8.95;
EC -2500 Fuzzbox $8.95.

Shape up your own car/boat with EICO Engine Analyzer
For all 6V/12V systems; 4, 6, 8-cyl. engines. Completely tests your total ignition/electrical
Now you can keep your car or boat engine system. Complete with comprehensive Tune-up &
in tip-top shape with this solid-state, portable, Trouble -shooting Manual. EICO 888, $49.95 kit,
self -powered universal engine analyzer. $69.95 wired.

EC -1900 TREASURE FINDER $9.95

The first and only solid state test equipment GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS
Only EICO brings you laboratory precision and long life at lowest cost.

EICO 240 Solid -State EICO 379 Solid -State EICO 242 Solid -State EICO 150 Solid -State EICO 330 Solid -State
FET-TVOM Sine/Square Wave Generator Deluxe FET-TVOM Signal Tracer RF Signal Generator
$59.95 kit, $79.95 wired $69.95 kit, $94.50 wired $69.95 kit, $94.50 wired $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired $59.95 kit. $84.50 wired

You save up to 50% with EICO Kits. Since 1945, Best Buys in Electronics. Over 3 Mallon EICO Instruments Now in Use.

Send me FREE catalog describing the
FREE 1970 CATALOG full EICO line of 200 best buys, and name

of nearest dealer.
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EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta Street. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
EICO Canada Ltd.
20 Millwick Drive, Weston, Ontario

EICO
Name

Address

EHS

City
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